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ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation studies Chinese film censorship after the Cultural Revolution in 1976 

and its impacts on Chinese cinema. I propose a new definition for censorship by arguing that 

censorship, as an integral part of hegemony, rules art works not only by repressing, but also by 

producing its own discourse that influences the authors, artworks and public opinion. Based on 

the new definition, I study the scope, efficacy, mechanism of censorship and its impact on the 

subject being censored. Then the dissertation reviews the changes in Chinese film censorship 

after the Cultural Revolution. I argue that the Chinese film censorship after 1976 undertakes a 

new task of defending the CCP’s ideological governance and ensuring the development of 

Chinese film industry. The censorship’s new objective determines the outlook of Chinese 

cinema. After that, the dissertation examines the impact of Chinese film censorship on Chinese 

cinema with three case studies, including films concerning politically sensitive topics, the state 

sponsored leitmotif film and the entertainment film exemplified by the Chinese wuxia, or the 

action film.  In the concluding chapter, the dissertation predicts the future direction of Chinese 

film censorship by analyzing some of the latest changes in the Chinese film industry.  
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INTRODUCTION  

 

 Since the 1980s, along with the appearance of Chinese films on international screens, 

Chinese film censorship has also received the attention of the international community. As many 

Chinese films have reaped awards from international film festivals, there have also been 

incessant news reports that films in China are ordered to go through heavy revisions by the 

censorship board of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) or even banned by it.  As China is one 

of the few countries that exercise government censorship on its film industry, the CCP’s film 

censorship is viewed as a manifestation of its blatant violation of human rights by infringing the 

freedom of speech.   

However, despite constant criticism against the CCP’s film censorship, its reality seems 

nebulous because of the often contradictory comments from filmmakers and censors. On the one 

hand, filmmakers’ attack on the CCP’s film censorship sounds inconsistent. Take a look at the 

following examples.  In 1993, Farewell My Concubine (Bawang bieji), a film telling the life 

story of a Chinese opera actor, won the Palm d’Or in Cannes Film Festival. Despite its ground-

breaking achievement, the film was banned in mainland China due to its candid reflection of the 

Cultural Revolution and contents concerning homosexuality. The film was eventually allowed to 

screen in mainland Chinese theatres after numerous revisions. In an interview with Chen Kaige, 

the film’s director, Patrick E. Tyler, a New York Times columnist, recorded Chen’s account on 

his struggle with the CCP’s censorship. According to Tyler, Chen used every means to lobby the 

censors. With the help of his friends, Chen even arranged a screening for Deng Xiaoping, the 

CCP's  General Sectary, and Deng’s family members, hoping they could support the film to pass 

the censorship. However, his efforts could not stop the iron-clad bureaucracy from giving an 

ultimatum to the film:    

“The ministry called and said the film would have to be changed. . . . I told them I 

would not make the changes because I did not know how to do it,” Mr. Chen said. 

There was nothing on paper from the ministry. No guidelines, just the ultimatum 

about the three sensitive areas. (“Film; Who Makes the Rules” 17)  
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Frustrated, Chen expressed his helplessness in the face of the government’s tight ideological 

control: “The Cultural Revolution is too sensitive. . . . I don’t think anyone can do these jobs” 

(17). 

Tyler’s article depicts a direct confrontation between the government censors and artist 

that fits the Western imaginary of socialist censorship: On one side stands Chen, a liberal artist 

pursuing freedom of expression, and on the other side, the relentless censors negating history and 

castrating art for the sake of politics. Also, Chen’s narration shroud Chinese film censorship with 

a mysterious cloud. The censorship committee is described as a grim messenger announcing the 

death of the film. Not allowing the filmmaker to explain or bargain, the censorship reveals its 

nature as a part of the dehumanized state apparatus.    

Eleven years after Chen made his comments, Jia Zhangke, an influential young director 

of a group loosely termed as “the Sixth Generation directors,” gave a positive prediction on the 

future of Chinese censorship after his film, The World (Shijie), received the state approval and 

his director status was acknowledged by the government. Enumerating the changes made by the 

government’s censorial department, he observed in a rather optimistic tone:   

But now it looks like we’ll have the chance to express ourselves freely, and that’s 

why I’m willing to give this a try. I’ve been fairly satisfied with the experiment 

thus far. My creative process hasn’t been markedly different than it was with 

other films, but there has been one important change, and that’s that my film can 

now reach a Chinese audience. (Jaffee) 

However, five years later, Jia took back his optimistic prediction in another interview and started 

once again to complain that “we are still under the dictatorship of the collective and we’re 

supposed to sacrifice ourselves” (Nochimson 416).  

The three comments made by two of the most outstanding Chinese film directors present 

an incoherent picture about Chinese film censorship. While Chen’s comment in 1993 and Jia’s in 

2009 indicate that little has changed in the past fifteen years, Jia’s comment in 2004 suggests that 

the authority is taking measures to relax the censorship. How is it possible that Chinese 

filmmakers are feeling so differently about the same film censorship?  Whose, or which, 

comments stand for the truth? If there are flip-flops of the government’s policy on censorship, 

what is the rationale behind it? 
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In opposition to the criticisms of the Chinese filmmakers, practically all the Chinese 

censors and government cultural officials hold that Chinese censorship becomes relaxed.1 

Among them, Zheng Dongtian, an accomplished Chinese film director, professor of Beijing Film 

Academy and member of the Chinese Film Bureau’s (CFB) Committee of Film Censorship, 

made perhaps the most illuminating remarks so far on Chinese censorship. In an interview titled 

“Chinese Film Censorship is Making Progress,” he described the censors’ obligations: 

We are invited here not to exercise control of this (the art), but to issue birth 

certificates. Our work is like that of a local Chinese police station. Films are like 

new born babies: some of them may have birth defects like amentia or disability. 

However, as long as they did not violate those rules, we have to pass them. In 

fact, 95 percent of them received our unanimous approvals. (italics mine) 

The “rules” he refers to is the clause in the “Regulations on Synopsis Filing and Feature Films 

Administration” issued in 2006 by the State Administration of Radio, Film and Television 

(SARFT). Later in the interview, he explained the standard and the procedure of censorship:  

A film will be approved as long as it does not criticize socialism and the CCP, 

advocate pornography and violence, or describe the Mafia world throughout its 

entirety. We will recommend some revisions if there are too many scenes on bed, 

too much nudity or graphic murders. … On every afternoon of the working day, 

members of standing committee will gather at the SARFT to screen films. 

Everyone will be given a form with four squares of “pass,” “pass after revision,” 

“review after revision,” and “not pass.” Members are expected to grade the film 

by ticking one of the four squares according to their own feelings and judgments 

after screening. Members who choose “pass upon revision” or “review after 

revision” will write down their advice. … Finally, these forms will be submitted 

to the leader of the SARFT, who will make the final decision and inform the film 

producers on whether the film has passed the censorship or advise them for 

revisions.  

                                                 
1 For example, in an online meeting hosted by the website of the SARFT, Tong Gang, the director of the CFB and 
the director of Censorship Review Committee, took questions on the Internet. When asked about “why the current 
censorship was so strict,” he dismissed the opinion by observing that “in fact, Chinese film censorship is relatively 
lenient and reflects the principle of being fair, impartial and open” (Tong). Also, Zhou Xing, Deputy Dean of the 
College of Art and Communication, Beijing Normal University and a member of Film Censorship Committee, 
observed that “the censorship in China is very lenient now. Almost all the films submitted to censorship were 
passed” (“Dianshen weiyuan Zhou Xing”).   
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Zhao Baohua, a member from the CFB’s censorship board, also made similar 

observations. In response to the complaint of Feng Xiaogang, a renowned Chinese film director, 

that Chinese censorship was “hurting and restricting film production,” Zhao gave a direct 

counterargument. Agreeing with Zheng that films submitted “should not violate the state laws 

and regulations on culture and art and subject to the Chinese national conditions,” Zhao 

suggested that “we are working on the baseline of censorship.”  “Filmmakers,” he noted, “should 

examine themselves for reason (why they fail to produce good films) rather than scandalize 

Censorship Committee” (L. Guan).  

These contradictory comments from both sides of the Chinese film industry aroused my 

interest on Chinese film censorship. It seems to me that such descriptions of censorship as harsh 

or lenient engender the so-called “Rashomon Effect.” While one cannot accuse any of them as a 

liar, the filmmakers’ criticisms and censors’ defense of Chinese film censorship reflect their own 

self-serving goals. For filmmakers, emphasis on a film’s clash with censorship may increase a 

film’s publicity by stimulating the public’s curiosity. For the censors, preaching the censorship 

transparency and leniency helps to dissolve the skepticism and mystification of the public on 

censorship and highlight its positive role in the society.   

Moreover, two points in the two censors’ observations deserve special attention. First, 

Zheng’s and Zhao’s conclusion that Chinese film censorship is relaxing should not be simply 

dismissed as an ungrounded apology for the CCP’s authoritarian governance. Their conclusion 

seems to have its proof in statistics.  For example, in 1997, out of the 88 films submitted for 

censorship, only 50 percent, or 44 films were approved. By contrast, in 2004, out of the 214 

films submitted for censorship, only 1 was banned (R. Zhang114).  However, what accounts for 

the leap of the rate of approval from 50 percent to over 95 percent in seven years? There are two 

possibilities: either the censors have become more flexible in handling the film submitted or 

filmmakers have self-consciously adjusted their films to comply with the censorship. If the 

former case is true, how should one understand the unabated outcries from the filmmakers?  If it 

is the latter case, are these changes voluntary or caused by other reasons? If there exist forces 

outside the regulations of censorship that can change the minds of filmmakers, should not these 

forces also be viewed as other forms of censorship in addition to the institutional censorship? 

Second, how should one justify the two censors’ conclusion that “Chinese censorship is 

making progress” or “we are working on our bottom line of censorship” when there are so many 
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clearly-stated restrictions as specified in official regulations? It seems to the censors that the 

censorship regulations, instead of providing prohibitive clauses external to films, act as 

prerequisites that should be observed by both Chinese censors and filmmakers. In other words, 

the censors view the laws and regulations almost as a spontaneous boundary on themes and 

contents of Chinese films. From that perspective, the contradiction between the censors and 

filmmakers seems to lie in their different understandings of the meaning of freedom of speech 

for Chinese films: to censors, freedom refers to the space preconditioned by the clauses; whereas 

to filmmakers, these clauses are exactly what they view as restrictions of their freedom. If that is 

the case, what causes the cognitive disparity between the censors and the filmmakers that leads 

to their different conclusions about the strictness of contemporary film censorship?  It seems 

these questions cannot be answered from conventional understanding of censorship. To have a 

better understanding of Chinese film censorship, one needs to reexamine this institution by 

taking into coherent account its definition, scope and working mechanism. 

As an important element in the Chinese film industry, Chinese film censorship has not 

received enough attention from Chinese and Western scholars. Existing scholarship on Chinese 

film censorship is far from being sufficient and systematic. For one thing, thorough research on 

the history and practice of Chinese film censorship is scarce as there is hardly any book-length 

study on this topic. With regard to Chinese film censorship before 1949, or the founding of the 

People’s Republic of China (PRC), the only comprehensive research available is a 1994 doctoral 

dissertation entitled “Film Censorship in China, 1927-1937,” a study on the Nationalist Film 

Censorship by Xiao Zhiwei. Although Xiao’s study has been widely cited by film scholars,2 it 

has never been published as a book. As to Chinese film censorships after 1949, there is not any 

systematic discussion. The inadequate scholarship leaves many aspects blank, including the 

historical origins of Chinese film censorship and its relations with other types of in Chinese 

history, its connections with the CCP art and cultural policies, and its organization as well as 

working mechanism.  

Despite that, introductions to, and researches on Chinese film censorship after 1949 are 

scattered in book chapters and journal articles. With regard to Chinese film censorship before the 

1980s, Paul Clark’s survey of the Chinese film industry provides some valuable information. In 

Chinese Cinema: Culture and Politics since 1949, one of the earliest discussions of Chinese 

                                                 
2 See Zhu; Z. Zhang; Y.Zhang. 
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films, Clark introduces the production, censorship, distribution and projection of the Chinese 

socialist film industry since the founding of the People’s Republic of China. In the essay “The 

Film Industry in the 1970s,” he provides additional account for the changes of Chinese film 

production during and after the Cultural Revolution, including the Party’s relaxation of 

censorship control.  In another essay “Two Hundred Flowers on China’s Screen,” he compares 

the two relatively liberalized time periods in the history of  the PRC (1956-1957 and 1978-1981) 

in terms of the Party’s cultural policies and their impacts on its film production. He concludes:  

“What changed least was the formal structure of censorship and control. . . . The attitudes, 

however, of those in control of this structure seemed different by the 1980s” (57).   

Concerning film censorship since the 1980s, Paul Pickowicz is probably the most 

informed scholar of all. In the essay “Velvet Prisons and the Political Economy of Chinese Film 

Making,” he dwells on the changes taking place in Chinese film control since the 1980s. 

Pickowicz comes to a conclusion different from that of Clark. As he sees it, the CCP’s relaxation 

on film censorship is not an active readjustment, but because “with the deepening of the reform 

era, much is permanently out of control” (218).  

Starting from the1990s, scholars began to address the changes on Chinese regulations on 

film censorship. Jerome Silbergeld describes the relaxations made by the CCP’s censorship on 

films and other forms of arts. Like Clark, he believes the changes taking place in Chinese art 

censorship derives from the CCP’s conscious adjustment of its art policies. In his article “Art 

Censorship in Socialist China: A Do-it Yourself System,” a case study of a Sichuan painter 

during the Reform era, he concludes:   

Today, the Chinese government seems to be exploring a policy unthinkable to 

centuries of Confucianists and Maoists alike: unhooking culture from political 

ideology. . . . It would leave artists free to do and say most anything, as long as 

they keep it nonpolitical—a stunning contradiction of Mao’s absolute emphasis 

on class-based politics as the superstructure of all cultural behavior.  (328)  

Similarly, Richard Kraus also argues that “the hand of censorship has lightened, not 

mainly due to the Party’s goodwill, but because many intellectuals have pressured successfully 

for fewer restrictions and because the emerging cultural market place has complicated the 

censors’ job” (122).  He ascribes the relaxations to a number of reasons including “breaking the 
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rules,” “media expansion,” “technological change,” and “the professionalization of cultural 

Criticism” (122-126).  

Among others, Mary Calkins’s “The Censorship in Chinese Cinema” is probably the 

most comprehensive study on Chinese film censorship after the Cultural Revolution. In the 

hundred-page monograph, Calkins examines Chinese censorship as well as factors external to 

censorship from legal perspectives. Besides, she also provides many case studies of how 

censorship intervenes into the film production process and the counterstrategies of filmmakers to 

outsmart the censorship. She concludes that “film censorship in China, like contracts and 

constitutional law in China, is contextual, individualized, and continuously negotiable rather than 

absolute or binding” (Calkins 242-243).  

In the new millennium scholarly attention in this field has come to focus primarily on 

policy changes made by the CCP film censorship. As China becomes more open to the outside 

world, scholars have more opportunities to know the Chinese film production and censorship 

process. Therefore, they conduct detailed studies on Chinese film production and marketing 

system and interview important cultural officials.3  Compared with the scholarship in the 1990s 

which was mainly focused on the Party’s cultural policies, the studies in the new millennium 

tend to investigate Chinese film censorship within the sociological, political and cultural 

frameworks. The overall judgment of Chinese censorship is that it becomes more sympathetic 

and relaxed. For example, in studying the relations between the SARFT and the “Chinese 

independent filmmakers,” Nakajima suggests:  

At least compared to the past, the views and opinions of the independent 

filmmakers and the state film bureaucracy apparently are coming to have more 

and more commonality. . . . According to this new logic, if the film is not openly 

critical of or against the party-state, films that are made for commercial market 

are more than welcome by the officials in the state bureaucracy. (173) 

Based on judgment like that, some scholars give optimistic predictions on the future of 

Chinese censorship. For example, in The Cinema of Feng Xiaogang: Commercialization and 

Censorship in Chinese Cinema after 1989, Zhang Rui analyzes changes in Chinese film 

                                                 
3 For example, Y.Zhang; Zhu; R. Zhang;  Nakajima all provide detailed descriptions about changes in Chinese film 
production mechanism as a consequence of  marketization and globalization. 
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censorship policy following the reform of its film industry. He is optimistic that the Chinese 

censorship will become more tolerant. He believes that,    

A transformation from hard censorship, which decides what is permitted on 

screen, to the soft censorship of a rating system, which does not proscribe the 

content of films but rather classifies them as appropriate for certain segments of 

the public, seems likely to come eventually to Chinese cinema. (114)  

These studies provide significant information on the institutional structure, rules and working 

mechanism of Chinese film censorship and illuminate the transformation in censorship after 

1976 as the result of the Party’s changing cultural policies. However, with all the values 

acknowledged, the existing research also shows its own limitations. On the one hand, there is 

hardly any theoretical discussion of the connotations and scope of censorship. For most scholars, 

they work on “what they see as censorship” without bothering to define what censorship is.4 

Their views on censorship resemble the remarks of the former United States Supreme Court 

Justice Potter Stewart on pornography: “I know it when I see it” (T. Hall 367).  However, 

reading these works carefully, one can see that the scope and content of censorship in their 

studies are different. To Clark, film censorship exists among the tripartite relations of the Party, 

the author and the audience; to Pickowicz, censorship entails politics, art policies and market; to 

Silbergeld, censorship is extended into the subjective experience of the censored; to Krause and 

Calkins, it proliferates into regulations and cultural norms; and to Nakajima and Zhang Rui, it 

only concerns the bureaucratic regulations. If their scopes of research are different, are they 

addressing the same issue? Are they talking about “censorship” or “censorships?” The lack of a 

compelling theoretical explication of censorship leaves a number of key questions unanswered: 

Is the CCP the only power controlling the Chinese film censorship via its censorship committee? 

Besides the Party’s cultural policies, are there any other powers influencing film production 

behind or beyond censorship?  What are the functions of other elements, such as market, culture, 

author’s subjective feelings and audience response in film censorship?  

                                                 
4 Calkins gives a brief introduction to the scope of her research on censorship: “This paper attempts to demonstrate 
that China takes a similar approach to film censorship as it does to contracts, in the sense that censorship involves 
continual ‘negotiations’ rather than binding agreement, and in the sense that articulated standards are subject to 
overriding cultural norms and external factors”(242).  With regard to “external factors,” she lists “cultural code, 
economics and international diplomacy are the most prominent of these external factors” without explaining why 
these factors are chosen as components of censorship (278).  
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The absence of a generally agreed concept of censorship is responsible for the incoherent 

conclusions of these researches. For example, while the majority of articles are pointing to a 

plausible conclusion that Chinese film censorship is gradually relaxing, the cause of the 

relaxation is different. If Clark is correct in arguing that the change is caused by the 

government’s “seemingly changing attitude” (57), which implies a total control, how should one 

justify Pickowicz’s conclusion that “the censorship permanently loses its control” (218)? If 

Pickowicz’s claim is correct that the CCP’s control on art is “permanently” lost, who is 

“unhooking the culture with politics” or “transforming the censorship” (328) as Silbergeld 

describes it? If censorship, as Calkins suggests, “is individualized, contextual and constantly 

negotiable” (242-243), the conclusion of relaxation becomes dubious as film directors can 

always negotiate their projects with the censors. The contradiction of the works stems not only 

from the different perspectives of the scholars but from the vaguely defined concept of 

censorship.  

On the other hand, it is overly simplistic to perceive Chinese film censorship as nothing 

more than a mere repressive institutional system utilized entirely by the central government only 

to safeguard the ideological security of Chinese cinema and combat dissident filmmakers. Based 

on the conventional understanding of censorship, these studies generally consider censorship as a 

prohibitive mechanism functioning independently of the Chinese cultural management system.  

Such a limited perception leaves some significant issues unexplored.  

 Firstly, while Chinese film censorship undoubtedly serves its goal of safeguarding the 

Party’s ideological security, it also has its distinctive economic, aesthetic and cultural goals. In 

fact, the economic and cultural goals become almost as important as the political goals in 

Chinese film censorship after the Cultural Revolution. The equation of censorship with political 

examination eclipses other goals in censorship and their complicated interplays. 

Second, Chinese film censorship is not only confined to the institutional film censorship, 

but also participates in the production of the Chinese film industry. The repressive function is not 

the only model for Chinese film censorship. It is wrong to regard Chinese film censorship as a 

passive system only working on finished films. Instead, as I am going to show in the following 

chapters, Chinese film censorship has a much more active function in intervening in the course 

of film production. Its influence can be felt in every aspect of a film, including its story, 

representation, and artistic style all the way to its distribution and marketing.  In addition to 
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rejecting films that are considered detrimental to the Party’s ideological control, the film 

censorship secures the CCP’s ideological governance by creating normative texts that define the 

political, cultural and economic outlooks of Chinese cinema.   

Thirdly, the notion of Chinese film censorship as a centralized and repressive model is a 

simplification of the agents of film censorship. Although censorship is carried out nominally by 

the censorial board, the censorship committee appointed by the Party is not the only authority 

that has access to the power of censorship. Instead, many parties, groups and individuals 

participating in the different links of film production and distribution can become the agents of 

film censorship.  The institutional model glosses over the many power struggles among different 

agents in the course of film production and distribution.  

With the intention of overcoming the limitations of existing research, this dissertation 

aims at achieving two related goals. The first is to establish a new model intended to uncover the 

power dynamics of Chinese film censorship. The dissertation claims that contemporary Chinese 

film censorship means more than institutional censorship conducted by the CFB’s censorial 

board. The Chinese film censorship, instead, incorporates the Party’s hegemonic practices 

through coordinating market, ideological discourse and culture. I argue that the censorship 

system not only works to gag dissent films, but also to harness the overall ideology of Chinese 

cinema by creating its own discourse and diminishing the effects of dissident films through 

channeling them into ideologically neutral zones. The Chinese film censorship, therefore, is 

more than a univocal and static system, but a dynamic and non-linear one. Under such a 

censorship system, the relationship between the censors and the filmmakers are not merely 

confrontational. Depending upon the different working mechanisms of censorship, the censors 

and the filmmakers in China manifest a spectrum of relations including cooperation, compromise 

and struggle.    

On the basis of reconceptualizing the definition of Chinese film censorship, the 

dissertation attempts to reach its second goal of studying the impact of Chinese film censorship 

on Chinese cinema after 1976. From studying films with different contents and genres, including 

films concerning sensitive political incidents, the Party-sponsored leitmotif film and the wuxia 

genre, or the Chinese action film, I will examine the impact of censorship on the evolution of 

Chinese cinema as well as the strategies by which Chinese filmmakers negotiate the socio-

political conditions under such an impact.  
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The dissertation is comprised of six chapters. Chapter One focuses on a theoretical 

analysis of the definition of censorship and important concepts in film censorship studies. 

Reviewing the recent philosophical, historical and sociological discussion of censorship, I 

propose a new definition that posits censorship as the synergy of repression and ideological 

management. The chapter analyzes the scope, efficacy and mechanism of censorship. In addition 

to discussing censorship’s influence on the final product, the chapter focuses on how censorship 

constructs the subjects of both the censors and the censored. With regard to the evaluation of 

censorship, the chapter holds that censorship should not be assessed by the binary model of being 

effective or ineffective. Instead, it observes the principle of “multiple causality,” or the 

cumulative outcome of dominative and manipulative elements. Finally, in addition to the 

commonly held opinion that censorship represses, I offer three different patterns of censorship, 

namely: substitution, exclusion and diversion.  

Chapter Two provides an introduction to Chinese film censorship after the Cultural 

Revolution. Based on the theoretical framework in Chapter one, the chapter examines post-

Cultural Revolution film censorship from its readjustment of institutional structure on the one 

hand and the CCP’s effort of reestablishing its cultural hegemony on the other. Through the 

analysis, I propose that the transition of Chinese post-Cultural Revolution film censorship 

inherits the objective and organization form of socialist institutional censorship so as to secure its 

ideological domination. Meanwhile, Chinese film censorship after 1976 embodies the CCP’s 

new ideological intention of justifying its governance through promoting its new ideology of 

developmentalism and nationalism.  The chapter also examines the impact of globalization on 

Chinese film censorship and the Party’s ideological and economic measures in coping with the 

new situation as China is integrated into the international community.       

The next three chapters provide case studies on the impacts of censorship on Chinese 

films of major themes and genres. Chapter Three intends to illuminate the Party’s strategy in 

handling films with sensitive themes. The chapter studies the three different depictions of the 

Cultural Revolution in Hibiscus Town (Furong zhen,1985), The Blue Kite (Lan fengzheng,1993) 

and In the Heat of the Sun (Yangguan canlan de rizi,1994). Investigating the CCP’s conclusive 

document on the Cultural Revolution, this chapter indicates that the CCP tries to appease the 

public discontent of the Cultural Revolution by resorting to three strategies, including blaming 

the responsibility of Cultural Revolution onto a few individuals, ascribing the ideological roots 
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of the Cultural Revolution to traditional Chinese culture and emphasizing the Party’s effort of 

giving political rehabilitation and economic compensation to people who were wronged in the 

Cultural Revolution. Examining the three films, the chapter intends to show how the three 

principles are observed by state art workers, defied by the liberal artists and transcended by the 

filmmakers with new ideological and commercial motivations. The chapter seeks to demonstrate 

that, motivated by the goal of defending the Party’s stand of the Cultural Revolution on the one 

hand and promoting Chinese film industry on the other, the CCP, instead of banning the films on 

the Cultural Revolution, tries its best to cultivate normative representations of this important 

historical event. To achieve the goal of creating a normative representation both embracing the 

Party’s official conclusion and having positive market response, the CCP vigorously renews its 

old socialist aesthetic norm, bans films that openly challenge its ideological control while 

conniving with films playing with the ideological content of the Cultural Revolution for 

economic profit.   

Chapter Four is devoted to the discussion of the leitmotif film (zhuxuanlü dianying), or 

the state-sponsored films that carry out the Party’s ideology, and the influence of this type of 

film on commercial films. This chapter first reviews the origin of the leitmotif film and its 

evolution following the commercialization of the Chinese film industry and globalization. I 

intend to prove that the leitmotif film, with the support of the state, constitutes an important 

hegemony that embodies the Party’s ideological intention. Then the chapter studies the impact of 

the leitmotif film on commercial films through a comparative study the Founding of a Republic 

(Jianguo daye, 2009), a leitmotif film representing the history of the PRC, and The Message 

(Fengsheng,2009), a commercial espionage thriller using Chinese Anti-Japanese war as its 

subject matter. I want to show how the Founding of a Republic, as an important piece of 

hegemonic discourse sanctioned by the state, not only influences The Message in its content, 

style and artistic representation, but also helps to create a new film genre known as “ red 

espionage thriller.” Besides, the chapter also discusses The Message’s resistance against and 

commercial exploitation of the Party’s hegemonic discourse. Through the comparative study, I 

argue that, with its immense ideological, economic and market influence, the leitmotif film 

contributes to the CCP’s censorship by promoting the kind of commercial films that appear to 

sympathize with Party’s ideological scheme while accommodating their ideological deviations.   
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The fifth chapter focuses on the political and cultural influence of film censorship on 

Chinese entertainment films by analyzing such influence on the evolution of the wuxia film, or 

the Chinese action film. While Chinese censorship hardly interferes with the wuxia film, the 

evolution of wuxia film nevertheless reveals the impact of the Party’s renewed ideological 

agenda. Through studying the themes, presentations, market operations and social responses of 

The Shaolin Temple (Shaolin si,1982), The Swordsman in Double Flags Town (Shuangqizhen 

daoke,1990) and Hero (Yingxiong, 2002), three important wuxia films produced respectively in 

the 1980s, the 1990s and the 2000s,  I argue that the censorship of the wuxia film is  what I term 

as “divertive censorship.”As the major contributor to the revenue of the Chinese film industry, 

the wuxia film receives favorable treatment from the government.  Moreover, while prohibiting 

any allusive criticism of the CCP in art-house films, the CFB exercises differentiative censorship 

by tolerating the political allusions within the wuxia film. The government’s support and lenient 

censorship attract the dissident filmmakers into producing wuxia films, where they can express 

their criticism through political allusions while reaping huge profits. Under the divertive 

censorship, the wuxia film becomes a special genre that embeds ideological allusions in the 

commercial contents.  

Chapter Six, also the concluding chapter, reinstates my main argument by reviewing the 

ideological and economic characteristics of new Chinese censorship. It also seeks to envision the 

path that Chinese censorship is likely to take with the changes of Chinese political and economic 

conditions. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

RETHINKING CENSORSHIP: DEFINITION, SCOPE, SUBJECT 

AND MECHANISM 

 

Proposing a New Definition: Censorship as Ideological Repression and Management 

 

The English term “censor” derives from a Latin word, which referred to a Roman 

magistrate responsible for managing census and keeping the public morality. Modern 

dictionaries and encyclopedia have largely inherited the use; Webster’s Dictionary defines the 

act of censor as "to examine in order to suppress or delete anything considered objectionable.” 

Longman dictionary gives a similar definition as “to examine books, films, letters etc to remove 

anything that is considered offensive, morally harmful, or politically dangerous etc.” And 

Encyclopedia Britannica defines it as “act of changing or suppressing speech or writing that is 

considered subversive of the common good.”  

The three definitions have common characteristics as they all hold that 1) Censorship 

represents repressive powers external to the party being censored; 2) Censorship is carried out by 

forces; 3) Censorship is based on defending “common good” or against the “objectionable” and 

4) censorship as a responsive mechanism effective only on finished products.  

These definitions, while fitting the stereotypical notion of censorship, restrict the study on 

censorship. The dictionary definitions are essentialistic and prescriptive, circumscribing both the 

means and scope of censorship. The dictionary definition forestalls elements that do not fit into 

its conceptual framework. It provides a monolithic structure that eclipses the complicated 

interactions within censorship. In her study on early British film censorship, Annette Kuhn refers 

to the conventional definition of censorship as a “prohibition/institution model” (2). She 

complains that “it [the model] allows only one story—and not necessarily the most interesting or 

important one—to be told about film censorship” (4). Such a reductive framework also causes 

the confusion of the term. As the conventional definitions defy other goals and means of 
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censorship and exclude them from the scope of censorship research, the scholars have to adopt 

new terms to redefine their scope of research so as to avoid misconceptions.5  

Since the 1990s, studies on censorship receive renewed attention. 6 Scholars started to 

explore new aspects and practice of censorship. In addition to the government and institutional 

censors, studies were conducted on subjects that were not included in conventional censorship 

studies, such as the market, film critics, and pressure groups in the society (Lyons 277-319). 

Also, discussions on censorial practice were no longer confined to the scope of politics and law 

but began to cover an author’s psychology (Levine), construction of subject (Butler 247-260), 

canon formation (Fish; Smejkalova-Strickland), professionalism (Schauer), editing (Burt), public 

funding (Wasserman), etc. With the expanding of scopes, scholars found the original definition 

of censorship too narrow and attempt to redefine censorship. Some scholars proposed the 

descriptive definition by enumerating scope and function of censorship. For example, Francis 

Couvares indicates: 

No consistent definition has been offered for the simple reason that, in both past 

and present, censorship has been used to refer to related but quite different 

practices: to governmental prior restraint on expression; to criminal prosecution 

and punishment for obscenity; to administrative regulation of expressive content 

by either independent parties or producers themselves; to the intentions, activities, 

and effects of individuals and groups who exert pressure on producers to alter 

their products or on distributors to cease marketing them; to conscious and 

unconscious editorial evasions and silences practiced by writers, directors and 

others involved in the production of cultural commodities.  (518) 

Meanwhile, others reconceptualized censorship through reworking on its scope.  In her 

book Censorship: The Knot That Binds Knowledge and Power, Sue Curry Jansen provides an 

inclusive definition for censorship:  

                                                 
5 For example, Richard Burt uses “administration” to name his edited volume The Administration of Aesthetics: 

Censorship, Political Criticism and the Public Sphere. Administration indicates “the locus of different, dispersed 
kinds of regulation” so as to distinguish it from the conventional concept of censorship (xvi) . 
6 The renewed attention is caused by political and theoretical reasons. Politically, “the implosion of the Soviet bloc 
and the ensuing release of official records from East European state for research purpose” (Müller 1) provided large 
number of raw materials for scholars’ research. Also, American conservative cultural policies in the 1980s and 
1990s and a series of conflicts between the government and liberal artists forced cultural critics and scholars to 
rethink censorship (“The Administration of Aesthetics” Burt xi).  Theoretically, a number of authors, including 
Michel Foucault, Michael Holquist, and Judith Butler, wrote articles that shed new lights on the meaning, functions 
and perspectives of censorship (Müller 3-9).  
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My definition of the term [censorship] encompasses all socially structured 

proscriptions or prescriptions which inhibit or prohibit dissemination of ideas, 

information, images and other messages through a society’s channels of 

communication whether these obstructions are secured by political, economic, 

religious, or other systems of authority. It includes both overt and covert 

proscriptions and prescriptions.  (221) 

While some scholars were bent on creating an all-inclusive definition for censorship, 

others are more interested in exploring the meaning of censorship from new areas. In “the 

Ontology of Censorship,” Frederick Schauer tries to extend the scope of censorship into the field 

of professionalism. He concludes that “language of censorship is thus the language of 

professionalism, the language of expertise, the language of institutional competence, the 

language of separation of powers” (162).  Freshwater explores censorship from the feelings of 

the subject being censored. She argues:   

My research demonstrates that those who are on the receiving end of censorship 

are well aware that it can take on many different guises. The language which such 

artists and authors use as they discuss the destruction, distortion, or limited 

dissemination of their work makes it clear that they believe that they have 

experience egregious and excessive intervention. To suggest that they did not 

encounter censorship because their experience does not correspond to a 

predefined category would represent an untenable reinscription of the original act 

of exclusion.  (241)  

The expansion of research scope and exciting findings have led to a more flexible 

conception of the term “censorship.”  As Sophia Rosenfeld rightly points out, “In the realm of 

the theory, there seems no longer to be any consensus about what censorship is” (217, qtd in 

Müller 1). Consequently, one has to ask: Are those scholars addressing the same censorship or 

many forms of censorships? How are those new research findings connected to each other? And 

what are their relationships with the repression/institution model?  The lack of a theoretical 

common ground prevents fruitful conversations among the scholars in this field and evokes 

concerns about the possible abuse of the term.7  

                                                 
7 Müller, for example, expresses his concern that “I suspect that ‘censorship’ has become such a cheap currency 
because of its rhetorical value which guarantees attention. Employing a ‘sexy’ term does not necessarily make the 
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In this dissertation, I want to propose a theoretical framework that can hopefully integrate 

the new discoveries with the more conventional notions. I view censorship as a mixed and hybrid 

synthesis of both ideological repression and management. By “mixed,” I mean that ideological 

repression and management are two integral components in censorship. Depending on different 

conditions, they may work cooperatively, individually or alternatively.  By “hybrid,” I mean that 

ideological repression and management are not independent from each other but constantly 

cooperate and challenge each other. It is the power dynamics between ideological repression and 

management that constitutes the various models of censorship in different social circumstances.  

While censorship is generally considered a form of ideological repression, its power of 

managing the ideology is usually overlooked. In this regard, censorship can be taken as a form of 

hegemony exercised on art.  Therefore, it would be helpful if we briefly look at the history of 

hegemony. The concept of hegemony was proposed by Lenin as a strategy of revolution (Simon 

25), but was first systematically discussed by Gramsci, the Italian essayist and political activist.  

Although a Marxist, Gramsci opposed the economic determinism in orthodox Marxism. 

Ideology, as he puts it in his Prison Notes, is not just a set of ideas reflecting the economic 

foundation, but is rather “the terrain on which men move, acquire consciousness of their 

position, struggle” (377). Therefore, Gramsci believes, class struggle should not be the only way 

for the ruling class to dominate; instead, “a class is dominant in two ways, that is to say it is 

dominant and ruling. It rules the allied classes and dominates the opposing classes” (79).  On that 

basis, he reformulates Lenin’s term “hegemony,” insisting that hegemony should be seen as  

 the spontaneous consent given by the great masses of the population to the 

general direction imposed on social life by the dominant fundamental group; this 

consent is ‘historically caused by the prestige (and consequent confidence)’ which 

the dominant group enjoys because of its position and function in the world of 

production.  (12) 

In addition, Gramsci divides hegemony into “political hegemony”, which is embodied by 

the “executives, legislatures and judiciary in liberal states” and “civil hegemony,” which includes 

                                                                                                                                                             
analysis that goes with it any more convincing, especially if the term has been tweaked to fit the bill” (10) . To make 
his point clearly, he gives four examples of “a former KGB worker being banned by government from publishing his 
books,” “an academic whose work being rejected by the leading journals,” “publishing houses selecting their 
classics,” and “a child being silenced by a parental authority.” As he saw it, only the first example constituted the 
censorship while the other three belonged respectively to “self-regulation,” “canon formation,” and “social control.” 
He argues that “while censorship always implies the control and regulation of discourses, the reverse is not true 
because not all such discourse regulation is equivalent to censorship” (11-12) . 
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“hegemony of a social group over the whole national society exercised through so-called private 

organizations, like the church, trade unions, and schools and so on” (Anderson 355, 356). 8 

Later, Louis Althussier explored the meaning and forms of cultural hegemony. 

In his seminal essay “State and Ideology,” Althusser proposes the famous argument about the 

capitalistic state apparatus. He divides the apparatus into Repressive State Apparatus (RSA) and 

Ideological State Apparatus (ISA). While RSA refers to the compulsive force of the state through 

police and army, ISA stands for “another reality which is clearly on the side of the (repressive) 

State apparatus” (142).  He gives a more detailed empirical list of ISA, including: 

Religious ISA (the system of the different Churches). 

Educational ISA (the system of the different public and private 'Schools'). 

The family ISA. 

The legal ISA. 

The political ISA (the political system, including the different Parties). 

The trade-union ISA. 

The communications ISA (press, radio and television, etc.). 

The cultural ISA (Literature, the Arts, sports, etc.). 

The view of censorship as a synthesis of ideological repression and management 

illuminates some problems in censorship study. Firstly, the repression/management model 

illuminates the goals and means of censorship. It is much more sensible to regard censorship as a 

way to reach consent than only to see it as a force of repression. Repression itself is not a self-

sufficient goal, but a passive response, which reveals the censors’ concern that certain action, if 

not banned, will have certain consequence.  For example, if censorship outlaws the portrayal of 

sexual activities in art, the prohibition, instead of targeting the issue itself, is actually soliciting 

consent from the public and the authors that sexuality in art poisons the public morality or is a 

bad influence on the youth. Banning and cutting is only a means to foster consent. As the goal of 

censorship becomes clear, one can see that coercive repression is neither the only nor the 

preferable way to reach consent. Compared with the coercive force, prestige and public 

confidence have obvious advantages in regulating art and literature. As banning inevitably 

provokes public discontent and even open protest, managing ideology with influence and 

                                                 
8 Actually, Gramsci took quite a theoretical detour in formulating his theory of hegemony. In his early writing, he 
believed that hegemony is a concept incompatible with state domination and only exists in the civil society. 
However, later, he developed the idea that hegemony exists both in state and civil society. See Anderson 353-360.   
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prestige creates an illusion that the authors voluntarily give up their dissident views, and such an 

illusion reduces the danger of massive outcries. In real life, repression by administrative or 

violent means often plays a secondary, albeit decisive, role. More often than not, repression is 

the last resort when the ideological management fails.  

Also, the model is conducive in coordinating the discontinuities between the 

legal/political and cultural/aesthetic studies on censorship and justifies the multidisciplinary 

nature of the study. One of the central defects in the repression/institution model is that it fails to 

consider censorship’s capacity of generating its own discourses of hegemony.  Conventional 

studies on censorship, particularly on film censorship, treat films as individual texts subjected to 

the power of law and regulations. Kuhn rightly points out that the model produces a “dichotomy 

of text and contexts” (5). She suggests: “The nub of the problem is that the text-context dualism 

proposes a distinction between representation and institutions. . . . It might be productive, for 

instance, to stop regarding representations as object confined to a ‘cultural’ realm and stop 

seeing institutions as locked into a sphere of the ‘real’.” (6) 

The repression/management model, therefore, responds to Kuhn’s criticism. To view censorship 

as a part of hegemony means to acknowledge censorship as a component of cultural production. 

If censorship is considered a form of hegemonic force, its scope then is no longer confined to the 

administrative and legal sectors in state institutions, but rather should be expanded to include 

social departments related to cultural productions.  

Based on the repression/management model, I am proposing a new definition for 

censorship:  Censorship is an action conducted by a leading group that utilizes its cultural, 

political and economic resources to exert overt or subtle influence, either by itself or through its 

agents, on subjects or different stages of cultural production so as to obtain its goals.  This 

definition will work to guide my investigation of the role and function of Chinese censorship in 

Chinese cinema. 

Compared with traditional definitions, the new definition redefines censorship in terms of 

its ontology and teleology. Ontologically, it abandons the essentialist and prescriptive model in 

the dictionary definitions. As censorship is determined by dynamic relations between repression 

and management, it is impossible to provide a normative formula valid for all cultures and 

societies. Instead of arguing what censorship includes, I am more interested in disclosing how a 

censorship functions on the works it censors by investigating both the mechanism of institutional 
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censorship and its cooperation with other hegemonic devises. With regard to the goal of 

censorship, the definition suggests that censorship does not aim at eliminating the dissident 

works, but sustain the ideological objectives of the dominant group.  

The new definition also reformulates the mechanism, agent and process of censorship. 

Insofar as its mechanism is concerned, while concurring with Kuhn that in addition to repression, 

censorship also “produces” meaning, I want to move further to refine the binary mode of 

repression and production. Therefore, my definition adopts a more neutral concept of “influence” 

to indicate that censorship has more functions than repression or production, and that these 

functions, instead of being exercised individually, often take place simultaneously. With regard 

to censorial agents, the new definition maintains that censorship is carried out not only by 

institutional censors, but also by parties and individuals who share common interests with the 

leading group.  In discussing the process of censorship the definition indicates that censorship is 

not a post-production act, but rather intervenes in the different stages of film making.  Finally, 

the definition uses the plural “goals” because censorship is usually a practice intended for more 

than one goal. Catering to the different aims in the power discourse of domination and 

hegemony, censorship may be designed to have goals that are at the same time commensurable 

and conflicting.    

 

The Scope and Efficacy of Censorship: Plurality, Dynamism and Post-determinism 

 

The new concept based on the repression/management model represents a paradigm shift 

in censorship studies. From the perspective of this model, instead of mechanically dictating the 

will of the government, censorship appears to be the cumulative outcome of power relations of 

many parties involved in the censoring process. The change of the definition demands us to 

reconsider many overlooked aspects in the studies of censorship, including its operation, scope 

and efficacy.  

Firstly, as censorship involves more social sectors in the society than the government 

censors and the censored artists, it turns out to be what Pierre Bourdieu calls a “field.” In 

Bourdieu’s postulate, field is  

a network, or a configuration, of objective relations between positions. These 

positions are objectively defined, in their existence and in the determination they 
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imposed upon their occupants, agents or institutions, by their present and potential 

situation (situs) in the structure of the distribution of species of power (or capital) 

whose possession commands access to the specific profits that are at stake in the 

field, as well as by their objective relation to other positions (domination, 

subordination, homology, etc.).  (Bourdieu and Wacquant  97) 

As Bourdieu observes, field is “field of struggles” (Swartz 121); perceiving censorship as a field 

helps to reveal that the struggles not only take place between the censor and the censored, but 

also among various parities in the process. The field of censorship seems to entail two conflicting 

trends. On the one hand, it involves a centripetal trend of constructing field of censorship. In this 

process, the parties involved in the censorial process focus on building a censorship field that 

works according to its own rules. The established institutions, rules and regulations and the 

standardized operations all show the power of making a professional censorship that operates 

autonomously. The process, of course, is full of conflicts as various parties in the field of 

censorship, including censors, authors, film critics, are constantly bargaining for the standards of 

censorship. On the other hand, censorship also represents a centrifugal trend as the construction 

and operation of professional censorship is constantly interfered, flouted or even overridden by 

powers from other fields such as politics, morality and economy. Starting from their own 

stances, they endeavor to incorporate censorship as an extension of their own domain and impose 

their goals on censorship.  

Moreover, inter-field influence is reflected not only its interference into the process and 

result of the field of censorship, but also, more importantly, in its effect on shaping the structure 

of censorship field. Bourdieu hypothesizes the “structural and functional homology among 

different fields.” He defines homology as a “resemblance within a difference” (Bourdieu and 

Wacquant105-106). Borrowing the Althussian term “overdetermination,” Bourdieu contends that 

the stronger fields of power, like the political field, can impinge on the views and ideas of the 

less powerful and autonomous fields (Jenkins 54).  Compared with the dominating power of the 

political field, the professional field of censorship is more dependent.  Therefore, the structure of 

professional censorship often resembles the overall political structure of society and reflects, 

albeit subtly, the conflicts of the different interest groups. In short, censorship embodies an 

action taking place simultaneously within its own field and among the interactions of different 

fields. 
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Paradoxically, in addition to the intense struggles taking place within censorship, the field 

theory also helps to disclose the complicated interplays among parties of censors and the 

censored. “Entry of a field,” as Bourdieu sees it, “requires the tacit acceptance of the rules of the 

game, meaning that specific forms of struggles are legitimated whereas others are excluded” 

(Swartz 125). Therefore, censorship, besides its struggling nature, also signifies a formulation of 

common languages among different parties. In other words, to facilitate the operation of 

censorship, the ruling group must provide a censorship that is communicable to both their 

alliance and the dominated groups. Censorship will only be possible if it makes sense to the 

interest groups so that they can formulate hegemonies. Meanwhile, it also has to make sense to 

the dominated so that they can produce works to be censored. If, in some extreme cases, there is 

not common ground between the censors and the censored, the dominated will stop producing 

works, which, in turn will bring an end to the censorship. Therefore, all the parties, whether 

within the field of censorship or from other fields, participate in the process of negotiation.  

The double mechanism of the struggle and negotiation determines that censorship is a 

practice of plural determinism. Despite its leading position, the dominant group could not 

guarantee that its wills can be fully implemented. Its articulation of wills is constantly being 

resisted, twisted, or flouted as the result of both the conflicts within the field of censorship and 

its interaction with other fields. The practice of censorship is inevitably accompanied with side 

effects or undesired consequences produced through the clashes of different interest groups. In 

other words, determined by its hegemonic nature, censorship is unable to fully carry out the 

intentions of the dominant group. The best outcome censorship hopes to achieve is to marshal the 

various interest groups to accept the core value of the dominant group while alleviating or even 

tolerating the unwanted results.  

The field feature also determines censorship as a dynamic and volatile field. Its 

dynamism stems from its hegemonic nature.  Hegemony itself is a culturally specific concept 

dependent upon the cultural and political specifications in a certain society over a certain time 

period. While the state power insures the ideological repression, the various parties that carry out 

the ideological management only share partial interests with the dominating group. Therefore, 

hegemony usually includes a variety of different and yet connected ideologies. Raymond 

Williams, for one, once observed on the dynamic and contradictory process  in cultural 
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hegemony through distinguishing the “hegemony,” which is an abstract concept of cultural 

control, from “the hegemonic,” which is a concrete case-by-case study. He argued:    

The reality of any hegemony, in the extended political and cultural sense, is that, 

while by definition it is always dominant, it is neither total nor exclusive. At 

anytime, forms of alternative or directly oppositional politics and culture exist as 

significant elements in the society. . . . The reality of cultural process must then 

always include the efforts and contributions of those who are in one way or 

another outside or at the edge of the terms of the specific hegemony.  (113) 

 Besides, it is noticeable that the dynamism of hegemony is also determined by the 

inevitable transition between hegemony and its opposites, or counter hegemony. Counter 

hegemony is not only power that challenges the authority of hegemony, but also determined by 

hegemony in terms of its scope and content. In Williams’s word:   

It can be persuasively argued that all or nearly all initiatives and contributions, 

even when they take on manifestly alternative or oppositional forms, are in 

practice tied to the hegemonic: that the dominant culture, so to say, at once 

produces and limits its own forms of counter-culture.  (114) 

Given the connection of counter-hegemony with hegemony, the dominant group’s ideological 

management also involves a deeper meaning as to secure its ideological security through 

utilizing the counter-hegemony in the best possible way. In many cases, cultural hegemony 

enhances its control through dialectically incorporating elements from counter-hegemonies. 

Therefore, it is natural for censorship to become dynamic as it must constantly adjust itself for 

new ideological challenges on the one hand and enhance its ideological control through 

incorporating counter-hegemonic discourses on the other.  

On the other hand, the internal conflicts of repression and ideological management also 

contribute to the volatility of censorship. The political field tends to incorporate censorship into 

the scenario of social politics and morality. It focuses on the immediate or short-term effect of 

censorship through direct interference. With clear political or moral intention, it often resorts to 

violent means and give less consideration about the destruction it brings to the enterprise of 

cultural production. Ideological management, by contrast, concentrates on the long-term effect of 

censorship. In addition to safeguarding the ideological correctness of the art works, it also aims 

at making cultural production sustainable. Therefore, the strategies it takes are usually less 
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drastic and direct than political repression. The conflicting goals and means between repression 

and ideological management, therefore, account for the flexible scope of censorship. Generally 

speaking, the stronger the institutional censorship is, the more likely it will resort to direct 

repression. At the same time, it will compromise, marginalize or even reject the influences of 

ideological management. However, the inherent totalitarian propensity of political repression 

will eventually turn censorship into a blatant dictatorial device, which would disrupt the cultural 

production and evoke immense resistance threatening its governance. Hence, it has to rely on the 

management of ideology to produce its ideology and appease the public. Therefore, the scope of 

censorship is a constantly shifting ground determined by the incessant negotiation between 

repression and ideological management.   

Finally, how should we evaluate the effectiveness of censorship? As I have mentioned 

above, the goal of censorship is not to eliminate all the dissident art works but to prevent the 

ideological security of the dominating group from being challenged by the dissidents. Therefore, 

it is almost meaningless to measure the effectiveness of censorship with the number of art works 

it bans. This is because the number of the banned films only reflects a part of the picture, namely 

the most conspicuous conflicts in censorship.  Instead, we should focus on how censorship works 

to guarantee that art works within its jurisdiction conform to the ideology of the dominant group. 

So long as the dominate group can succeed in exercising its ideological management, it can 

hopefully reduce the tension between the dominating group and its rivalries and even have an 

effective censorship without openly banning any work.    

Meanwhile, it is significant to realize that censorship is a cumulative process whose 

hegemonic effectiveness must be evaluated in retrospect. The censorial hegemony is neither a 

preexisting form nor a conscious product created by a group of censors or elite in the dominant 

group. While the dominant group is able to create censorial rules and principles, it is impossible 

for a censor to foretell how his act of banning or approving of an art work could contribute to the 

formation of hegemonic discourse. Instead, the formation of censorial hegemony is a 

spontaneous process. That is to say, censorship creates a cultural hegemony through a series of 

acts of approving or rejecting art works. As censorship is not carried out in vacuum, but 

witnessed by artists, scholars and the public media, the news of an art work being banned or 

approved has its sociological, economic and cultural consequences. The process and result of a 

film being censored becomes an important reference for filmmakers in their future works: 
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approved works serve both as examples and yardsticks. Inspired by these precedents, artists 

would consciously imitate the strategies adopted in these art works so as to succeed in 

negotiating with censorship. Also, the approval of an art work can be read negatively as 

demarcating the degree of flexibility or toleration on certain genres, themes and representation, 

whereas the banned films, while indicating the failure of consent between the institution and the 

filmmakers, also serve to clarify the boundary of hegemony of which the filmmakers would be 

watchful.  The censorship, therefore, stands for the process of the hegemony’s readjustment. The 

series of actions of banning, editing and approving enable censorship to participate in the film 

production by generating effective discourse stipulating the scope, content and means of 

representation of hegemonic contexts.  

 

Censorship and Creation of Subjectivity 

 

Another problem in the repression/institutional model is its negligence of the personal 

factors in censorship. In conventional censorship studies, censorship is largely deemed an 

organizational activity that excludes the subjectivities of both the censors and the censored. The 

repression/institution model represents a structuralist mode that hardly takes individuals into 

consideration. The censors working under the institutional administrations are deprived of their 

personal traits and difference. Their behaviors are interpreted as more of a professional act of 

closely observing the institutional rules.  Meanwhile, the censored artists are generally described 

as mavericks working independently from the institutions. The identification and distinction of 

the subjects of the censors and the censored are hardly an issue. Censors are often defined as 

people working in government and institutions easily recognized from the names of various 

censorial boards in governments or other institutions. Whereas the censored are seen to include 

those who submit their works to those censors for examination, the censors and censored are thus 

described as two camps with diametrically different ideologies and no overlapping interests. 

While the repression/institutional model recognizes the influence of ideological management on 

individuals, it considers ideological management as a separate force external to censorship. The 

government’s ideological management produces its own subjects, who are known as 

government/institution-sponsored artists. These artists, paid by the government or institutions, 
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devote themselves to producing art supporting or legitimizing the regime. Censorship, therefore, 

is supposed to give green light to those artists and only work on those dissident authors. 9  

However, these assumptions are challenged by many latest discoveries on censorship. 

Firstly, increasing research proves the importance of personal factors on censorship. For 

example, Hollywood film censorship changed greatly under the different controls of Will Hays, a 

hardnosed protestant, and Joseph Breen who showed more appreciation of art. Secondly, the 

division of censors and the censored is far more complicated than the model expects. For 

example, in his close reading of the manuscript of Middleton’s “The Second Maiden’s Tragedy,”  

Burt found that the cuts were not only made by the hand of the Master, Sir George Buc, who 

worked as a censor in the conventional sense, but also from the bookkeepers, the scribe or even 

by the dramatist himself (20-21). Based on his discovery, Burt argues:  

My point that censorship was dispersed confirms a current consensus among 

critics working on early modern theater censorship that it operated in terms of 

complicity and collaboration between censors, authors and critics rather than in 

terms of radical oppositions between dumb censors and intelligent literary writers.  

(21) 

Scholars on Hollywood censorship during the production code era also come up with 

similar conclusions. For example, Jacobs describes the Motion Picture Producers and 

Distributors of America (MPPDA) , or the (in)famous Hays office as a self-regulation, as “a 

function of interplay between the film industry and a loose coalition of reform groups and state 

regulatory agencies” (87). According to Jacobs, while “state censors, who are more or less 

independent of the film companies with which they deal, are in a position to prevent 

exhibition…. They [censors for the MPPDA] exercised most power while films were in the 

planning stages rather than in the review of complete features” (91).  To illustrate his point that 

MPPDA participated in the creation process, Jacobs describes “huddle,” a story-telling 

conference by the Production Code Administration. Quoting Jack Vizzard, the censor working 

under Breen and later the chairman of MPAA, Jacobs notes that “it was during the huddle that 

decisions were made and lines of strategy were drawn up as to how this problem would be met or 

                                                 
9 The description can often be felt in media coverage on Chinese censorship, For example, in “In China, Letting a 
Hundred Films Wither,” Tyler describes Xie Jin as one of the government sanctioned filmmakers who “sits in the 
catbird seat with a $10 million epic while many of the most innovative directors are out of work, going abroad or 
hardly working under the heel of the most tenacious censorship campaign imposed in this decade.” 
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that riddle dealt with” (91). From this example, one can see that censors did not work only to 

examine the ready works, but actively participated in the creating process of a film. In both 

Burt’s and Jacob’s case, the line between censors and authors becomes blurred.  

Finally, research shows that the artists’ relations with the state/institution are much more 

complex than has been imagined and the division between state and liberal artists are more 

imaginary than real. For most artists, working for government only stands for part of their life’s 

career. A lot of artists are frequently changing their identities back and forth between state-

sanctioned artists and liberal artists.  

To remedy the inadequacy of the institution/repression model, this dissertation conducts a 

more balanced investigation on both the institutions and people working in them. I intend to 

demonstrate that the result of censorship is determined as much by the institutional rules as by 

the personal dispositions of the censors.   To this end, Bourdieu’s elaboration on “habitus” 

becomes particularly illuminating. “Habitus,” according to Bourdieu, is  

durable, transposable dispositions, structured structures predisposed to function as 

structuring structures, that is, as principles which generate and organize practices 

and representations that can be objectively adapted to their outcomes without 

presupposing a conscious aiming at ends or an express mastery of the operations 

necessary in order to attain them. (“Language and Symbolic Power” 53) 

The concept of habitus enriches censorship studies because it eliminates the overarching 

domination of institutions over individuals and gives due consideration to the diversity and 

disparity of individual interests. It also gives a more accurate description of the influence of 

institutions on people. The introduction of habitus into censorship study discloses that censorship 

is not only between institutions and individuals but also between people with different cultural 

dispositions, an aspect largely ignored by previous studies.  While there is little doubt that 

censors must abide by the institutional rules, their operation of the rules are by no means 

mechanic. Censors, instead of following robotically the censorial rules, give their judgment 

through internalizing the censorial rules and combined them with their own social and cultural 

experiences. The study on the social and ideological composition of censors therefore helps to 

elucidate the hidden principles behind the censorial rules.  
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In addition, censorship is also a hegemonic process that is able to produce its own 

subjects. In Knowledge/Power, Michel Foucault philosophizes on the subject’s reliance on its 

discourse. 

It [subject] is already one of the prime effects of power that certain bodies, certain 

gestures, certain discourses, certain desires, come to be identified and constituted 

as individuals. The individual, that is, is not the vis-à-vis of power; it is, I believe, 

one of its prime effects. The individual is an effect of power, and at the same 

time, or precisely to the extent to which it is that effect, it is the element of its 

articulation. The individual which power has constituted is at the same time its 

vehicle. (98) 

The subjects under censorship, therefore, are both subjected to repression and capable of 

production. In an article titled “Rule Out: Vocabularies of the Censor,” Judith Butler recounts the 

debate on the “don’t-ask-don’t-tell” policy about homosexuality in the army. As she sees it, “the 

intent of the statute is not only to limit the ‘coming out’ of military personnel, but to establish 

that such self-ascriptive speech constitutes either a form of homosexual conduct or a sign that a 

propensity to engage in homosexual conduct is likely” (250).  From there, she goes on to 

describe how censorship helps to produce subjects: 

Censorship is a productive form of power: it is not merely privative, but formative 

as well. I want to distinguish this position from the one that would claim that 

speech is incidental to the aims of censorship. Censorship seeks to produce 

subjects according explicit and implicit norms and this production of the subject 

has everything to do with the regulation of speech. By the latter, I do not mean to 

imply that the subject’s production is narrowly linked to the regulation of that 

subject’s speech, but rather to the regulation of the social domain of speakable 

discourse. To become a subject means to be subjected to a set of implicit and 

explicit norms that govern the kind of speech that will be legible as the speech of 

a subject. (252) 

Butler’s observation provides a concrete example of how censorship could produce subjects 

through defining its domain and providing implicit and explicit norms. Although she mainly 

proceeds from the linguistic and psychological perspective, her argument can also be applied to 

other social terrains including culture, politics and economics. Unlike Foucault who regards the 
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censorial subject as purely the “effect of power,” she underlies the function of the agent. The 

censorial subject, rather than imposed on the agent, is a sub/conscious choice of the agent.  

Foucault’s and Butler’s elaborations on discourse and censorship are instrumental in 

explicating the connection and opposition between censors and the censored. Their arguments 

reveal the relation between the censors and the artists and justify the reason why censors often 

interfere with the creation process. Despite their often opposite positions, the artists and censors 

are subjects produced by the same hegemonic discourse. They often subscribe to the same norms 

and rules that enable their subjects to reject or defend their own positions.  More often than not, 

the dispute between censors and the authors is not on the political, economic, and aesthetic 

values of an art work, but on its consequence to be shown to the public. Therefore, the 

presumption of censors as political bureaucrats ignorant of art often distorts the real picture of 

the censorship.    

Moreover, Foucault’s and Butler’s observations also render the rigid division of state-

sponsored artists and independent artists problematic. While artists can be divided into pro- or 

against a certain government or institution according to their social identities, the division cannot 

help us to grasp their ideological stance. Gramsci believes that ever authors has “contradictory 

consciousnesses.” He observes:  

One might almost say that he has two theoretical consciousnesses (or one 

contradictory consciousness): one which is implicit in his activity and which in 

reality unites him with all his fellow-workers in the practical transformation of the 

real world; and one, superficially or verbal, which he has inherited from the past 

and uncritically absorbed. (333) 

The inherited consciousness might be interpreted as the cultural experience where hegemonic 

discourse exerts its influence. Therefore, it would be questionable to divide authors into 

antithetical categories like institutional or liberal since they are both under the implicit or explicit 

influence of hegemonic discourse in a given society  

 

Censorship beyond Repression: Constitution, Exclusion and Diversion 

 

Before the 1990s, research on censorship mainly focused on the institutional repression in 

the fields of law, political science and human rights. This research aimed at two goals. One was 
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to provide testimonies against tyrannies and dictatorship.  Numerous interviews and life stories 

of journalists, authors, playwrights and filmmakers, particularly those who had fled from the 

socialist camp, gave accounts of their own experiences under the government repression.10 Such 

works provided important first-hand materials to disclose the persecutions, either physical or 

ideological, of institutional censorship on authors.  The other goal was to explore the principles 

and structure of censorship. 11  Scholars hoped to obtain a better understanding of how a censor 

institution managed to administer effective censorship. By studying the cultural, political and 

legal traditions of a certain censorship, earlier scholars attempted to offer new modes of cultural 

administration policy they saw as capable of replacing the current repression.  

While certainly having reached much of their goals, this research has offered only partial 

explanation of the entire mechanism of censorship. Although political institutions indeed play 

the leading role, repressive censorship is not solely carried out by institutions but rather works as 

the collective result of all the censorial subjects within the censorship system. Audience can rally 

to boycott a film; critics participate in repressive censorship by critiquing the parts of a film that 

they want to bring to the attention of the authority and the audience. Also, the authors would 

develop self-censorship, repressing their own thoughts that they believe will be censored.  

Meanwhile, excessive emphasis on institutional repression of the authors may potentially 

distort the whole picture of censorship.  As most research is keen on exploring how censorship 

has worked to ban the work and persecute the author, the view that repression is the only goal for 

censorship oversimplifies the case.  Such a stereotypical view may misguide researchers in over-

politicizing censorship. In this view, all the measures taken by the institution will be interpreted 

as politically motivated. On the contrary, while being critical of the institution, the scholars’ 

attitude toward authors is both sympathetic and lenient.  In many cases, dissident authors’ 

deliberate violation of governments’ cultural or political laws is interpreted as their justifiable 

resistance against the authority’s high-hand repression and the pursuit of their own freedom. The 

polarized attitudes towards the two parties have created a tension that eclipses the complexity of 

censorship.  

                                                 
10 See for example, Yuhuai He.  
11 See for example, Peleg.  
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If repression can be regarded as representing RSA in regulating the ideology, what would 

be the mechanism of ISA in censorship?  I propose the following three models of censorship that 

work in cooperation with repression.  

 

Constitutive Censorship  

 

The constitutive censorship, by definition, is that, the ruling group, in addition to 

repressing the dissident’s views, can provide a formative text to be used as the model for certain 

themes. In Language and Symbolic Power, Bourdieu proposes: “The censorship exercised by the 

structure of the field determined the form … and necessarily, the content, which is inseparable 

from its appropriate expression and therefore literally unthinkable outside of the known forms 

and recognized norms.” (139) Using the cultural capital, the ruling group can cultivate its own 

elite intellectuals and art workers or sponsor the liberal artists to provide model texts under the 

name of “mainstream art.” Also, it can mobilize the huge wealth to perfect its own art form so as 

to obtain the competitive edges against an opponent. With its immense influence on the media 

and market, the ruling group can expand the impact of the text to every corner of the society. The 

huge ideological and cultural authority carried with the formative text thus become a de facto 

censorship in relation to unofficial texts of similar nature as the latter in most cases could hardly 

compete with the former in terms of their ideological profundity, artistic exquisiteness and social 

impact. However, this essentially unfair competition between the mainstream and unofficial texts 

often takes place so unnoticeably that people hardly deem it as a censorship.   

While the normative text is often initiated by the ruling class, its circulation becomes 

possible only under the orchestrated work of other censorial subjects. As Gramsci correctly 

observes, there is often a collusive relation between the dominating and the dominated. The 

collusion appears in the way that the censorial subjects like the author, the audience and the 

critics, rather than passively accept the model text, work their best to internalize it.  In addition to 

the compulsory force of administration and the brainwashing of propaganda, the internalization 

process often takes place at the cultural level. The dominated groups accept the message because 

of their admiration and worship of the moral, ideological and artistic capacity of the elite artists 

working for the dominating group. 
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The constitutive censorship becomes complete when, under the concerted efforts of the 

ruling group and the various other sensorial subjects, the formative texts gradually permeate into 

the cultural and aesthetic domain and finally become naturalized as a part of social reality. The 

authors creating hegemonic texts are usually experts of traditional arts and aesthetic.  The 

hegemonic texts they produce represent the highest artistic standard a society can offer. Rather 

than advocating hollow ideological concepts, they often indoctrinate the ruling group’s ideology 

by skillfully embedding it in highly artistic products. Therefore, their works can easily have 

resonance with the society. Moreover, in authoritarian regimes, constitutive censorship usually 

works closely with repressive censorship. By confining the release and circulation of dissident 

text, hegemonic texts become the only available representation of reality for the public to accept.  

In addition to dwarfing the dissident text with higher artistic value, the normative text 

also have greater influence on the mass culture. Supported by the state, the normative text 

usually reaches larger audience than its dissident opponents.  As the normative text enters the 

realm of mass culture, its influence will be amplified through the constant reproductions, 

mimicking, reinventions and parodies. The plots, icons and punch lines are decontextualized 

from the original texts to have a new meaning in people’s daily lives. While the ideological 

significance of the normative texts is certainly lost in these blasphemous appropriations, the 

normative text nevertheless has its way into the collective conscious that shapes the audience’s 

ideological outlook and aesthetic preference.   

 

Exclusive Censorship 

 

In addition to a constitutive function, exclusion constitutes another effective means of 

censorship. Exclusion refers to a group of people trying to bar another group of people from 

entering certain areas through whatever conceivable means. Many scholars have elaborated on 

the mechanism of exclusion. For example, Bourdieu observes:   

Among the most effective and best concealed censorships are those which consist 

in excluding certain agents from communication by excluding them from the 

group which speak or the places which allow one to speak with authority. In order 

to explain what may or may not be said in a group, one has to take into account 

not only the symbolic relations of power which become established within it and 
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which deprive certain individuals (e.g. women) of the possibility of speaking or 

which oblige them to conquer that right through force, but also the laws of group 

formation themselves (e.g. the logic of consciousness or unconscious exclusion) 

which function like a prior censorship. (138) 

Unlike the constitutive and repressive censorships that rely more on the state power and often 

provoke strong antagonism, exclusion often resorts to more secretive method through various 

channels. While it can be imposed through a bureaucratic government or by a rigid economic 

threshold, it is often carried out by an obscure disciplinary force hiding in different professions 

and social institutions.  The exclusive mechanism is achieved by an array of elements such as 

schools, technical institutions, professional guild and canon formation. Exclusion can be seen as 

a mechanism targeted on the subjects rather than the work. If repression accomplishes its 

ideological goal through preventing art work from entering the public sphere, exclusion sets 

conditions to keep subjects out of certain realms. Take film censorship as an example.  The terms 

of exclusion, such as the entrance exam of film school, test for director’s license, membership of 

an association of film directors, and the initiation into a so-called “circles of interest,” all demand 

conformity expected from the trade.  In order to be accepted by the professional and business 

circle, an individual must work to meet the exclusive standards. While not all of the professional 

or industrial standards should be viewed as components of censorship, the dominant group often 

sneaks its force into the professional and industry fields. Therefore, instead of viewing academic 

discipline, professions and industry as self-sufficient fields evolving in their own accords, one 

should also look into the ideological influence of the dominant group in these areas.    

 

Divertive censorship 

 

Censorship does not handle art works in an enclosed and static environment; it copes with 

materials that are built and altered by fluid circumstances. Under the dynamic setting of 

postmodern globalization, the repressive, constitutive and exclusive mechanisms can hardly cope 

with the fast paced development of cultural production. For one thing, none of the three 

mechanisms can achieve a total control over art products in a diversified and globalized society: 

a complete repression is impossible because no authority or individuals have the absolute power 

to review all the art works or monitor all the art workers in a society featured with high fluidity 
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of information and personnel migrations. Also, neither the normative text nor the exclusive 

mechanism can be exhaustive enough to eliminate all the forms of resistance of the authors.  

Moreover, none of the three censorial mechanisms could respond timely to changing ideological 

situation.  To achieve effective repression, the dominant group needs a long time to orchestrate 

social organizations and update its laws and regulations. Similarly, the formulation of social 

norms and its interference with cultural construction in order to establish an effective exclusive 

mechanism are time-consuming undertakings.   

Therefore, a fourth form of censorship must be devised to compensate the deficiency of 

repression, constitution and exclusion. I refer to the fourth type as diversion, by which I seek to 

delineate middle ground beyond competing ideologies. Such a space serves to buffer the 

confrontations between opposite ideologies. Though exercising differentiative ideological 

control, the dominant group can cultivate cultural workers to produce content that are irrelevant 

to politics and ideology. In so doing, the authority could divert people’s attention away from 

current political tensions. Diversion represents a censorial strategy based on rules of 

communications. It is a quantitative rather than qualitative control of information. The method 

will shift the audience’s attention from political/ideological issues to the large number of mass 

cultural products mainly created for entertainment. Moreover, through carefully calculated 

marketing and demographic techniques, the divertive mechanism relieves social tensions by 

fragmenting the market into smaller segments. The mass culture could provide the audience with 

large numbers of cultural products catering to their different preferences. Preoccupied by the 

commercialized cultural products, the audience will pay less attention to the intense ideological 

struggles.   

To this end, diversion, marked by its promptness and efficacy, works to make up for what 

repression, constitution and exclusion fail to achieve.  Diversion also has the advantage of being 

a subtle camouflaged censorship. Compared with the previous three methods, diversion is a form 

of “soft” cultural control. If the three methods more or less represent the “top-down” censorship 

masterminded by the leading group and its elite partners, diversion is a censorship effectuated 

through the institution’s deliberate negligence, utilization and accommodation of ideological 

trends emerging in the society. Rather than create the ideological buffer zone by itself, the 

leading group facilitates the emergence of the ideologically neutral zone through its connivance 
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with certain group working toward that goal. The indiscrete recipients, therefore, could hardly 

detect the political intention behind the flourishing of these non-ideological contents.  

Although diversion works as an inevitable and significant supplement for the previous 

three censorial methods, it is a relatively an unreliable and unstable method. To acquire 

diversion, the leading group must relax somewhat its ideological rigor and give up some of its 

cultural capitals so as to cultivate third parties. The compromise, while diverting the public 

attention, also weakens the mainstream culture. Meanwhile, the so-called ideological neutral area 

is not completely isolated from ideologies. Instead, it contains contents wavering between the 

confronting ideologies in the society. While the ideologically neutral content certainly divert the 

public attentions, the middle ground they create is usually the venue for the most heated 

ideological battles.  The suppressed cultures and ideologies use the ideologically neutral 

materials as vehicle to reach their audience. The ideologically neutral party, under certain 

circumstances, also has the potential of evolving into a new ideology harmful to the hegemony or 

allying with suppressed ideology. If this happens, the leading group would have new ideological 

opponents in addition to the opponents they originally planned to ward off. The high volatility of 

diversion often results in the runaway situation. At that time, it would lose its efficacy and clash 

with the other three censorship mechanism.  

The following table describes the major functions each censorial subject plays in the 

censorial process.  

 
 

Table 1 Different Functions of Censorship 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Repression Constitution  Exclusion Diversion 

Institutional 

Censors  

Violence Initiation intervention Nonfeasance 

Filmmakers Self-

repression 

Internalization Professionalization Autonomy 

Critics Collusion  Interpretation Theorization Promotion 

Audience  Boycott Positive 

Feedback 

screening Curiosity 
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It is worth noting that the four censoring mechanisms are closely related to each other. Except 

for some extreme cases, the four methods are usually applied simultaneously. The proportion of 

the four methods is constantly changing in accordance with the changing socio-political 

conditions. The changing process is a mixed consequence of governmental intervention and 

spontaneous balancing. While the ruling group usually plays the leading role, it cannot totally 

specify the method to be adopted. The overall effectiveness of censorship is determined by the 

integration of the four methods. A well functioning censorship would not only effectively 

prevent the unofficial ideology from spreading, but work with such naturalness that people can 

hardly feel its existence. The repression, while undoubtedly the most formidable of the four, is 

the least preferable for the dominant group because it will usually provoke complaints from the 

public.  

In sum, revisiting the concept of censorship through its functional components and 

strategies helps to unravel the hybrid and multifaceted nature of the often mysterious institution. 

Such an endeavor also sheds light on how censorship works dialectically as a repressive and 

productive tool in regulating the film industry and influencing filmmakers.  The definition of 

considering censorship as institutional repression and cultural hegemony provides a new 

perspective by which we may look into the complicated situation of Chinese film censorship 

after 1976 and explain the evolution and rupture of Chinese film industry in its post-socialism 

context. It also helps to reveal the censorship’s influence on the outlook of Chinese films.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

CHINESE FILM CENSORSHIP AFTER 1976:  

SAFEGUARDING COMMUNISM AND DEVELOPING THE 

CHINESE FILM INDUSTRY 

 

In The Velvet prison: Artists under State Socialism, Miklós Haraszti comments on 

Chinese post-Cultural Revolutionary art policies by suggesting that “the yin and yang of hard 

and soft policies have alternated” (95).  While his comments confirms that  the CCP’s censorship 

has been becoming more relaxed and its means more diversified, this rigid division of hard and 

soft policies is too reductive to account for the complex changes taking place in the state 

institutional censorship and ideological management and their combined influence on Chinese 

films. To address the issues left unanswered by critics like Haraszti, in this chapter I will engage 

the recent changes of the CCP’s film censorship by revisiting its historical trajectory as well as 

looking into its objectives, organization and new cultural policies. I intend to prove that 

compared with the film censorship from 1949 to 1976, the film censorship after the Cultural 

Revolution aims at serving the Party’s goal of maintaining its ideological control and developing 

its film industry. As the Party’s new cultural administration has to adapt itself to the rapidly 

changing socio-economic conditions, the new Chinese film censorship comes to regulate the 

Chinese film industry in a way that combines repressive, constitutive and divertive measures.  

 

Institutional Film Censorship after the Cultural Revolution 

 

The most important issue after the Cultural Revolution is the irrecoverable decline of 

Communism. With the decease of Mao Zedong and the Party’s official announcement of the 

conclusion of the Cultural Revolution, Chinese people’s faith in Communism came to its nadir. 

The decade-long turbulence left people miserable and bitter. Resentment and disillusion 

prevailed in the post-Cultural Revolution society in China.  The Party after the Cultural 

Revolution was faced with the two tasks of consolidating its ideological control and devising 
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new ideological goal to replace the demising Communism.  As the Party shifted its focus to 

economic development, it also demanded its cultural departments to make due changes to 

facilitate the Party’s new ideological agenda.  

As a component of the state’s cultural production mechanism, since the end of the 

Cultural Revolution, the Chinese institutional film censorship has appeared to be faithfully 

implementing the Party’s dual-tasked policy of reinforcing the persuasion of the official ideology 

and growing China’s film industry. Overall, Chinese film censorship after the Cultural 

Revolution retains some of the characteristics of socialist censorship while acquiring some new 

characteristics. First, the Chinese institutional film censorship after the Cultural Revolution 

continues to serve the Party’s ideological control. As the CCP regards film as a vehicle for 

socialist propaganda, it is the responsibility of censors to ensure the film’s conformity with the 

Party’s ideology. As early as in 1948, the CCP’s Central Department of Propaganda (CDP) 

already made it clear that the socialist film is “a tool for class struggles rather than any other 

thing” (“Instructions on Film Work” 422). Therefore, CDP stipulated that socialist films must 

fight “against imperialism, feudalism and bureaucracy” rather than “oppose the Soviet Union, 

Communism and people’s democracy” (421). Since then, political criteria have dominated 

Chinese film censorship as the most important goal of a socialist censorship system. During the 

Cultural Revolution, loyalty to Communism and devotion to the CCP became the only standard 

for film censorship. With the conclusion of the Cultural Revolution, the CCP was forced to tune 

down its emphasis on its socialist nature and abandon the practice of class struggle. However, the 

CCP’s film censorship remained vigilant against any expression that might harm the interests of 

the Party, including its socialist past and contemporary governance. 

Second, the post-Cultural Revolution censorship to a large extent has inherited the 

organizational structure of the socialist film censorship. The socialist film censorship is based on 

CCP’s tenet of “the censorship by the masses” (qunzhong shencha). The term means that film 

censorship is not conducted by the CFB’s censorial board, but rather carried out by the entire 

socialist superstructure allegedly incarnating the will of the people.  The Chinese institution of 

socialist film censorship is an open-ended system composed of internal and external censors. 

“Internal censors” refer to the members on the censorship board. All the censors are ranking 

officials from the Party’s or the state’s ideological and cultural departments. For them, censoring 

films is only a part-time work associated with their responsibilities in the Party-state ideological 
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work. Among others, the ministers of the state Ministry of Culture (MOC) and the CDP play the 

leading role. The “external censors” are those members selected from the faceless youguan 

danwei (relevant units). Many aspects of their functions, including the scope of their 

jurisdictional duties and relations with the committee censors, have been deliberately made 

obscure so as to facilitate the firm control of the Party.12  

Like its socialist predecessor, the post-Cultural Revolution film censorship is equally 

keen on putting Chinese film industry under the supervision of the entire government 

bureaucracies.  Established in 1997, the present film censorship includes two committees, 

namely the Chinese Film Censorship Committee (CFCC) and the Censorship Review Committee 

(CRC). While both committees are nominally affiliated to the CFB, only seven of its total fifty 

members are from the CFB or its parental SARFT. Other members are from different sectors of 

the society. Twenty-nine are government officials of the state cultural and propaganda 

departments, including Ministry of Education, Supreme Court, National General Trade Union, 

National Women’s Union, Bureau of Religion, Ministry of National Security, etc. In particular, 

the CRC is headed by officials from the Party’s ideological departments, such as the directors of 

Departments of Art and Literature of the CCP’s MOP, Party’s Youth League, and the PLA 

General Political Department. Therefore, the current institutional film censorship is still working 

under the centralized, ideologically-charged political mechanism. The cumbersome structure of 

these committees shows that the Party still regards collective censorship as a viable measure to 

guarantee the effectiveness of film censorship.   

Third, the new film censorship is still professional and elite in nature. In addition to its 

political propaganda, PRC’s film industry also undertakes the task of disseminating socialist 

morality and educating Chinese people. The CCP’s film censorship, besides its ideological 

control, also supervises the quality of socialist films. Therefore, the censorship boards usually 

include the most experienced socialist film professionals who are believed to remain loyal to the 

Party. Likewise, the CFCC and the CRC today are also dominated by veteran filmmakers, 

including directors, actors and technical experts. In addition to that, the CFB recruits scholars 

and critics working in state-run academies, universities and art institutions. By contrast, the 

                                                 
12 Zhou Yang, the vice minister of the MOC, justified the mechanism in the joint-seat meeting of the head of 

national studios: “Censorship must be carried out by MOP, MOC and all the functional departments related to the 
story because MOP and MOC could not have enough knowledge to judge if a story is correct. In this light, the 
majority of films must be censored in such a way” (Qizhi 56-57). 
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CFCC and the CRC represent neither the interest of private film investors nor the concerns of 

common audience. Of all the censors, not even one is from private film companies. The only one 

censor who can be seen as representing the concern of the audience is a school teacher. Given its 

elite and professional character, current Chinese film censorship is still dominated by political 

and artistic considerations. It fails to address the changes of Chinese cinema brought by its 

commercialization.  

Despite its inheritance of the socialism film censorship and its incompatibility with the 

changing film industry, the post-Cultural Revolution Chinese film censorship nevertheless has 

some changes due in part to the Party’s readjustment of policies and the reform of the Chinese 

film industry. The most conspicuous change is that the CCP has stopped using film censorship as 

an excuse for political movement, as it notoriously did before. Since its beginning, Chinese 

socialist cinema was always dominated by the Party’s politicized censorship. In 1951, Mao 

Zedong launched the criticism of The Life of Wu Xun (Wuxun zhuan, 1950). The film tells a story 

about Wu Xun, a virtuous peasant who attempts to establish a charity school for the poor 

children. In order to fund his school, Wu Xun acts as a beggar and gets money from self-

humiliation.  Although the film was well received by the viewing public, Mao found it 

unacceptable.  In a newspaper article, Mao accused Wu Xun of “being a submissive servant of 

feudalism” (“Pay Serious Attention”), asserting that the film reflected the remnant feudalist 

thoughts within the circle of art and literature. As a result of Mao’s direct interference, the film’s 

director and actors were forced to make repeated self-criticism in newspapers. However, Mao 

was not satisfied with only criticizing the film itself, but aimed at cleansing the un-Communist 

thought in the entire Chinese intelligentsia. Later, the criticism of the film became a nationwide 

political movement against feudalism.13 The critical campaign against The Life of Wu Xun 

created a precedent of politicized reading of film as evidence against ideological dissidents 

within the Chinese film industry. During the following years from the mid-1950s to mid-1960s, 

this campaign was responsible for a number of political movements similarly originated from 

censoring of films. The politicized censorship of films became most biased during the Cultural 

Revolution when the Party openly intervened in art creation. Censorship became a detector to 

hunt artists suspected of having anti-Communist thoughts. The political reading in censorship 

during the Cultural Revolution was so paranoid that it regarded practically all the films produced 

                                                 
13 For a detailed discussion on The Life of Wuxun, see Yuan; Xia;and a personal account of Sun. 
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between 1949 and 1966 as reflecting reactionary thoughts.14 Hence, the Party concluded that the 

socialist film industry had been taken over by capitalists and reactionaries hiding within the 

Party. The extremely rigorous censorship finally led to the suspension of the entire Chinese film 

industry during the first seven years of the Cultural Revolution and persecution of numerous 

filmmakers with false accusations.  

After the Cultural Revolution, the CCP reversed its decision on films being banned 

during the Cultural Revolution and discontinued the over-politicized censorship in the Chinese 

film industry. In the late 1970s, a film named Unrequited Love (Ku lian,1979) caused great 

controversy within the Party’s ideological departments. The film, featuring a patriotic 

intellectual, who was wronged in the Cultural Revolution, criticizes the CCP for its mistakes in 

the Cultural Revolution. After the film was shown to a selected group of audience, the editor-in-

chief from PLA newspaper rejected it as hosting anti-Party thoughts and insisted on punishing 

the director and the screenplay writer. When informed of this event, Deng Xiaoping remarked 

approvingly that “it is necessary to criticize the film script Unrequited Love because the issue 

involved is the upholding of the Four Cardinal Principles”(3: 382). However, he also 

emphasized:  “Methods of criticism must be studied. Argument must hit the nail on the head. We 

must not resort to converging attacks and movements” (3: 390). Consequently, while the film 

was banned, the author was not punished as those in the Cultural Revolution.15  Deng’s handling 

of the ideological controversies in Unrequited Love exemplifies the changing attitude of the 

Party on film. While the Party’s film censorship still views ideological control as its primary 

goal, its focus is mainly on eliminating the negative effect that a film caused on the Party’s 

ideology rather than to attack the filmmaker. After 1976, so it seems, the censorship of a film can 

hardly become the Party’s pretext for launching another political movement aiming at 

persecuting filmmakers.   

At the same time, the new film censorship limits its jurisdiction to post-censorship in 

order to facilitate the development of the film industry. In the socialist era, the film industry was 

totally controlled by the state. The CCP built bloated and multi-tiered bureaucratic censorship to 

maintain its grasp of the film industry. The censorship then was not only exercised on finished 

films, but was extended to cover the entire process of film production. Working as the employees 

                                                 
14 See Rao 333-339. 
15 For more detailed discussion on Unrequited Love, see Q. Xu.  
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of state-owned film studios, directors needed to submit their scripts to various levels of 

leadership in the studios before getting approval for production.16 As the Chinese film industry 

became increasingly open to private investors and joint-cooperation projects between state 

studios and filmmakers from other countries and regions, state studios could no longer exercise 

pre-censorship on film scripts and prescreening before submitting the film to the higher 

institutions. Consequently, the state came to concentrate its energy on post censorship. At least 

allegedly, CFCC and CRC become the only institutions qualified for censorship. For most films, 

filmmakers only need to submit a synopsis of about a thousand words to CFCC before starting to 

work. Simplification of censoring process has reduced the troubles filmmakers could run into on 

the way of having their films released. 

Another remarkable change in the post-Cultural Revolution film censorship is that, at 

least ostensibly, laws and regulations replace the Party’s orders to become the governing power 

of film censorship. Before 1976, the film industry worked in total compliance with the Party’s 

intentions. Therefore, the Party did not bother to issue any law regarding film production and 

censorship. As with the dissolution of the previous planned production system, the Party-dictated 

administration has turned out to be increasingly incompatible with the market rules.  Particularly, 

the participation of overseas investment and personnel demands the government to make clear 

regulations regarding different aspects of film. In answer to this requirement, in 1993, the 

SARFT issued the “Temporary Regulations on Film Censorship” (hereafter referred to as 

Temporary Regulation). For the first time in history, Temporary Regulation clarified the 

responsible department of censorship, the clauses of censoring standards, the process of 

censorship and the punishment. In 1997, the SARFT replaced the Temporary Regulation with 

“Regulation of Film Censorship” (hereafter as Regulation). Compared with the Temporary 

Regulation, Regulation elaborated the clauses of the standards of censorship and added a 

separate entry on contents that need revisions.  In 2001, the State Council publicized the 

“Regulation on Film Administration” (hereafter as Administration), which represents the most 

                                                 
16 As regulated in first clause and the first and second items of the second clause of the “the Temporary Measures on 
Feature Film Scripts Censorship (draft)” issued by State Administration Council in 1953, a film script must be 
approved by four departments, namely, studio’s screenplay writing section, the CFB’s art commission, the CFB’s 
standing vice director, and the standing vice minister of Culture before it could acquire the license for production. In 
1954, another two departments, the studio’s literature department and art committee, were added into the process.  If 
the script involved “Party history, important political events or the appearance of Party leaders,” it would be brought 
to the Party’s CDP for approval. In total, a film script must be censored up to seven times before its production. 
(Qizhi 53) 
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comprehensible rule for film administration, covering all the aspects in film production and 

release.  In 2006, the SARFT once again abrogated the Regulation and tabled “Regulations on 

the Recording of Film Script (synopsis) and Film Administration” (hereafter as Recording). 

Compared with the other three regulations, Recording is the most detailed and strict on the 

standards of censorship, covering every aspect of politics, morality, religion, culture, and even 

environmental protection, as far as it is involved in filmmaking.  The changes in the four 

successive regulations issued over the past two decades are indicative of the transformation of 

the Chinese film censorship from a sheer political apparatus to one that tries to reconcile its 

ideological desires and its legal efficacy. As these regulations offer clauses for operation and 

liabilities of violation, Chinese censorship becomes more predictable and less arbitrary in 

contrast to the one in the Cultural Revolution. The laws and regulations, to a certain degree, 

protect the basic rights of filmmakers. As the laws and regulations clearly specify that 

filmmakers violating the rules will be punished by economic and administrative means, such as 

fines or revocation of a director’s license, it becomes unlikely that the filmmakers would be 

persecuted as those in the Cultural Revolution.   

The legalization trend of Chinese film censorship reflects the adjustment of the Party’s 

strategy on cultural administration. The issuance of censorship laws and regulations became part 

of the Party’s effort to build a society ruled by law.  During the Cultural Revolution, Chinese 

film censorship was subjected to the capricious and abrupt changes from the Party’s political 

movements. The high-ranking Party and PLA leaders, particularly Mao Zedong, often overrode 

the authority of the censorial board and imposed their own judgments on socialist art works. Due 

to the Party’s frequent intervention, the socialist censorship institution was constantly making 

readjustments and its control on film production often oscillated from lenient to strict.17  After 

Deng took the power, he resolutely eliminated the lingering influence of the deceased Mao. 

                                                 
17 In 1951, after the banning of Life of Wu Xun, the CFB established the Film Advisory Committee (FAC) under the 
direct instruction of Zhou Enlai,the PRC’s Premier. Comprising of 32 members from different sectors including 
political and cultural officials, journalist, officials of Taiwan Affairs and women’s work etc, the FAC was harsh in 
its censorship work. Within its operation of a little more than one year, it banned 40 films. Under the complaints of 
filmmakers, the FAC was disbanded in 1952. In 1954, inspired by Soviet practice of “Independent Film Studios,” 
the CFB delegated the right of script censorship to the film studios. However, within one year, following the 
criticism of Hu Feng anti-Party clique, the CFB took it back without giving any explanation. In 1957, the CFB and 
the MOC, with a view to implement Mao’s “Hundred Blossom Policy,” gave the right to the studios again. After 
anti-rightist movement started, the censorship right was reclaimed by the CFB. In 1961, with the reform in film 
industry, the censorship right was given to the studio for the third time before it was taken by Jing Qing after the 
Cultural Revolution broke out in 1966 (Qizhi 51-54).    
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Under his support, new CCP leaders like Hu Yaobang and Zhao Ziyang proposed to rebuild 

China as a socialist state ruled “by law” rather than “by man.”18 Since the 1990s, the legalization 

process gained new momentum after receiving further endorsement from the new Chinese 

leaders, including Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao.  Such leaders are known as bureaucratic 

technocrats (Jishu guanliao). Compared the CCP leaders of socialist time, they are convinced in 

the rule of an effective legal system. 19 The censorial laws and regulations represent the Party’s 

intentions. Proclaiming itself as the defender of the interest of the nation, the Party regards a 

film’s criticism of its governance or its deed in history as breaching the rules of the Constitution 

or jeopardizing the state’s security. By exercising censorship in the name of enforcing the law, 

the CCP stresses on its authoritative control on Chinese films.  

Finally, motivated by its objectives of safeguarding the Party’s ideological control and 

developing Chinese film industry, the CFB has exercised differentiative censorship on films with 

different themes. Films concerning topics like the Party’s history, major historical events, or 

political issues, receive special attentions from censorship. As those themes are central to the 

Party’s ideology, the Party still exercises pre-censorship on films concerning such topics. As 

specified in “The Regulation on the Production and Censorship of Films and TV Series of 

Important Revolutionary and Historical Themes” jointly issued by the SARFT, PLA General 

Political Department and the CDP in 1990, films concerning these themes need to submit their 

scripts to state film studios, provincial and central cultural departments and the CDP before their 

productions. In practices of censorship, the CFB is meticulous with feature films representing or 

based on important Chinese historical events, such as the Cultural Revolution and the Tiananmen 

Massacre in 1989. Strictly adhering to the CCP’s conclusions on these events, censors carefully 

detect and eliminate any overt or covert criticism of the Party contained in films so as to keep the 

threats to the governance at bay. Only a limited number of official interpretations are allowed to 

touch upon such topics. Any defiance, violation or transgression of the official interpretation 

would result in banning or revision. The consequence of disregarding the authority of censorship 

is also severe. In such a case, in addition to banning and financial punishment, the authors/ 

directors would be suspended or even disqualified for film production.  

                                                 
18 Discussion on the transition of China from rule of people to rule of law, see Peerenboom 55-125. 
19 See H.Y.Lee 402-406. For more discussion on the origin and characteristics of Chinese bureaucratic leaders, see 
C.Li, 25-51. 
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  In contrast to the harsh control on those sensitive themes, the censorship on entertainment 

films shows signs of becoming more lenient. From 1976 to 1993, while the CCP launched 

repeated campaigns on the ideological front, it did not issue any law or regulation specifically 

concerning entertainment films. Although clauses on the social morality are getting increasingly 

detailed, censors are far less strict in their enforcement. While closely prohibiting nudity, censors 

are more tolerant with violence and superstitions and give very little heed to vulgarity or bad 

taste.  Likewise, they tend to tolerate political overtones and ideological allusions embedded in 

entertainment films.  

Overall, the Chinese institutional film censorship after the Cultural Revolution is caught 

between the CCP’s socialist claim and its capitalist nature. To effectively maintain its ideological 

control, the Chinese institutional film censorship maintains the ideological function and 

organizational structures of socialist film censorship.  While rectifing its over-politicized 

censorship in the Cultural Revolution, the goal of protecting the Party’s governance in the 

ideological domain remains unchanged. However, to market the film industry and facilitate 

cooperation with overseas filmmakers, the Party has to give up the direct intervention into the 

film industry and, instead, relies more on legal and institutional means in managing this industry. 

To achieve its economic goals, post-socialist Chinese film censorship has to give up its total 

control. While remaining unrelenting with films challenging its ideological domination, the post-

socialist Chinese film censorship greatly relaxes its control of the entertainment films so as to 

facilitate their market performance.   

 

Managing Ideology in a New Social Context: Building Hegemony of Developmentalism and 

Nationalism 

 

With the conclusion of the Cultural Revolution, socialist ideology encountered great 

problems. As socialist propaganda gradually lost its appeal among Chinese people, the 

government had to rebuild the public confidence by devising a new ideological scheme. 

Developmentalism and nationalism replaced socialism to become the dominant ideological 

vision in the CCP’s cultural hegemony. In turn, the Party’s ideological reorientation caused the 

changes of the goal and structure of the Chinese film industry.   
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To begin with, the CCP’s ideological transformation is determined by the Party’s 

emphasis on developmentalism. Developmentalism means that a government, usually one of the 

third world countries, regards economic development as the paramount task in its agenda.  In 

fact, developmentalism is not a new political guideline, but an internal component of socialism. 

Since its inception, the CCP has always had ambitious plans for building China into a strong 

socialist economy. However, after the founding of PRC, Mao was obsessed only with perfecting 

a socialist political regime and rendered the economic development as secondary. In 1955, Mao 

made this point clear by asserting that “politics is the life-line of all the economic works” (243).  

The situation became aggravated during the Cultural Revolution when the Party’s emphasis on 

the purity of communist ideology caused massive social disorder and haltered China’s economic 

development.  By the end of the Cultural Revolution, the politically-oriented economy was 

plagued with many defects, including low productivity, lack of new technologies and a stagnant 

market.20  

In answer to the challenges, the CCP reemphasized socio-economic development after 

the Cultural Revolution. In 1978, the CCP announced in the Communiqué of Third Plenary 

Session of the CCP’s Central Committee to “shift the focus of Party’s work to the construction of 

Socialist Modernization” and “to reform the production relations and superstructures 

incompatible with the rapidly developing force of material production.” The Communiqué 

unveils a three-decade-long pursuit driven by the CCP’s theory of developmentalism.21 In 1979, 

Deng Xiaoping, the main proponent of Chinese economic reform, argued that developmentalism 

is the central task of the CCP. He claimed that “economic work is a political task of prime 

importance and the economic question is an overriding political question” (2: 194). As the CCP 

sees it, developmentalism is not only the key to solving problems in Chinese society, but also to 

justifying the legitimacy of the Party’s governance. All the Party leaders have stressed the 

importance of development to socialism and the Party’s governance. In 1984, Deng Xiaoping 

relegated developmentalism to socialism by asserting that “the fundamental task for socialism is 

to develop the force of production” (3: 116).  In 1997, Jiang Zemin crystallized the importance of 

developmentalism to the CCP in his famous “theory of three representations”:  “The CCP 

                                                 
20 Discussion on the overall economic situation after the Cultural Revolution, see Brandt and Rawski 4-15. 
21 There are disagreements on the cause of Chinese economic reform. Reasons range from the power struggle 
between the reformists and conservative (Shirk 33-38), the backwardness of popular living, political stresses, 
competitions from neighbor countries to the failure of Deng’s own rectifying effort. See Naughton 60-96.   
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represents the demand for the development of advanced productive force, the direction of 

advanced Chinese culture, and the fundamental interest of the vast population” (Jiang 13). Since 

2000, Hu Jintao, the new Chinese president, invented the term “scientific development.”  By 

“scientific,” Hu means “a developmentalism that is human-oriented, comprehensive, coordinated 

and sustainable” (“Establishing and Carrying out the Scientific Outlook” 483). In the course of 

30 years of reform, developmentalism has developed from a crude concept stressing economic 

growth to a politico-economic theory. It serves to fill the ideological vacuum after communist 

ideals have lost credibility; more importantly, it effectively diverts people’s attention from the 

Party’s faults during the Cultural Revolution. 

Complying with the Party’s developmental agenda, the state studios changed its 

ideological objective from preaching the Party’s socialist ideals to promoting economic reform. 

Since the 1980s, a large number of films were produced to emphasize the changes taking place in 

every social sector including factories, rural area and the state institutions and organizations as 

the result of the Party’s policies of economic growth. These films usually justify the Party’s new 

policy in two ways. One is to portray Chinese people’s enjoyment after they have a wealthier life 

thanks to the Party’s new policy. The apparent improvement of living standard resulting from the 

Party’s economic reform not only appeases people’s discontent with the regime, but also 

provides them with a renewed objective in their lives. In the film, those who get rich are not only 

permitted, but glorified and admired by people as the heroes of the time.  The other is to feature 

the confrontation between the Party’s old and new ideologies. Characters in favor of economic 

growth are portrayed as reformist and those clinging to the thoughts of planned economy are 

depicted as conservatives holding back the social development. Portraying the reformists’ final 

victory over the conservatives and the conservatives’ abandonment of their old thoughts, these 

films intend to establish the authority of developmentalism among the audience.     

Meanwhile, the Party’s developmentalist policy also results in the flourish of 

entertainment films. As the Chinese people became richer, they wanted to spend their newly 

gained wealth on entertainment. Also, as the CCP has opened up China to the outside world to 

facilitate its economic development, people started to become acquainted with the Western 

society. The contact with the Western world was largely responsible for arousing Chinese 

people’s desire for entertainment, thus contributing to the rising of Chinese consumer society. 

The opening policy also caused the influx of entertainment films from Taiwan, Hong Kong and 
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Western countries. Those films were warmly embraced by Chinese people. Attracted by the huge 

profit these film generated, Chinese film industry also started to produce its own entertainment 

films to meet the need of Chinese audience.  The Party was glad to see the boom of 

entertainment films: As people spend more time on entertaining themselves, they become less 

concerned about political disputes. Li Zehou, the Chinese philosopher, writes in “On Bidding 

Farewell to Revolution,”  

With the advent of the capitalist modern society and prosaic life without heroes, 

people gradually realize that ‘ideology’ is no longer the power for directing or 

even dominating the politics. Economy becomes the center attracting people’s 

attention. Ideology starts to matter less. Thoughts and its history have already 

surpassed its glorious peak.  

In addition to the ideological changes in Chinese cinema, the Party’s economic plan has also 

compelled the state film industry to start its reform in order to improve its market performance. 

Since the 1980s, the Chinese film industry experienced dramatic slump due to the state’s rigid 

centralized system of film production. Film produced by state studios turned off the audience. 

These studios were running at huge deficits. In order to reinvigorate the state film industry, the 

SARFT readjusted the planned film production mechanism and streamlined the cumbersome 

state purchase and distribution system. More importantly, it gradually reduced the state’s 

monopoly of film production and distribution to encourage the participation of private investors.  

Meanwhile, the participation of private investors has led to the Party’s control of its film 

industry with a new method. With its cultural, administrative and economic resources, the 

Party’s state studios have a huge influence on the private filmmakers. For the Party, it is 

important for private filmmakers to consent with the hegemony because the private filmmakers 

not only represent the public opinion, but also can hopefully produce pro-CCP films that are 

more readily accepted by the audience. For private filmmakers, compliance with the Party means 

that their films may easily pass the institutional censorship and receive various benefits from the 

state.  The cooperation between the state and private investors also constitutes a viable method 

excluding filmmakers with radical political views from accessing state-controlled film resources.  

Not only are such filmmakers deprived of chances of receiving funding from the government, 

but they are also unlikely to obtain funds from private investors, for the latter would fear the loss 

of their investment should the films sponsored by them be banned by the government. In an 
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interview made on Chinese indie filmmakers, Nakajima quoted a prominent documentary 

filmmaker in China who agreed to give comments anonymously: “It used to be that there was 

only political censorship. But nowadays, we have to face economic censorship. You know, 

sometimes, economic censorship is worse than political censorship” (176).   

However, the new hegemony built on developmentalism also has its repercussions that 

make the CCP feel uncomfortable. After all, developmentalism is no more than a makeshift 

ideology constructed to support the Party’s reformative policy. Although the CCP proclaims its 

economic reform as the self-adjustment of socialism, it secretly incorporates many capitalistic 

elements under the banner of socialist development. With its mutable and hybrid characteristics, 

the hegemony of developmentalism lacks a compelling teleological goal. Meanwhile, although 

socialism has already become a dysfunctional ideology, the CCP nevertheless upholds its 

nominal effectiveness, fearing that a total disavowal of its socialist past would cause not only its 

own collapse but also social chaos.  Therefore, the inherent incompatibility of developmentalism 

and socialism causes inconsonance within the film industry because post-socialist films cannot 

advocate Chinese economic growth without reflecting its capitalistic essence. 22 

Moreover, developmentalism has some side effects on the Party’s ideological control. As 

the cooperation between state studios and the overseas film companies increases, many 

filmmakers began consciously to incorporate Western thoughts and artistic methods into their 

films. Therefore, many films since the 1980s reflect ideological outlooks different from 

socialism. Also, as a consequence of commercialization, many state studios are in blind pursuit 

of box office, producing many entertainment films with mediocre artistic value and questionable 

ethical standards. Some films glorify mercantilism and immediate material gratification while 

others attempt to stimulate the box office with violence and sex. The participation of private 

filmmakers in the Chinese film industry aggravates the moral slump. As private filmmakers are 

chiefly motivated by economic profit, their films often clash with the Party’s intention of 

sustaining the socialist ideals and morality. The increasing influence of Western thought and 

overall ethical degradation following the economic reform of the Chinese film industry has 

caused the concern of the CFB leaders. On many occasions, they urged filmmakers to raise the 

                                                 
22 The inherent incompatibility between developmentalism and socialism is manifested in many films in the 1980s. 
For example, a series of films made by Huang Jianxin, including The Black Canon Incident (Hepao shijian, 1986), 
Dislocation (Cuowei,1987) and Transmigration (Lun hui, 1989) reveal a lot of problems caused by the clashes 
between the Party’s developmentalist agenda and its socialist stance. See Picowicz “Huang Jianxin”   
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moral standard of the films they produce.23 However, due to the inherent contradiction of 

developmentalism, their pledges hardly stopped Chinese cinema from slipping away from 

socialism toward over-commercialization.  

 To suture the ideological gap left by its developmentalism, the CCP started to reinvent 

nationalism as a new component for its hegemonic discourse after the Tiananmen Massacre in 

1989. The nationalism embraced by the CCP, however, is often called “pragmatic nationalism.”  

For instance, Zhao Suisheng refers to such a “pragmatic” discourse as “essentially contextual, 

without a fixed, objectified and eternally defined content” (“A Nation-State by Construction” 

209).  With selective elaborations on China’s national history, its path to modern nation and the 

national conditions, the CCP manages to bind socialism with nationalism by arguing the 

congruity of the two in their means and ends.  At the same time, the CCP always presents itself 

as the defender of national interests, state safety and culture. The Party hopes that such a 

theoretical reorientation may help to relegitimize its regime because it would re-emerge as the 

only cogent agent that can bring China into modernity, enable the Chinese society to achieve 

prosperity, and defend the Chinese nation against the danger of secessionism and 

disintegration.24 

As an organic component of CCP’s ideological apparatus, the Chinese film industry is 

naturally expected to participate in the patriotic campaign.  The CFB organized various shows of 

nationalist films made during the time from the 1950s to the 1970s on specially designated 

cinemas and the film channels of national cable TV network, hoping that the older films could 

reignite people’s sentiment of Chinese nationalism. More importantly, since 1987, the 

government has undertaken a massive ideological project known as “the leitmotif film” 

(Zhuxuanlü dianying). Leitimotif, originally a music term meaning “main melody,” was 

borrowed by the Party’s officials to stand for the CCP’s dominating ideology. Against the trend 

of film marketization, government has allocated special funds for leitmotif film and gave a lot of 

support for the production, distribution and marketing of such films. During the past two 

decades, the leitmotif film has exerted a huge influence on the audience by artistically 

embodying the CCP’s ideological content.  

                                                 
23 For example, in 1986, following the Party’s movement against “bourgeois liberalization,” Ai Zhisheng, then 
director of Ministry of Radio, Film and Television, at the National Conference of Directors of State Studio, re-
emphasized that film production must maintain socialist direction and resist the unhealthy scenes on the screen.See 
Ai. 
24 See Zhao “A Nation-State by Construction”   227-238.  
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In addition to directly promoting patriotism, the CCP also seeks to enhance its ideological 

control by synthesizing works in different social sectors. Among other aspects, the CCP 

endeavors to improve the audience’s awareness of nationalism. In 1994, the CDP issued “An 

Outline for Conducting Patriotic Education.” The document not only clarified the principles and 

contents of patriotic education but also proposed many specific methods in promoting patriotism 

among the Chinese people. The methods included: constructing museums, memorials, and 

exhibits for historic and patriotic education, creating an atmosphere for patriotism by the jointed 

efforts of art, media and cultural departments, conducting socialist rituals at public gathering 

including national anthem singing, flag mounting and adulthood ceremonies and promulgating 

historic and contemporary patriots.25 

This patriotic education is meant to specifically target students at different levels. In 

1993, the Ministry of Education (MOE) officially reformulated the contents of “politic courses” 

for colleges and high schools. While playing down the importance of Marxist philosophy, the 

Ministry added the courses of the History of Chinese Revolution, Deng Xiaoping’s socialist 

theory, and information of Chinese national conditions (guoqing). The state universities, high 

and elementary schools are required to organize their students to visit the venues for patriotic 

educations. 26 Moreover, the CCP tries to consolidate its influence by recruiting the outstanding 

college students into the Party. Party branches at colleges usually make target plans for the 

numbers of the Party members they will recruit. 27  

The CCP’s patriotic agenda aims at providing a new ideological framework that replaces 

the declining communist ideals and compensates for the deficiencies of developmentalism. With 

its patriotic education, the CCP hopes to secure its governance, improve the people’s confidence 

of the government, uplift the social morality and resist the impact of what it deems as 

“westernizing thoughts.” To these ends, CCP’s patriotic education succeeded in achieving some 

of its goals. According to Suisheng Zhao, as a result of  the patriotic education, most Chinese 

people start to “concur with the Communist state that economic development and political 

                                                 
25 A detailed introduction of “An Outline for Conducting Patriotic Education,” see Zhao “A Nation-State by 
Construction” 293-296. 
26 See Zhao “A Nation-State by Construction” 218-223. 
27 For example, a memo for the Party Branches in the Wuhan Geological University in 2004 clarifies its goal of 
Party recruitment as “having Party members among freshmen, building student Party member group among 
sophomores and student party branch among juniors.”  Meanwhile, document provides a quantitative standard of 
“having 10% party members among undergrads and 50% among grad students at the end of this year and increase 
the percentage respectively to 15% and more than 50% in 3 -5 years.” 
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stability rather than liberal democracy were most pressing for China” (“A Nation-State by 

Construction” 242). However,  as Guo Yingjie sees it, CCP’s patriotic education “is at least 

effective in generating love for the Party or socialism and that it is particularly ineffective where 

a distinction is maintained between love of [sic] country and love of [sic] the Party” (32-33).  

Rising nationalism helps to release the tension of film censorship by providing a common 

ground among the censors, Chinese filmmakers and the audience. While the public may not 

entirely subscribe to the Party’s nationalist agenda, the patriotic education was “directly 

responsible for the nationalistic sentiment of the Chinese people in the mid-1990s” (S. Zhao “A 

State-led Nationalism” 288). Also, film directors loved to make films with a nationalist theme as 

it both represents their patriotic sentiment and appeal to the audience.  In reverse, films 

criticizing government gradually lost its sympathy with the public. Whereas in the late 1980s 

when banning a liberal film could arouse disconcerting attentions of the public, now, under the 

influence of government’s patriotic project, banning a dissident film has a minimal response 

from the public probably because of the Chinese people’s belief that film of this nature would 

affect social stability.     

Developmentalism and nationalism work as the two connected yet contradictory forces 

dominating post socialist Chinese cinema. Influenced by the Party’s overall policy of economic 

development, Chinese cinema has basically forsaken its goal of ideological propaganda and 

come to regard the box office performance as the lifeline. The emphasis on revenue accounts for 

Chinese cinema’s overall reorientation to commercial and entertainment films and a series of 

reforms to facilitate the transition. However, amidst the overall trend of commercialization, the 

CCP still vigorously endeavors to bolster its governance and resist the consequences of its 

developmental plans by carrying out nationalism in all state and private sectors of the Chinese 

film industry.  The checks and balances of commercialization and formulation of nationalism, 

therefore, inform the conditions of Chinese cinema.  

 

Chinese Film Censorship in the Face of Globalization 

 

In addition to the social transformation taking place within China, globalization also has a 

major impact on Chinese film censorship. After China opened its door to the outside world in the 

early 1980s, Chinese cinema also started to join the international film market. The following two 
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decades saw a closer connection between Chinese film and international cinema. Many 

filmmakers brought their films to international film festivals. Directors from mainland China 

also coproduced films with film companies from Hong Kong, Taiwan and Western countries. In 

2001, China’s joining of WTO signaled its full participation in the global market. As it is 

stipulated in the bilateral agreement between China and the United States on China’s WTO 

accession in 1999, China, in compliance with its Regulation on Film Administration, should 

import twenty foreign films annually and allow foreign companies to invest in some areas of 

Chinese film industries, including the rebuilding or renovation of Chinese film theaters.  

       Globalization has posed tremendous challenges to Chinese film censorship both in terms 

of its institutional administration and its ideological management. On the one hand, globalization 

undermines the efficacy of the institutional film censorship. With the free flow of capital, 

personnel and information, it becomes harder than before for the government to exercise its 

control on Chinese films.  Globalization provides dissident filmmakers with more opportunities 

to fund their films. In addition to turning to private investors in mainland China for funding, they 

can get funding from Western investors. In the meantime, globalization also enables them to 

release their works in the Western market. Therefore, they are less restricted by the CFB’s 

censorship than before.  Moreover, international film festivals also become venues for Chinese 

filmmakers to voice their different positions against the CCP.  Although the CFB has clearly 

stipulated that all filmmakers must submit their films for approval prior to their participation in 

international film festivals, some filmmakers, driven by their ideological commitments, ignore 

the CFB’s rules.  Some younger and lesser known directors even violate the CFB’s rule on 

purpose, hoping the ideological controversies caused by the banning of release and distribution 

of their films in the Chinese market can increase such films’ box office gains abroad.  

Meanwhile, the technological innovation resulted from globalization makes complete 

censorship an impossible mission. VHS, DVD and, particularly, videos via the Internet, give the 

audience easy access to films. While the CFB prevents the ideologically-controversial films from 

showing at theaters, those films are easily available from various legal and illegal channels 

including pirate DVDs, podcasting and beat-torrent resources. The original censorship can hardly 

prevent them from circulating among the ardent film fans and technical-savvy netizens. 

 On the other hand, globalization may threaten to subvert the CCP’s kernel value of 

nationalism and developmentalism. As China is opened to the outside world, Chinese people 
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have more access to Western culture. With China’s WTO membership, ordinary Chinese people 

can travel and work in foreign countries and have closer contact with the Western world. 

Amazed by the material abundance that the West seems to be enjoying, its mature democratic 

politics and human rights conditions, many Chinese become understandably skeptical of the 

Communist ideals. Therefore, it is increasingly hard for the CCP to maintain its nominal 

endorsement of Communism. In the meantime, globalization clashes with the CCP’s nationalist 

campaign. In essence, globalization posits an ideology advocating the free flow of people, capital 

and culture across national borders. Therefore, it runs counter to the CCP’s tenet of defending 

the national interest and cultivating the Chinese people’s pride in the nation.  

 To make things worse, globalization undermines the economic domination of Chinese 

state studios on the Chinese film industry. As more and more blockbusters enter the Chinese film 

market, they take away larger and larger market share. The threat of the Western companies is 

that they not only infringe on the interests of the state film industry but challenge the overall 

ideological control of the CCP on national cinema. The Western values contained in the films 

may potentially change the views of the Chinese people.  

Facing the challenges from globalization, the CCP government takes a number of 

measures to increase its ideological control over the film industry. In “CCP’s Decisions 

Regarding Several Important Question of Building Harmonious Socialist Society,” issued in 

2006, cultural security is for the first time listed together with political, economic, and 

informational security as prerequisites for the harmony and security of the Chinese society. After 

China’s accession to WTO, the government revised the laws and regulations on media and 

communications, known as “one law and five regulations.”28 According to the revisions, China 

selectively opened certain areas to foreign companies, such as distribution of printing materials, 

video and audios. The areas directly related to the Party’s ideological controls, like film 

advertisements on TV, radio, and press, have remained closed to overseas investors. While 

twenty Western films can be imported into Chinese market every year, the SARFT required that 

imported films need to acquire state permission before release. The SARFT has assigned the 

right of selecting films to the CFB. As specified in the “Regulations on Film Administration,” 

                                                 
28 The One Law and Five Regulations refer respectively to “Copyright Law,” “Regulations on Publication 
Administration,” “Regulations on Administration of audio/video products,” “Regulations on Film Administration,” 
“Regulations on Administration of Printing Industry,” and “Regulations on Computer Software Protection.” See 
Wei. 
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the CFB is “the only authorized department of film importation.”  With the power to choose 

imported films, the CFB is able to filter off Western films that are deemed harmful to the CCP’s 

ideological control.  

At the same time, to cope with the issue of the circulation of films on the Internet, the 

SARFT issued “Notice on Enhancing the Administration of Films and TV Series via the 

Internet” on December 28, 2007. One day later, together with the Ministry of Information 

Industry, it issued “Regulations on the Administration of Audio/Video Program Service via the 

Internet.” The regulation specifies that all internet service providers must register and apply for 

permission from the SARFT before they start their business.  Coordinating with other state 

departments, the SARFT applies its standards for film censorship to all Internet video programs. 

It also requires that all the programs must be kept in the server for sixty days after the initial 

broadcast for the sake of censorship.  While the two regulations can hardly stop the spreading of 

unlicensed Western films and dissident Chinese films, the regulations indicate the Party’s 

determination to safeguard its ideological control in the age of globalization.  

 In addition to its intensification of institutional censorship, the CCP took additional 

measures to promote the competence of the Chinese film industry. To better compete with 

imported Western films, the CCP reappropriated the state film industry. The government 

organized the original sixteen state-owned film studios into six film groups. The reform helped 

the state film industry to optimize the capital, personnel and technological resource while scaling 

off the burdens left behind by the planned economy, including excessive staff and a bloated and 

dysfunctional bureaucracy.  

The newly-founded state film groups are subjected to both market rules and the state 

control. On the one hand, they imitate the market strategies of the Hollywood film companies 

like 20th Century Fox or Time Warner. With its advantageous resources, these state film groups 

have established a complete production and marketing system. In addition to investing in film 

production and marketing, they hold shares in other media enterprises including public TV, cable 

network and internet companies. Private investors are encouraged to hold shares in the state film 

groups. The flexible financing brings abundant capital to the state film industry. On the other 

hand, despite their proclaimed market orientation, the groups are ideologically and financially 

dependent on the state. While these film groups are nominally affiliated with the SARFT, the 

Party’s CDP still intervenes in their film production. And the film groups have to produce works 
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in response to the Party’s propaganda. Particularly, the CCP has emphatically asserted the policy 

of “the Party’s control of media” as part of its new ideological agenda since the 16th National 

Congress in 2002.29 To ensure the implementation of its hegemony and profit, The Party gives its 

state film groups many priorities and favorable treatments related to the production and 

distribution of the films.  

In the meantime, the government took active measures to encourage the growth of private 

Chinese film companies to support the state film groups. In early 2004, the SARFT issued three 

decrees which gave the private Chinese film companies equal rights with state film groups. As 

Gang Tong, the director of the CFB observes:  

The private film companies were given the rights to independently produce and 

distribute their films and operate their own film chain. Besides, they have the 

equal rights with state film groups in applying for government sponsorship and to 

be nominated for films awards held by the government.  (qtd. in Rao 529)   

The huge prospect of the Chinese film market and the government’s support attracted a 

significant amount of investment. Since 2004, Chinese private film companies exceeded the state 

film group to become the most important contributor to Chinese film revenue.   

By enhancing the competence of its state film groups while guiding the private film 

companies, the CCP manages to maintain its dominance in the Chinese film industry.  Backed by 

ample funding and the government’s favorable policies, state film groups are able to compete 

with Western film companies in terms of the scale and influence on Chinese film market.  State 

film groups exert tremendous influence on private Chinese film companies by determining the 

content and ideology of films produced by the latter. The Chinese private film companies are 

fully aware of the significance of the Party’s will on their own development. Therefore, it would 

be advisable for private Chinese film companies to comply with the Party rather than rebel 

against it. Also, to a certain extent, the importing of Western film consolidates the connection 

between the state and private film companies. Although private companies are less prone to 

engage in the ideological propaganda conducted by the state film groups, defending the Chinese 

film industry becomes a common goal for both parties. As a result of the increasing cooperation 

                                                 
29 In 2004, the CCP issued “The Resolution on Enhancing the Leadership Competence of the Party” on the Fourth 
Plenum of the Sixteenth National Party Congress Central Committee. The Resolution clearly provides that the Party 
“must have a firm control of the direction of public opinion and give it correct guidance. It must observe the 
principle of ‘Party’s control of the media’ and improve its competence in guiding the public opinion so as to have 
the upper-hand. ”  
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between the state film groups and the Chinese private film companies, the Chinese film industry 

gradually reversed its unfavorable position against its Western rivals. For example, from 2003 to 

2007, films produced by state film groups and private Chinese film companies had a better box 

office performance than the western blockbusters (Yin and Zhan 6).  

In addition to proactively developing the film industry, the CCP also makes a 

conscientious effort to rebuild its patriotic program dealing with the changing social conditions 

caused by the globalization.  To cope with the domestic pledge for democratization, the Party 

launched an education program on Chinese national conditions (guoqing). By selectively opting 

for the history of China’s construction of a nation-state, the CCP emphasized that China is a 

society with its own characteristics. The current polity is determined by its unique history, 

economic condition and cultural heritage. Therefore, China is “unprepared to adopt Western-

style liberal democracy” (S. Zhao “China's Pragmatic Nationalism” 135).  Meanwhile, the Party 

also attempts to enhance its nationalist agenda by popularizing among its people “national 

learning” (guo xue), a special program aimed at promoting Chinese cultural values. Central to its 

national learning program is the rediscovery of Confucianism. As a traditional theory, 

Confucianism was rejected during the Cultural Revolution as incompatible with socialist 

thought. The CCP hopes Confucian ethical and cultural perspectives can help promote the 

nationalist agenda. Hosting a series of activities such as TV lectures on Confucian thoughts, 

Confucian programs in universities and Confucian rituals among young people, the Party 

endeavors to enhance the Chinese people’s pride in the nation and resist the cultural impact 

resulting from globalization. 

In a certain sense, the advent of globalization eases the tension within Chinese society.  

In the 1980s, the biggest contradiction in the Chinese society was the confrontation between 

liberalism and the CCP’s authoritarian governance. However, as China gradually merged into the 

international community, a series of international events made the Chinese people reevaluate the 

impact of globalization. The disintegration of the former Soviet Union and the social chaos in 

eastern European socialist countries alarmed the Chinese people, making them reconsider the 

role of nation-state in globalization and Chinese development. An increasing number of Chinese 

people preferred to have a stable society, fearing that globalization may cause similar problem in 
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China as it did in Soviet Union.30 Therefore, they began to “hold a positive view of the 

government’s policy of promoting economic growth and social stability” (Pei 18). 

With the incessant economic, financial and military skirmishes between China and the 

Western world, the Chinese people’s attitude toward the Western world moved from admiration 

to resentment.31  In the late 1990s, two issues regarding China’s sovereignty and territory 

integrity, including the US bombing of the Chinese Embassy in Belgrade, the Nanhai Island 

aircraft crash, and the death of Wang Wei, a Chinese fighter pilot, brought Chinese people’s 

nationalistic sentiment to a new height. Many people went onto the streets to demonstrate against 

America and even attacked the American Embassy in China.32  Meanwhile, in the wake of 

China’s joining globalization, the Chinese academy started to reconsider the influence of 

globalization on Chinese society. Many scholars, including Sheng Hong, Xiao Gongqin and He 

Xin, started to believe in a powerful and centralized government in developing the economy, 

defending national security and even promoting the democracy.33 Growing support from the 

public and the acknowledgement of the academia facilitated the CCP’s patriotic education.   

In addition to enhancing the influence of nationalism within the country, the CCP also 

earnestly boosted its patriotic program by increasing China’s political and cultural influence in 

the international community.  Taking advantage of accumulated wealth from economic 

                                                 
30 For example, in a poll of 2,500 residents in ten Chinese cities conducted in October 1994, 63.4 percent of the 
respondent agreed that “it would be a disaster for China to experience a similar change as that in the former Soviet 
Union” (Pei 18). 
31 The mixed feelings of the Chinese people toward United States since the 1990s are proved by a number of 
surveys. Among them, the most influential one was conducted in 1995 by Fang Ning, Wang Xiaodong and Ma 
Mingjie. The Survey, named “The World in the Eyes of Chinese Youth”, was published on Chinese Youth News. In 
the survey, America was selected by more than 75 percent of the respondents as “the most unfriendly country to 
China,” “the most influential country to China,” and “the most unfavorable country in my own opinion.” As the first 
survey on public opinions conducted by a newspaper, the survey received warm public response. Within a month, 
more 120,000 copies of questionnaires were received, accounting for more than 15% percent of the total number. 
With its large pool of the samples, it could be argued that the survey represented the general attitude of the urban 
Chinese toward America (Fan et al).   The “love-hate ambivalence that characterizes Chinese view of America has 
not changed” (M. Zhao 72) in the new millennium, according to a survey conducted by the Institute of American 
Studies  at the Chinese Academy of Social Science on 886 Chinese government officials, journalists, college 
students, academics and business people in 2001.   
32 Discussion on the two incidents, see Kurlantzick 26-28. 
33 The pro-government academics are marked by two thoughts. One is known as “new authoritarianism,” originated 
in the 1980s. In the 1990s, it was called “new conservativism.” Its view, as Wu Jiaxiang argues, is that “societies 
needed to develop through three stages…first a stage of traditional authoritarianism, then an intermediate state in 
which individual freedom could develop under the protection of new authoritarianism and finally a stage of freedom 
and democracy” (Fewsmith 83). The other is known as New Leftism. Composed by a great number of economists 
and sociological scholars, such as Wang Shaoguang and Hu Angang, this group opposes the trend of globalization 
and westernization, and proposes to strengthen the government and develop China’s own mode of modernity (Zheng 
174).  
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development, the CCP was able to construct an image of China with a series of international 

events, including the Annual Davos Economic Forums, the 2008 Beijing Olympics, and the 2010 

Shanghai World Expo. At the same time, the CCP also worked hard to disseminate Chinese 

culture around the world. For instance, the government established hundreds of Confucius 

Institutes worldwide to teach Chinese language and culture and jointly hosted “Chinese cultural 

year” in major countries like Russia (2007), France (2010), Australia and Italy (2011). It is 

noticeable that these cultural and political campaigns aim more at impressing the Chinese people 

than the Western world. As Suisheng Zhao argues, Chinese nationalism is “‘inward-directed 

sentiments’ that have held the nation together in a turbulent modern world than ‘outward-

directed emotions that heap hostility upon others’” (“Chinese Nationalism” 3). With its active 

promotion of China and Chinese culture, the CCP intends to leave the Chinese people with an 

impression that China, under the CCP’s leadership, has become a strong country with 

considerable political and cultural influence in the international community. The impression is 

conducive in promoting people’s national pride and securing the Party’s governance.  

The CCP’s new nationalist strategy in the face of globalization has had great influence on 

Chinese cinema. Chinese cinema since the late 1990s generally reflects a widespread euphoria at 

the rise of a powerful China and pride with its national culture. Complying with the Party’s new 

nationalist scenario, state directors increasingly choose historical themes subject matter for their 

films and highlight the traditional Chinese culture. Following China’s aggressive campaigns to 

disseminate Chinese culture around the world, state sponsored films expand their themes to 

reflect the patriotism of overseas Chinese. For private filmmakers, while they are not necessarily 

committed to the Party’s ideological campaign, the Party’s renewed ideological scenario creates 

new market opportunities. While nationalism continues to attract audience, the nationalist stories 

with transnational settings appeal to Chinese audience with exotic scenes and different cultural 

values. The audience’s re-emergent fervor of Chinese history and Confucianism also give them 

greater thematic choices in their film creations.  As a consequence of the CCP’s propaganda 

championing nationalism and Confucian culture, themes that in one way or another rest on 

nationalist sentiments or Confucian values began to dominate the Chinese silver screen. 

With globalization, China’s film censorship entered a new stage. The political, economic 

and technological problems brought up by globalization makes it harder for the CCP to exercise 

complete institutional film censorship. Therefore, while the Party maintains its institutional 
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censorship as much as it can, its main emphasis is shifted to refining its hegemonic discourse. 

The CCP tries to maximize its positive influence while neutralizing the negative impact. 

Highlighting the importance of economic development and the CCP’s leading position in 

China’s participation in international affairs, the CCP manages to create more common ground 

with its people and cultivate a more natural and acceptable hegemonic discourse that is able to 

accommodate the ideological and economic impacts of globalization.   

 

Summary  

 

Chinese film censorship after 1976 involved many contradictions resulting from the new 

and complicated political, economic and cultural conditions. Central to the contradiction is the 

tension between the CCP’s adamant insistence on the communist theoretical framework and the 

capitalist essence of its developmentalist policy.  While the CCP endeavors to concoct 

developmentalism with pragmatic patriotism into a new ideology under the guise of Socialism, 

the ideological reconstruction reveals the fundamental flaws that result in the inconsistency in 

film censorship.  With regard to its institutional censorship, the confrontation takes place within 

the rigid administrative system left over from the socialist planned economy and the trend of 

commercialization and globalization in the Chinese film industry. As the Chinese film industry is 

undergoing a fast paced economic and ideological transformation, the institutional censorship 

becomes outdated and invalid in regulating the ideologies in Chinese cinema. The technological 

innovations also allow the film industry to go beyond the control of censorship institutions. In 

the field of culture and aesthetics, the conflicts occur between the monotonous and didactic 

socialist ideological model and the demands of the market which becomes increasingly 

diversified and commercialized. As China is further integrated into the global community, its 

centralized model of socialist culture becomes increasingly incapable of accommodating the 

highly fluid and democratic multiculturalism. With all of these unsolvable contradictions, the 

Chinese film censorship after 1976 is not as totalitarian and self-sustained as its socialist 

predecessor.  

However, while losing its total domination, Chinese film censorship nonetheless has 

considerable influence. The contradictions compel the Chinese government to readjust its 

strategies on censorship from overall repression to the combination of repression and ideological 
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management. The total ideological dictatorship in the socialist age is replaced by a selective 

monitoring mechanism with emphasis only on core values concerning the CCP’s legitimacy of 

governance and its Communist past. Meanwhile, the CCP takes painstaking efforts in forging a 

new cultural hegemony centered on nationalism and Confucian values to counterweight the 

impacts of multiculturalism and democratization trends in Chinese society.  It also takes 

advantage of the pop culture as a way to divert the public’s attention on politics.  In facing  the 

challenge of globalization, the government establishes state film groups as its fortress in cultural 

hegemony. Enjoying the state financial support and many privileges in distribution and 

marketing, the state film groups changes the power dynamics of Chinese film market. Their 

status as the spokesperson of the CCP’s ideology attracts private and overseas investors who 

would like to cooperate with the government so as to receive the many perks provided by the 

state. The state film enterprise, therefore, forms an alliance with the private investors to resist the 

Western film companies and squeeze the dissidents out of the film market. As the result of the 

synthetic coordination of institution, culture and market, the CCP rebuilds a censorship to 

safeguard its ideological control and promote the economic growth of China’s film industry.   

The CCP’s drastic adjustment on its institution and ideological structure of its film 

censorship is not a passive reaction coping with the demise of Communism and the impact of 

globalization, but, more importantly, an active strategy aiming at reclaiming its ideological and 

economic domination in Chinese film industry. The new ideological-economic censorial pattern 

has its profound influence on the outlook of Chinese cinema. In the following chapters, I will 

provide some detailed studies on the impact of Chinese film censorship on different genres and 

themes of Chinese cinema.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

CULTIVATING NORMATIVE REPRESENTATIONS OF THE 

CULTURAL REVOLUTION 

 

The Cultural Revolution is the most important political and historical event in China 

since the founding of the PRC in 1949. Therefore, the Cultural Revolution naturally became a 

focus for Chinese cinema and TV series after 1976. Over the past three decades, numerous films 

and TV programs have been made in China either to articulate personal memories of this 

catastrophic event or to explore its traumatic impacts upon the nation. Consequently, how to deal 

with films and TV series representing the Cultural Revolution has been one of the top concerns 

of the CCP’s cultural department because the outcomes directly represent the Party’s political 

views on this historical event. Interestingly, however, over the last three decades, films drawing 

on various themes of the Cultural Revolution have been treated differently by the CFB. While 

some films were banned, some other films were approved. What’s more, while the censors from 

the CFB invariably refused to provide reasons for the banning, the clauses in the state censorship 

statute could hardly explain the rationale behind the banning. The question one has to ask is: 

What are the rules and principles that determine the fate of films about the Cultural Revolution? 

This chapter concerns the relationship between China’s censorship and Chinese films 

about the Cultural Revolution, especially how censorship shaped the ideological and aesthetic 

outlooks of such films. I will discuss Hibiscus Town (Furong zhen, 1986), The Blue Kite (Lan 

fengzhen, 1993), and In the Heat of the Sun (Yangguang canlan de rizi, 1994; hereafter as Heat). 

The three films are arguably the most influential filmic representations of the Cultural 

Revolution.  Through the study, I hope to highlight the dialectical nature of the post-Cultural 

Revolution censorship in China, which the CCP has practiced both to safeguard its ideological 

control and to guide the desirable growth of the film industry. Such a practice sheds light on the 

fates of the three films: Hibiscus Town, despite its sympathetic configuration of human traumas 

in the Cultural Revolution that might potentially stimulate the public’s hatred for the Party, was 

approved because of its virtual complicity in the Party’s rationalization of the Cultural 

Revolution. Consequently, its sentimental aesthetics and narrative of eventual moral redemption 
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were adopted as constituting the normative discourse in representing the Cultural Revolution. 

The Blue Kite, on the contrary, was banned because of its uncompromising confrontation with 

the Party’s ideology and open appropriation of the sentimental aesthetics as a tool against the 

Party’s conclusion about the Cultural Revolution. Compared with the two films, Heat marked a 

new exploration of the Cultural Revolution in the new ideological and commercial context. With 

its ingenious thematic and narrative strategies, the film was able not only to transcend the bind of 

censorship, but also acquire commercial success and enrich the filmic representation of Cultural 

Revolution in Chinese cinema.  

 

 Hibiscus Town: A Personal Exploration under the Governmental Ideological Grid 

 

Hibiscus Town was produced by Xie Jin as the last film of the trilogy of “Retrospection 

of the Cultural Revolution” after The Legend of Tianyun Mountain (Tianyunshan chuanqi, 1980) 

and The Herds Man (Muma ren, 1982). The film was adapted from Gu Hua’s novel of the same 

title, the winner of the Mao Dun Literature Prize in 1981, which is the highest honor for Chinese 

novelists. The film tells the story of Hibiscus Town, a small town in China from the 1950s to 

1960s. Hu Yuyin, a young woman in the town, makes a living by selling rice tofu, a local snack. 

Shrewd and hardworking, she saves enough money and has her own home built. However, her 

prosperity becomes the target of vicious jealousy. During the Cultural Revolution, the town’s 

Revolutionary Committee, headed by Li Guoxiang and Wang Qiushe, confiscates her house and 

shop. Yuyin is publicly condemned as a capitalist.  Her husband, unable to bear the humiliation, 

kills himself. Following his death, Yuyin is assigned to sweep streets with Qin Shutian, an 

intellectual suffering numerous tortures in the Party’s political movements. Sympathetic with 

Yuyin’s encounter, Shutian marries the unfortunate woman. Later, Yuyin gives birth to a son. At 

the end of the story, the Party withdraws the charge against the couple. Yuyin, after a great deal 

of suffering, reopens her eating house with Shutian.    

As the film boldly depicts the characters’ miseries during the Cultural Revolution, its 

production and release encountered many difficulties from the authorities.  The protest came 

even before the film was made. In1981, Sha Ting, a well-known socialist writer, criticized the 

novel for its lack depicting the positive function of the Party during the Cultural Revolution. 34 

                                                 
34 See Sha. 
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Later, the novel was rejected by the Beijing Film Studio on the grounds that it might create 

problems from the CFB. Because of Gu Hua’s insistence, Xie,who was working in the Shanghai 

Film Studio, finally agreed to adapt the novel into a film. After the film was completed, it 

encountered great difficulty in its release as the CFB censors frequently changed their minds.35  

Despite many difficulties, the film’s final release was perhaps due to its virtual agreement 

with the Party’s evaluation of the Cultural Revolution. In 1981, the CCP issued “The Resolution 

on Certain Questions in the History of Our Party since the Founding of the People's Republic of 

China” (hereafter as The Resolution). The document claimed that “the ‘Cultural Revolution,’ 

initiated by a leader laboring[sic] under misapprehension and capitalized on by counter-

revolutionary cliques, led to domestic turmoil and brought catastrophe to the Party, the state and 

the whole people” (36). It admitted that the CCP should be partially responsible for the Cultural 

Revolution because it “substantially broadened the scope of class struggle” (45). The document 

also held Mao Zedong accountable for the Cultural Revolution as he “began to get arrogant” and 

“divorced himself from practice and from the mass,” which caused “a steady weakening and 

even undermining of the principle of collective leadership and democratic centralism in the 

political life and the country.” And yet the document concluded that Mao and the CCP are only 

“partly responsible” and blamed the deep-seating feudalism for the historical tragedy, because   

it remains difficult to eliminate the evil ideological and political influence of 

centuries of feudal autocracy. And for various historical reasons, we failed to 

institutionalize and legalize inner-party democracy and democracy in the political 

and social life of the country, or we drew up the relevant laws but they lacked due 

authority. This meant that conditions were present for the over-concentration of 

                                                 
35 In a televised interview shortly before his death, Xie introduced the flip-flop of the CFB’s decision: After the film 
received the approval for distribution, the Meiqi cinema in Shanghai planned to host a premier for the film and 
invited the entire crew to meet the audience before the film. Within one day, all the tickets were sold out and the 
eager audience shattered the glass panes of the box office.  However, just before the screening, the CFB revoked the 
approval and ordered to suspend the film. The two leading actors had to cancel their trip to Shanghai. To pacify the 
angry audience, Xie had to apologize to the audience and promised them that the ticket stubs could be used for 
rescreening after the film passed censorship. He also recounted his plea with the leaders from Central Department of 
Propaganda and the CFB, which he described as “a confusing debate.” According to him, the crux lied in whether 
the film is faithful to the original novel. He said: 

I made this clear with the leaders from the CDP and the CFB that the novel was given the award by Ba Jin 
and many other important authors. So it must be a good film. And finally they made a comparison between 
the film and the novel and came to the conclusion that the film I made is faithful to the original novel. It 
seemed there were rumors that the novel is good but the film was bad. The comparison finally proved that 
the film was a faithful adaptation of the original novel.  
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Party power in individuals and for the development of arbitrary individual rule 

[sic] and the personality cult in the Party. (47) 

The Party’s conclusion about the Cultural Revolution carries three important messages.  

First, by condemning the “counter-revolutionary” cliques, the document acquitted the Party of its 

responsibility for the Cultural Revolution. Secondly, while reluctantly admitting to the mistakes 

committed by the Party and its leaders, the document tried to call attention to the Party’s efforts 

in redressing its errors. In doing so, the document justified the Party’s legitimacy of governance 

by celebrating its courage of facing its past and its sincerity of self-criticism. Lastly, instead of 

blaming Communism as the ideological origin for what drove the Cultural Revolution, the 

document attributed the disastrous consequences of the event to the entrenched feudalism, which 

was believed to be responsible for the deification of the nation’s leaders. Given the historical 

significance of the Resolution, the document became a crucial yardstick for art works reflecting 

the Cultural Revolution. The Party’s self-apology can be tentatively summarized into three 

strategies: 1) blaming the responsibility on a few villains; 2) emphasizing the Party’s efforts in  

redressing its past mistakes and giving political rehabilitation to people wronged in the Cultural 

Revolution; and 3) ascribing ideological root of  the Cultural Revolution to the country’s 

feudalistic past.  

Situated in this ideological context, Hibiscus Town can be seen as faithfully 

implementing the Party’s three strategies. First, the film depicts villains with such distinct 

ideological and visual stereotypes that they are unmistakably identified with “the counter 

revolutionary cliques.” (“Resolution” 36) In the film, Li Guoxiang, the director of the Township 

Cultural Revolution Committee, is portrayed as a woman driven by her political ambition and 

depressed sexual desire. Proficient in slandering and sophistry, she is paranoid and labels good 

people as criminals. Yet, underneath her pretense of moral integrity, she is a woman with a 

repressed craving for sexual pleasure. She is visually depicted as “an unattractive woman . . . cast 

in the mould of the revolutionary witch Jiang Qing, combative and shrill” (Silbergeld, “China 

into Film” 215). The other antagonist in the film is Wang Qiushe, Guoxiang’s pawn and secret 

lover. He is, in Xie’s own word, “a rogue proletarian and loafer” (192). With his ugly exterior, he 

impresses the audience as a spineless opportunist seeking fortune and power in any way possible. 

Once he takes power, he immediately becomes arrogant, often humiliating and bullying ordinary 

townsfolk. Throughout the film, the couple becomes the major cause for all tragedies in this little 
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town. In the film’s historical configuration, the suffering of the people is by no means caused by 

the Party’s policy, but rather due to the malicious nature of a few evil individuals who have 

usurped the power of the Party and abused it. This couple in the film are portrayed precisely as 

embodying such villains who nevertheless form a small minority in the Party. The audience’s 

abhorrence of the two characters diffuses the negative perceptions of the Party.   

Moreover, the film’s ending focuses upon the Party’s political redemption and economic 

compensation. The town government gives Yuyin’s house back and permits her to reopen her 

business. As an intellectual, Shutian gets back the job he had before the Cultural Revolution. 

Both characters regain respect from townspeople. Instead of dodging them as if they were the 

plague, people once again gather at their restaurant to chat. The battered couple is also blessed 

with a son so that they make a complete family. The wealth, the social recognition, and happy 

family after the torment, relieve the audience who once had similar experiences during the 

Cultural Revolution. 

Lastly, the film also intends to reveal the impact of Chinese feudalism on the 

contemporary Chinese society. In his director statement, Xie clearly states that we must 

investigate the Cultural Revolution  “historically, macroscopically and retrospectively so as to 

explore its historic origin, its recent and ancient causes and disclose the old Chinese feudalism 

and our culture’s defective nature” (189).  The film relates the main characters’ tragedies to their 

defective personalities derived from Chinese feudalism. For example, in discussing the portrayal 

of Yuyin, Xie argues that her weak personality accounts for her tragedy. Initially, she is in love 

with Mangeng; however, she does not marry him because he belongs to the “wrong class.” Her 

marriage with Guigui turns out to be unhappy. Later, when Shutian proposes to her, she feels 

guilty about his deceased wife and confesses in front of the former wife’s tomb.  Yuyin’s 

reluctance and guilt, as Xie sees it, deserves special emphasis because it reflects “her depression 

and struggle of life” (191). And so “the revelation of her characters and thoughts . . . will greatly 

inspire the audience and make them think” (192).  

The film’s socio-historical perspective, which is essentially in line with the Party’s 

conclusion on the Cultural Revolution, illustrates the influence of the Party’s ideology upon the 

director. As one of the most influential figures of Chinese socialist cinema, Xie was a staunch 

believer in Communism. While he was persecuted during the Cultural Revolution, he doubted 

neither the Party’s correctness nor its legitimacy of governance. Therefore, it seemed only 
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natural for him to go along with the Party’s view rather than challenge it.  Meanwhile, he was 

also among the most faithful advocates of Mao’s art policy: Art must serve the need of politics. 

Therefore, he would not hesitate to consciously propagate the Party’s line throughout his films. 

Although the film, unlike those made during the Cultural Revolution, was not a “political task” 

commissioned by the Party, Xie would automatically regard the task of justifying the Party and 

educating the audience as his inherent responsibility.   

However, although the film appears to endorse the Party’s evaluation of the Cultural 

Revolution, it should not be identified as only fleshing out the Party’s political agenda. Instead, 

the film gives expression to Xie’s own ideological and artistic pursuits. The main contribution of 

the film lies in its thoughtful examination of the consequence of the Cultural Revolution, 

particularly regarding the traumatic alienation of humanity as manifested in the historical 

maelstrom. The film depicts how people in the town are deprived of their basic rights and self-

esteem. It also indicates how the violence will make people protect themselves through 

pretending to be mad. The film’s realistic representation intensifies its poignant exposure of the 

distortion of humanity. The film discloses the violation of humanity with such sincerity that it 

casts a deep impression on the audience. With the tear-provoking scenes, the film condemns the 

cruelty of the Cultural Revolution and the damage it caused to human beings, with a warning to 

the entire nation against a relapse of the same disaster in the future.         

The film’s exploration of human nature goes so far that it sometimes subverts the Party’s 

conclusion. On the one hand, the film implies that the villains are also victims of the Cultural 

Revolution. While Guoxiang and Qiushe explicitly impersonate the rogues of the Cultural 

Revolution, the film does not depict them as purely evil. As Xie sees it, Guoxiang should be 

portrayed as “a normal person. Her personal tragedy is her inability and impossibility to have 

real love.” Therefore, he suggests that “Guoxiang should serve as a mirror for some people who 

will shudder with fear as they watch the film” (193). The film’s representation that the Cultural 

Revolution impacts both the powerful and the powerless deflects from the Party’s strategy of 

holding a few conspirators accountable. Its portrayal of villains that evokes the audience’s mixed 

feelings of resentment and apprehension may potentially arouse public skepticism on the efficacy 

of the Party’s conclusion.   

On the other hand, the characters’ happy ending in the film does not lead to a perfect 

reunion but provokes feelings more complicated than relief. Toward the end of the film, when 
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Shutian is asked to resume his original job in the town’s Cultural Bureau, he declines the offer, 

saying “I feel more secure when staying with my family.” The decline of the Party’s benevolence 

accurately captures people’s misgivings about the Party. Besides, the film does not provide the 

audience with relief by giving the villains what they deserve. Guoxiang and Qiushe, instead of 

being sent into prison, still live among the people they used to torture. At the end of the film, 

Guoxiang is spared from her punishment and promoted to work in the county. Although Qiushe 

is apparently mad, he pesters people with his broken gong and coarse voice as he shouts “another 

movement.” Both scenes signal that the Cultural Revolution, having caused great wounds to the 

Chinese people, will have long lasting effects on the nation’s psyche. The imperfect redemption 

reveals the film’s dilemma in trying to reconcile its inclination to comply with the Party’s 

position and its enlightenment project of looking for truth about human nature. Consequently, the 

film’s honest display of the historical trauma and its sincere reflection on its consequence turn 

out to call the Party’s historical perspectives into question.   

The film’s contention with the Party’s explanation about the Cultural Revolution is not 

intentionally meant to challenge its ideological control but is an unintended result caused by the 

Party’s endeavor in readjusting its cultural hegemonic strategies in the post socialist age. As the 

original CCP’s art featuring pure Communist ideology and collectivism gradually lost its appeal 

to the people, the Party was forced to create a new ideological scenario to secure its ideological 

domination in the field of art and literature. In 1977, the CCP reintroduced the “double blossom 

policy” proposed in 1957 to replace the art policies of the Cultural Revolution and encourage 

people to express their own thoughts.  Accordingly, the cultural and art departments started to 

liquidate the effects of the cultural policies during the Cultural Revolution on Chinese arts and 

literature. Among other aspects, the issues of alienation and distortion of humanity in the 

Cultural Revolution received special attention from the Party’s cultural and propaganda 

departments and the people in general. Taking advantage of the Party’s new art policies, many 

writers published a number of novels, poetic works and memoirs drawing on their bitter 

experiences during the Cultural Revolution. These works were known as “scar literature” 

(shanghen wenxue). It is worth noting that the emergence of “scar literature” was as much a 

spontaneous reflection of the people’s plight as a cultural phenomenon patronized by the 

government. Many influential works were created at the request of the CCP’s cultural 
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department.36  Hibiscus Town can be seen as continuing the discussion of the complex nature of 

humanity cherished by “scar literature.” However, as a representative work of post-socialist art, 

the film transcends the self-pitying and cathartic style by visualizing a striking revelation of the 

distorted humanity during the Cultural Revolution and pondering its grave consequence on the 

Chinese society. The film’s successful negotiation with the Party’s ideological position, on 

which rests the Chinese censorship system, actually reveals the characteristics of post-socialist 

art. Compared with art works during the Cultural Revolution that only served the Party’s 

political agenda, post-socialist art pursues the multiple goals of addressing concerns in different 

areas including morality, emotions and aesthetics. In serving these goals, works of post-socialist 

art sometimes diverges from the Party’s political intentions.  To facilitate the successful creation 

of a new cultural pattern that leads to cultural hegemony, the political censorship makes some 

compromises so as to give artists a certain degree of autonomy.  

Despite its minor clashes with political censorship, Hibiscus Town has invented a new 

ideological pattern that actually contributes to the Party’s ideological control. Besides providing 

the protagonists with an ending of political salvation, the film further compensates their 

excruciating pains by glorifying their humanity. The film does its best to magnify the virtues 

possessed by the protagonists. An example of a scene that grabs the hearts of most audience 

occurs when, confronting Yuyin who wants to end her life, Shutian encourages her with a 

powerful remark: “To live on, even like a beast.” Humiliating as it is, the line can be regarded as 

best representing the value of the film. With this line, the film celebrates the persistence of 

ordinary Chinese individuals and their strong faith in a better tomorrow in times of adversity. 

Therefore, the protagonists’ happy ending is more than the offer of the Party but a reward for 

their shining morality.   

The film’s de-politicization and moralizing of the Cultural Revolution, besides its artistic 

consideration, also derives from its hidden political agenda.  Wang Hui names the strategy as 

“the moral substitution for politics” (23). In explaining the relation of Xie’s moral discourse to 

politics, Wang argues:  

In a certain sense, the moralized narration of a political story exactly reflects the 

political nature of Xie’s film. We can even say that, compared with Western films 

                                                 
36 For example, A Middle School Teacher (Banzhuren), one of the masterpieces of “scarred literature,” was created 
by Liu Xinwu under the request of People’s Literature (Renmin wenxue). See Y. Wang.    
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which target the politics at upper strata of the society (shangceng zhengzhi), Xie’s 

film is truly political. This is because the practice of hiding politics into the 

background is itself a political strategy. In other words, ‘what reflects the political 

meaning is not the direct political discourse, but the moralized discourse’.  (31) 

With this strategy, Xie overwhelms the audience with a sentimental moral scenario that suspends 

the audience’s inquiry into the ideological root of the Cultural Revolution. With its dramatic 

narrations and visual scenes, the film rivets the audience’s attention on the fate of the 

protagonists so that the audience stops considering what the cause of the pain is. In the film, the 

Cultural Revolution is turned into the result rather than the cause of tragedy. It becomes the 

platform to testify about the protagonists’ moral excellence. The fortitude and optimism shown 

in the couple become a moral superego to an audience who has been weak, pessimistic or even 

disillusioned during the endless tortures. The couple’s final reunion becomes their well-deserved 

reward. Consequently, the audience experiences the same moral sublimity and catharsis through 

identifying themselves with the battered couple. The moral compensation plays a unique role in 

supplementing the Party’s political redemption. Having received the moral and cultural 

recognition, the public might stop investigating the institutional and ideological reason for the 

historical disaster.     

The controversies regarding the production and release of Hibiscus Town show the 

intriguing power dynamics of Chinese censorship and cultural hegemony undergoing transitions 

in the post-socialism period. As one of the model works of post-socialist Chinese cinema, the 

film is shaped simultaneously by the two related yet conflicting powers. While the CCP’s 

censorship still avidly defends its ideological domination, it also has to be flexible as required by 

the Party’s cultural departments for reformulating the cultural hegemony. The film’s moralized 

representation of the Cultural Revolution can be seen as the new contribution of the CCP’s art 

department to its plan of ideological management.  

After its controversial release, the film caused a sensation in Chinese society. In the 

following year, it harvested the “best film” awards of both the Hundred Flower Film Awards 

(shared with Sun Yat-sen [1986]), the highest honor from Chinese Filmmakers’ Association, and 

the Golden Rooster Film Awards, the most distinguished audience-voted film award hosted by 

People’s Film Magazine (Dazhong dianying). The two awards prove that the film was endorsed 

by the government and the audience alike. The government award indicated a sharp change of 
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attitude of the censorship from an initial reluctance to full-hearted approval afterward.  From the 

government’s recognition, it can be assumed that the government acknowledged that the film is 

not only harmless to its ideological control but also works as a model representation of the 

Cultural Revolution. In the meantime, the audience’s acclaim indicated that the film had 

achieved its goals of appeasing the public indignation at the government and accommodating the 

Cultural Revolution with the CCP’s hegemonic discourse.   

In hindsight, Hibiscus Town, together with other films made by Xie in the late 1970s and 

the early 1980s, has contributed to the creation of the first ideological and aesthetic normative on 

the representation of the Cultural Revolution. The film gives a textbook example to the Party-

sponsored artists of how political themes, particularly the sensitive ones, can be dealt with in a 

post-socialism context. As a state-sponsored film, it succeeds in fulfilling its task of 

promulgating the Party’s position on the Cultural Revolution by naturally embedding it into its 

plots. More importantly, the mode of tragic catharsis and moral redemption creates an 

ideological middle ground where the views of the government and the filmmakers meet and get 

reconciled. By turning the Cultural Revolution into a moral space, the film diminishes the 

ideological and political impact of this event on the Party’s governance, thus helping to relieve 

the Party from its responsibility for the nation’s historical disaster as well. Meanwhile, the film’s 

glorification of the Chinese people’s moral excellence creates a pattern for the representation of 

the Cultural Revolution that is considered harmless to the CCP’s governance. Working on the 

moral aspects of Cultural Revolution, artists are now able to acquire a certain degree of freedom 

without being intervened by the government. Also, the film’s narrative pattern combining 

humanistic perspectives, dramatic conflicts, tragic catharsis, and moral redemption was so 

warmly welcomed by the audience that it has provides the formula for a film’s popularity and 

market potentials. No wonder the moralizing representation of the Cultural Revolution appeared 

to be the dominating pattern in films and TV series during the first decade after 1976. Even 

today, moral catharsis is still considered one of the most accepted artistic norms that many films 

and TV series would adopt when dealing with similar topics. 
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The Blue Kite: A Director’s Showdown with the CFB on the Cultural Revolution  

 

In 1993, seven years after Hibiscus Town, Tian Zhuangzhuang directed The Blue Kite, a 

historic melodrama on the Cultural Revolution.  The film is set between 1953 and 1966, the most 

tumultuous time in recent Chinese history. Narrated from the perspective of Tietou, from his 

childhood to his teenage years, the film tells a story that takes place in an ordinary alley in 

Beijing, named “Dry Well Lane” (Ganjingxiang). The film is composed of three sections, named 

“Father,” “Uncle,” and “Step-father.” It focuses on the misfortunes of Chen Shujuan, Tietou’s 

mother. Shujuan has married three times. However, each of her marriages is destroyed by the 

CCP’s political movements, resulting in each husbands’ death or imprisonment. Lin Shaodong, 

Shujuan’s first husband and Tietou’s father, is wronged as a rightist in the Party’s Anti-Rightist 

Movement. As a punishment, he is sent to work in the forest in northeast China, where he dies in 

an accident. Li Guodong, whom Tietou calls Uncle Li, is Shaodong’s workmate who turned 

Shaodong in to the authorities during the Anti-Rightist Movement. Tormented by his conscience, 

he marries Shujuan to atone for his sin through helping Shujuan and Tietou. However, he dies 

soon afterward of overwork and malnutrition. Shujuan’s third husband is a CCP high-ranking 

official. In spite of the lack of love and the age difference, Shujuan marries him, nonetheless, 

hoping the marriage will give her and Tietou a life of affluence and safety. The dream is 

shattered once again with the outbreak of the Cultural Revolution. Her husband is arrested by a 

group of “Red Guards” and Tietou is beaten up as he tries to stop his stepfather from being taken 

away.          

Starting from the beginning, the production of the film was repeatedly disrupted by the 

CFB. After reviewing the film’s script submitted by Tian, the CFB refused to approve its 

production and demanded him to revise the script. Tian received permission after resubmitting a 

revised script but stuck to the original one in his shooting. After the film was finished, it was 

prohibited from post-production or distribution because, as Tian explained, “several official 

organizations involved with China's film industry screened the film. They decided that it had a 

problem concerning its political ‘leanings’” (Berardinelli). Unwilling to yield, Tian smuggled the 

finished copy to Japan for post-production and submitted it to the Tokyo Film Festival in 1993, 

hoping that an international award would make the CFB change its mind. While the film won the 

best film and best actress at the film festival, Tian’s contempt of the CFB enraged the Chinese 
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film delegation to the film festival. As a protest, the delegation withdrew from the festival. 

Consequently, Tian was punished by being banned from directing films for five years. The 

punishment turned out to be a heavy blow to Tian.  In the following ten years, while he 

continued to work as producer and film consultant, he did not direct one single film.   

At the first glance, the film does not seem harmful to the Party because it does not openly 

criticize the CCP or hold it accountable for the disastrous historical events.  It even features 

fewer scenes of depicting the cruelty or inhumane treatment suffered by ordinary people than 

Hibiscus Town. Except for the final scene featuring the Red Guards’ attack on Tietou’s family, 

the entire film focuses on the daily life of ordinary people including love, marriage, and 

bereavement over the deceased family members. Meanwhile, the film uses the melodramatic 

method similar to that of Hibiscus Town. With numerous scenes aiming at putting tears in the 

eyes of the audience, the film seems to be more interested in making a family tragedy based on 

the nation’s traumatic past rather than condemn the Party for its mistakes in the Cultural 

Revolution.  

However, despite its innocuous look, the film is made in opposition to the Party’s 

interpretation of the Cultural Revolution. On close examination of the plot, the film observes 

none of the three criteria dictated by The Resolution. First, the film refuses to blame a few evil 

individuals for the occurrence of the Cultural Revolution. In stark contrast to Hibiscus Town, the 

film features an absence of personified evil power. Compelled by an omniscient social system, 

societal members—colleagues, friends or relatives—conduct, or take part in, acts of crimes and 

persecutions. For example, Shaodong and Guodong are good friends and colleagues. During the 

“Hundred Flower Campaign,” the library in which they work encourages its workers to put forth 

candid critical opinions to the leaders. Someone adds Shaodong and Guodong’s names on an 

“opinion” letter without their knowledge. As the “Hundred Flower Campaign” is cut short and 

the Anti-Rightist Movement starts, both Shaodong and Guodong are blacklisted as rightists. In 

order to protect himself, Guodong makes a statement accusing Shaodong of attacking the Party. 

Utilized by the authority as proof of his crime, the statement leads to Shangdong’s ostracism, 

persecution, and ultimately his miserable death. Rather than a self-motivated act, Guodong’s 

betrayal against Shaodong stems from his deep dread of a mysterious and dehumanizing power, 

one which is not directly depicted in the film but asserts its presence by terrifying the characters 

all the time. The power creates such a strong sense of insecurity for all the characters that they 
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turn on their colleagues and friends as an act of preemptive self-defense. The film portrays the 

Cultural Revolution as a time when everyone is both a victim and a victimizer. The absence of 

personified evil and the emphasis on people’s “banal evil” motivated by their self-protection can 

be translated as an open accusation of the Party’s responsibility for the Cultural Revolution. 

Despite its low-key narrative, the film’s representation of the root of evil has crossed the line 

drawn by the Party for dealing with the Cultural Revolution.  

In addition, the film’s interpretation of violence also breaches the Party’s insistence on 

holding a few villains accountable. Unlike the physical and psychological violence in Hibiscus 

Town, the violence in The Blue Kite is an institutionalized force that manifests itself in the 

Party’s control of the people’s thoughts and behaviors. The Party’s ideological discipline has its 

most distinctive demonstration in Shujuan’s first marriage. At first, her marriage is postponed by 

Stalin’s untimely death and the consequent mourning for the Soviet leader. The event also delays 

the birth of her son. On her wedding ceremony, the couple has to sing a song to praise the 

country’s socialist construction and express their allegiance to Chairman Mao. At their wedding 

dinner, the couple has to listen to Shujuan’s elder sister lecturing on her “revolutionary 

marriage” in Yan’an. While Shujuan receives a beautiful red Cheongsam from her mother, she 

can only wear it in her bedroom, fearing other people may accuse her of having “bourgeois 

ideologies.” The institutionalized violence is more detrimental to the people because it demands 

a high degree of uniformity. Any violation or deviation will be perceived of as evidence against 

Communism and result in punishment. The fear of penalty and persecution generates a massive 

paranoia in the community. Through revealing the institutionalized nature of the violence in the 

Cultural Revolution, the film implies that the Cultural Revolution is a carefully devised massive 

movement aimed at remolding the behaviors and outlook of the people. The institutionalized 

violence is of such a magnitude and intensity that it cannot be carried out by a few individuals. 

Hence, it will be futile for the CCP to rectify its mistake by holding a few culprits accountable.  

Secondly, the film refuses to bring its tragic narrative to a redeeming ending. Following a 

strict chronological order, the film represents a spectrum of tragedies inflicted on the Chinese 

people. Through the depiction of the death, incarceration and ostracizing of the innocent, 

separation of lovers, poverty of single mother, and the loneliness and helplessness of the elderly 

people, the film unfolds the picture of atrocities that the Party’s political movements have 

brought  to the people. However, haunted by all these tragedies, the characters have nobody to 
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turn to, but to carry on by themselves. The helplessness of the characters in the film serves as a 

silent indictment of the Party’s indifference to the people’s fate. To make its point clear, the film 

gives the sad story a bleak ending. It stops suddenly at the beginning of the Cultural Revolution 

when Tietou’s third father is arrested and Tietou is beaten up by the Red Guards. Lying on the 

ground all bruised, Tietou looks up into the sky, seeing a torn blue kite on the tree top. The open 

ending lays bare Tian’s attitude toward the Cultural Revolution: the violence and institutional 

alienation do not stop with the Cultural Revolution. Underneath CCP’s insincere retrospection, 

the violence will continue to disrupt the life of the people. Ordinary people are no better off than 

the torn blue kite, not knowing where their destination is.    

Lastly, the film does not subscribe to the Party’s view of ascribing the Cultural 

Revolution to Chinese feudalism. As the first group of academically trained filmmakers after the 

Cultural Revolution, the Fifth Generation film directors generally hold critical attitude for 

traditional Chinese culture. As one of the prominent figures of this group, Tian criticizes 

traditional Chinese culture from a perspective different from that of veteran socialist directors 

like Xie.  In the film, traditional Chinese culture, instead of causing the Cultural Revolution, only 

aggravates the pain of Chinese people. The traditional Chinese culture is presented as backward 

and primitive, teaching people to endure the excruciating torture.  “Dry Well Lane,” in which 

most of the tragic events take place, can be seen as embodying the drained tradition of Chinese 

culture. “Dry Well Lane,” as Zhang Xudong explains, 

is a reminder of a swamp of mundane life-world, which lies beyond change and in 

which the imposition of any teleological pattern is bound to be futile. It is the 

womb of nature for which the birth of history is a traumatic moment to be resisted 

and through this resistance, remembered. It is this organic wholeness that is to be 

penetrated by the political storm that strikes over and over again. (279) 

In the film, the family is neither shelter nor sanctuary for its residents. It only serves as 

the witness to tragedies and the venue where empty family rituals, like wedding ceremonies and 

reunion dinners are practiced. The name of the lane is well chosen. It suggests that in the face of 

political turbulence, traditional Chinese culture can produce no more moral or spiritual 

inspiration for the characters than the dry well could give clear water to the thirsty. The film, 

although unintentionally, rejects the Party’s apology that the Cultural Revolution was caused by 

traditional Chinese culture. If the traditional Chinese culture cannot be blamed as the ideological 
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fountainhead of the Cultural Revolution, the Party must assume the responsibility of the 

historical disaster alone.  

Not only does the film challenge the Party’s ideological rubric, it also problematizes the 

model of moral redemption established by Hibiscus Town. However, the film, rather than a clear-

cut breakup with the normative discourse, incorporates the melodramatic elements into its 

narration. Given the influence of Xie’s model on the audience, the film embraces all the thematic 

and narrative elements that Xie’s model created. The film’s family theme, numerous 

melodramatic moments, and tear-provoking scenes all reflect Tian’s conscious adoption of Xie’s 

aesthetic norm. However, despite the adoption of a melodramatic model, The Blue Kite differs 

from Hibiscus Town in its representations of the nation’s traumatic history. Comparing Tian with 

Xie, Wang Ban argues that their fundamental difference on representing the nation’s trauma is 

that while “Xie Jin’s films obscure and smooth down a traumatic, complex history. . . . Tian 

Zhuangzhuang’s work engages and questions history and the preconceived, cherished historical 

narratives” (146).  While Hibiscus Town uses melodrama to emphasize the persistence of the 

characters against their ill fates, The Blue Kite appropriates the method to articulate the political 

movements’ devastation on the Chinese people. Tian boldly dramatizes ordinary people’s 

feelings when their families are crushed under the dehumanizing Communist rule. In the 

meantime, The Blue Kite does not rescue the tragedy by giving any moral compensation that is 

pivotal to Hibiscus Town.  The tragedies in The Blue Kite, besides its political calamity for the 

characters, do not have any moral significance. The characters show no admirable moral 

excellence. They just silently endure the tortures and bereavement.  To them, life is a path 

leading to no perceptible end. Instead of appeasing the audience’s indignation at the Party, the 

melodramatic catharsis intensifies their awareness of the Party’s role in the Cultural Revolution 

by exposing them directly to the nightmares. Through its skillful appropriation of Xie’s aesthetic 

mode, the film not only sharpens its silent protest against the Party, but also reveals the 

hypocrisy of the moralizing representation of the Cultural Revolution.      

Besides its open confrontation with the Party’s ideological and cultural hegemony, the 

direct reason leading to the banning of the film and the punishment of the director is its reckless 

violation of the CCP’s rules in cultural administration. By cheating the CFB in shooting the film, 

smuggling a copy of it to Japan and then entering it in the International Film Festival in Tokyo, 

Tian did nothing short of  openly challenging the authority of the state film industry. As the film 
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was made in 1994 when the Chinese film industry was opening to private and overseas 

investment, Tian’s deliberate disregard of censorship and breach of film regulations conveyed a 

dangerous signal to the Chinese cultural departments that the CCP was under the risk of losing 

its ideological control of films as more directors became independent of the state’s financial 

support.  Therefore, the CFB seriously punished Tian so as to set up a precedent, warning those 

who want follow his suit.  

The Blue Kite represents an anti-hegemonic discursive act against Party’s evaluation of 

the Cultural Revolution. Although the film keeps a low profile of recounting the life of an 

ordinary family, its political view and representation pose direct threat to the Party’s ideological 

and hegemonic stability. In addition, its blatant violation of the CCP’s censorship and film 

administration makes it one of the first examples of a Chinese filmmaker confronting the Party’s 

ideological rules.   That is why it fell prey to the censorship’s repressive mechanism and received 

severe punishment. Almost at the same time of its banning, Farewell My Concubine (Bawan 

bieji, 1992), and To Live ( Huozhe, 1994),  two other films concerning the Cultural Revolution 

directed respectively by Chen Kaige and Zhang Yimou, the other two leading figures of the Fifth 

Generation directors, were either banned or ordered to receive extensive cuttings. With the 

massive suppression on these elite Chinese filmmakers, the CCP sent unmistakable message to 

the entire Chinese cinema industry that it would not tolerate any dissident ideology to threaten its 

ideological dominance even at the cost of its film industry.  

However, while the government’s banning secures the CCP’s ideological control, it also 

pays a heavy price. The CFB’s direct interference with artistic freedom has invited much public 

criticism at home and abroad. The government’s banning of The Blue Kite turned out to increase 

its fame in the Western film market.  Practically all the reviews on the film mentioned its 

struggles with the Chinese government. The government’s banning actually attracts Western 

audience’s curiosity about the film. Meanwhile, the banning failed to warn the filmmakers 

against illegally exporting their works to the Western world, but actually inspired them. Since 

then, many young directors have participated in international film festivals without the CFB’s 

consent. In fact, clashing with the CFB has become a way for young directors to catch the 

attentions of overseas investors and thus a convenient way to secure funding for their films.   

Besides, the punishment strands the development of the cultural hegemony by artificially 

disrupting its artistic continuity. The Fifth Generation directors not only are the most creative 
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directors in Chinese cinema, but they also form a pivotal group connecting Chinese socialist 

cinema with Chinese post-socialist films. Chen, Tian and Zhang have all worked under the 

instruction of older socialist directors like Xie. Although they are highly critical of Xie’s mode, 

they are most familiar and proficient with the style. From their banned films, one can see their 

efforts of reinventing Xie’s mode in the new historical times. As their attempts are thawed by the 

censorship, the exploration of Xie’s mode loses its momentum. Today, while Xie’s model is still 

dominating Chinese films and TV series regarding the Cultural Revolution, there are hardly any 

breakthroughs. Restricted by the political interventions, the melodramatic representation of the 

Cultural Revolution became stagnant.  

 

In the Heat of the Sun:  Transcending the Binding of Censorship  

 

Almost at the same time when Tian, Zhang and Chen’s films were banned, Jiang Wen 

produced Heat, which was also his directorial debut. With those dangerous precedents, it can be 

assumed that the CFB would be particularly picky with films dealing with the same historical 

subject matter. To make things worse, 1994 marked the fifth anniversary of the Tiananmen 

Massacre. The sensitive time heightened the CFB’s vigilance on any film depicting mass social 

turmoil or indicating dissatisfaction with the government. In addition, the film’s content made it 

vulnerable to censorship. Based on Wang Shuo’s The Ferocity of the Beasts (Dongwu 

xiongmeng), the film is a personal memory of Ma Xiaojun, son of an army officer. Narrating 

from his personal perspective, Xiaojun recalls his adolescence during the Cultural Revolution, 

including schooling, family life, pranks and hormone-induced love affairs. The film’s realistic 

depiction of the lives of undisciplined youngsters of the early 1970s makes it rough and racy. Its 

numerous profanities, provocative conversations, occasional violence and nudity would make the 

film an easy target for censorship.   

Surprisingly, the film passed the censorship smoothly. The CFB only proposed seven 

suggestions on details for revision, including “deleting some conversations, cutting off the scene 

of the boys watching films in the auditorium and eliminating The Internationale as the 

background music in the alley gang fight” (W. Jiang 67).  When the film was released in 1995, 

the seven revisions were reduced to five and the two controversial scenes were left unchanged.  

In the end, the film met the audience almost unscathed. Under such a dismal ideological 
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circumstance from which all the filmmakers suffered, what made the film’s negotiation with 

censorship so easy?    

The secret lies in the fact that the film explores a new narrative perspective on the 

Cultural Revolution that transcends the disputes between the Party and the Fifth Generation 

filmmakers. Compared with Hibiscus Town and The Blue Kite that directly represents the 

Cultural Revolution, Heat mainly uses the Cultural Revolution as a background for the story. 

Instead of investigating the traumatic effects of the Cultural Revolution on the nation and its 

people, the film draws on the spiritual and cultural legacy of the Cultural Revolution for the next 

generation. The film extols the florescent vitality of youth during the Cultural Revolution and 

their quests for ideals. As Jiang sees it, the spirit should not be discarded with the Party’s 

negative evaluation of the Cultural Revolution. Instead, it is important for the nation’s youth to 

maintain the spirit of the Cultural Revolution. Jiang argues:  

Our dreams are the dreams of youth. That was the story of youth in a nation right 

in the midst of its youth. Their passion burned everywhere like fire, and in the 

flames were fiery loves and hatreds. Now the fire has gone out; its embers still 

crackle in the ashes. Yet who is to say the passion is really dead.  (2)   

With its carefully chosen plot, the film skirts the intense controversy of espousing or 

negating the three key themes of the Party’s conclusion about the Cultural Revolution. Unlike 

the main characters in Hibiscus Town and The Blue Kite, Xiaojun and his cohorts are the lucky 

few unaffected by the political movement. As offspring of military servicemen, they are 

affiliated as the Communist pedigree with the ruling class in society. However, as they are too 

young to become Red Guards, they are dismissed as the Party’s accomplice.  Meanwhile, their 

background of military families protects them from being sent to the remote countryside as most 

of the urban young people did. Hence, the film does not include the lamentations of their evil 

fates and complaints about the Party’s policies that may invite ideological troubles. The film is 

thus able to disentangle itself from the dangerous landmine field of ideological controversy and 

acquires the freedom needed for its art creation.   

However, the film’s painstaking evasion of confrontation with the Party’s political view 

does not make it a film supporting the Cultural Revolution.   Instead, the film reveals an 

ambivalent attitude to this historical event.  While embracing its spiritual heritage, it also 

criticizes the Party in a more strategic manner. As a young and rebellious director, Jiang 
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naturally holds different opinions with the Party on the evaluation of the Cultural Revolution. 

However, Tian, Zhang and Chen’s examples clearly indicated that head-on collision with the 

Party’s ideological order, no matter how scrupulous it is, will only lead to the banning of the 

film. Therefore, the film articulates its disagreement in a style which I would like to call “ironical 

sublime.” While the film’s glorification of the youth spirit and portrayal of the main characters’ 

carefree lives and romantic love are highly poetical, it nonetheless stirs up a keen anxiety in the 

audience. In the film, Beijing is portrayed as tranquil and spacious. Xiaojun and his friends are 

given enormous time and space. Wherever they go, whether restaurants, gardens, suburbs, public 

baths, or swimming pools, the places are invariably vacant. However, the film never loses chance 

of reminding the audience that the tranquility and the peace in the film are achieved at the cost of 

a runaway society. As indicated in the beginning of the film, it is 1975, and the city is empty 

because the Party has sent most of urban youth to the rural areas for reeducation. Meanwhile, 

Xiaojun’s many “freedoms” and unruly behaviors, such as playing truant or breaking into other 

people’s houses, are made possible only because schools are closed and the entire society is put 

under military administrations.  In other words, the film, while building a utopian world for the 

characters, reminds the audience of the inaccessibility of this fictionalized space. The film seems 

to suggest that the innocent and carefree time perpetuated in these teenagers’ memories is 

doomed to disappear as long as it rests on the government’s cruel and inhumane control of the 

Chinese people.   

Similarly, the film’s depiction of the young people’s violent actions, besides an exaltation 

of the exuberant youthful spirits advocated by the Cultural Revolution, also implies an irony of 

the nature of the Cultural Revolution. Practically all scenes of violence in the film, such as the 

small cat playing among dear friends and fights between two gangs, are punctuated with 

Communist horror. To revenge for their mentally-retarded friend, Xiaojun and his friends chase a 

few students into a blind alley. While they are battering their opponents’ heads with bricks, the 

film plays The Internationale as the background music. Also, in the scene of the gang fight in the 

suburb, both Xiaojun’s party and his rivals use the military provisions. The military bayonets, 

jeeps and trucks are all intended to foreground the event’s Communist nature in terms of its 

violent struggle. At the end of their fight, Little Scum (xiaohuaidan), a juvenile underground 

boss, works as the peacemaker between the two gangs and invites them to a restaurant known as, 

not insignificantly, “Moscow Cafeteria.” Proposing a toast before the meal, Little Scum quotes 
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half-mockingly a famous poem by Mao. Later, as he is hoisted by the youngsters and worshiped 

in the way people worship Mao, the camera frames Little Scum in a meaningful medium shot 

with the portraits of Marx and Lenin in his background. Amidst their revelry, the voiceover 

quietly tells the audience that soon afterward Little Scum is stabbed to death by someone who 

wants to replace him.  With exaggerated camera shots, the dazzling lights and majestic 

Communist music, the gang fight is an unmistakable parody on the militant spirit of the 

Communist cause and the underworld boss is portrayed in the image of the Party’s “great 

leader.” Through such allegorical configurations, the film seems to suggest that the Cultural 

Revolution is nothing more than an organized gang fight. Launched by the CCP leaders, the 

campaign serves them for no other purpose than seeking the supreme state power, and it does so 

at the cost of the suffering of innocent people.    

 

 

 

Figure1: In the Heat of the Sun, Little Scum. 

 

 

The “ironic sublime” should be construed as an interesting strategy by which the film 

negotiates with censorship.  Although its depiction of romantic love and unrestrained youthful 

energy may seem to indicate its laudation of the Cultural Revolution, its frequent alternation 

between sober and dream-like narrative constantly reminds the audience of the story’s 
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unreliability. Also, while the film seems to embrace whole-heartedly the spiritual heritage of the 

Cultural Revolution, its irreverent alignment between the lofty Communist icons and the 

hooligan life suggests its disbelief in communist ideals. Therefore, the film’s self-doubting and 

sacrilegious style constitutes a rhetorical criticism that the Cultural Revolution is nothing more 

real than a fantasy or empty promise provided by the CCP.  The film’s ironic style allows it to 

criticize the government in a way that is indirect but powerful nonetheless.  

In addition to its successful negotiation with the Party’s censorship, the film also marks a 

remarkable breakthrough with the aesthetics of the Cultural Revolution as a result of the renewed 

ideological and economic conditions of Chinese cinema. With the decline of socialism in 

Chinese society, the audience becomes tired of the collectivist tones and didactic style of 

socialist films. Consequently, they are increasingly incredulous of the moral myth created by 

socialist films. Instead, they want to understand history from a personal perspective. Also, 

together with the emergence of a consumer society in China, filmgoers see films as a form of 

entertainment rather than as a vehicle for ideological indoctrination.  

Catering to the changing requests of the market, the film reveals Jiang’s different 

position. Unlike Xie and Fifth Generation Directors, Jiang is not troubled by the ideological 

burden at all. He does not feel obligated to make a serious investigation into the Cultural 

Revolution but just wants to utilize the ideological elements of the Cultural Revolution as tools 

to express his personal views. As he observes,  

After the script is finished, some people mistook it for another film about the 

Cultural Revolution. I did not want to make a film about the Cultural Revolution. 

However, if I and people like Wang Shuo would like to write about how a boy 

becomes a man, we can only write about that time. . . . With regard to people’s 

comment, someone takes it as a Cultural Revolution film and someone said it is 

more interesting than making a Cultural Revolution film. I did not and would not 

think about that. (6)  

For him, the Cultural Revolution is by no means a history of the nation’s disaster but only a 

background of his personal growth. The individualized account shackles off the restrictions of 

official statement concerning the Cultural Revolution and meets the audience’s request for a 

history untainted by ideologies.  
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Meanwhile, the film represents the earliest attempts to incorporate entertaining and 

commercial elements into films about the Cultural Revolution.  On the one hand, its comic style 

challenges the overall tragic aesthetics of the Cultural Revolution.  The comic representation of 

the Cultural Revolution is more than an addition to the film genre; it indicates a departure from 

the conventional mode of tragedy and catharsis for engaging that historical event. Very often, the 

Cultural Revolution is ritualized as a significant disaster of the nation and therefore must be 

treated with solemnity and reverence. Whereas in Jiang’s film, the puerile jesters, low-taste 

jokes, blasphemies of patriarch army officers, and mockeries of Communist leaders all work not 

only to undercut the overall solemn atmosphere, but also to justify the audience’s desire for 

approaching history from a non-Party perspective. The lightheartedness relieves the audience 

from the stressful burden of contemplating the Cultural Revolution from the superimposed 

nationalistic perspective and helps them reconstruct the memory of the Cultural Revolution from 

a personal perspective. In its defiance to the predominantly grave and ideologically-charged 

historiography, the film posits its contestation with the government-sponsored normative 

discourse.        

On the other hand, the film also transcends moral redemption through creating a new 

pattern that accounts for its popularity in the audience. Rather than gratify the audience by 

providing them with a sense of moral superiority, the film captivates the audience through 

capitalizing on the resurgent nostalgia for the Cultural Revolution. In the 1990s, China’s 

economic restructuring and opening-up to the outside world started to have their backlashes, 

causing a series of social problems, including the massive number of laid-off workers, widened 

income gaps, deteriorating social security and moral degradation. The problems, in addition to 

causing widespread dissatisfaction with the government, also evoked a sort of nostalgia for 

China’s Communist past. In the eyes of the proponents, the Cultural Revolution offered people 

with stable jobs, equality and moral excellence, all of which are lost in the current society.  

Therefore, many people started to miss the days under Mao’s leadership. The nostalgia created a 

number of phenomena reminiscent of ideological legacy of the Cultural Revolution, including 

revived interests in Communist songs and films, the wide dissemination of Communist leaders’ 

memoirs and even fetishized collection of Mao Zedong’s badges.37 According to the explanation 

of Dai Jinhua, a leading Chinese cultural critic, the recurrent fever for the Cultural Revolution 

                                                 
37 See Hubert; Yang.   
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and the great leader, is due to “a recollection . . . of people’s faith in authority before the onset of 

gradual pluralization and the evaporation of the center,” and it represents “a look back upon an 

age of idealism … before the great tide of pragmatism and commerce and the imminent victory 

of consumerism on all fronts” (‘Redemption and Consumption” 129).  

Taking advantage of the trend, the film satisfies the audience demand by depicting the 

Cultural Revolution as a shrine for nostalgia. Although the film carries a critical subtext to the 

Cultural Revolution, at least superficially, it avoids touching upon audience’s unpleasant 

memory, including the material scarcity and social turmoil and political persecution. In the film, 

China in the 1970s is described as a peaceful and innocent society sustained by the people’s faith 

in communism and the idolization of the Party’s leader.  The film also enhances its nostalgic 

value through fetishizing the Cultural Revolution. With its vivid details of historical settings and 

careful recapitulation of characters’ language and temperament, the film becomes a time capsule 

filled with sights and sounds of the Cultural Revolution, thus providing a site to which the 

audience can attach their personal memories.  

The film’s new aesthetics is warmly embraced by the market. Upon its release, it created 

a box office miracle, even to the point of “beating the Hollywood blockbusters like The True 

Lies, Lion King and Forrest Gump” (W.Jiang 80). Meanwhile, film critics and fellow filmmakers 

home and abroad gave generous comments on its artistic achievement. It was selected as one of 

the most important films in 1994 by Time Magazine. (70) After watching the film, Zhang Yimou 

told Jiang:   

In your film, there is something flows from your heart. I am touched by that.  The 

characters on the screen, no matter whether they are familiar to me or not, attract 

me. All of your feeling about life and art and your vigor are reflected lively on the 

characters on the screen. (W. Jiang 70) 

The favorable response the film received from the market and reviewers alike speaks eloquently 

for its successful transcendence over the normative discourse promoted by the government. The 

personal perspective, the light-hearted, if not sacrilegious, narration, and the nostalgic 

representation create a totally different pattern of filmic representation that seems well suited to 

the ideological and economic conditions in China during the1990s. With its success, the 

romanticization or fetishization of the Cultural Revolution established another viable discursive 
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model for describing the Cultural Revolution. While it does not replace Xie’s model as the 

dominating norm, it nonetheless has its own influence and enriches Xie’s model.   

    Heat has a sophisticated structure reflecting ideological and cultural specificity of 

Chinese film censorship in the 1990s. While the institutional censorship forces the filmmakers to 

search for new themes about the Cultural Revolution so as to create space for artistic creation 

free from political intervention, the repression also helps produce a unique aesthetic style that 

incorporate the criticism underneath its self-contradictory narration, with which the film manages 

to express its political views while making peace with the censorship committee.  Additionally, 

the film is also determined by the CCP’s plan of commercializing the film industry. Having 

detecting the audience’s demands with the rising of consumer society, the film succeeds in 

exploring the nostalgic value of the Cultural Revolution to satiate the audience’s need of reliving 

the age of ideological sublimity. The film, therefore, is a quest that entails new aesthetic 

approaches and market strategies which can help in transcending and transforming the older 

normative discourse of representations. 

 

Summary 

 

Analyses of the three films reveal a number of features of the Chinese film censorship. 

Firstly, the study reveals the political nature of Chinese film censorship. While none of the three 

films violates the rules of censorship, they were, in fact, treated differently by the CFB.  The 

three films were banned or passed not based on the censorship rules, but rather on the degree to 

which each film either accorded with or departed from the Party’s position. Therefore, to defend  

ideological and political legitimacy remains the primary task of the Chinese film censorship.  

Secondly, the study indicates that censorship works through a combination of repressive 

and productive mechanism.  The CFB carefully watches any attempt of film challenging the 

Party’s evaluation of the Cultural Revolution. And its ideological examination is careful and 

relentless. Any indirect accusation or complaints, although allegorical and obscure, is not 

tolerated. The banning and subsequent punishment of films not only have an impact on the 

dissident artists themselves, but also deter other artists from working on the same topic. Through 

its repressive means, the CFB has clearly told all filmmakers that it will not permit any attempt at 

trespassing the Party’s ideological regulation.   
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In the meantime, the government’s political guidelines also work as a productive 

mechanism for artworks in two ways. On the one hand, the political rubrics abided by censorship 

are also the rules observed by the pro-government artists in their artistic creation.  However, the 

works created by the most outstanding socialist artists, not only reify and clarify the rules, but 

more importantly, also conceal them in the narration and plot of films.  On the other hand, the 

political standards also serve as precautions for artists holding opinions different from that of the 

government. Through carefully avoiding a direct confrontation with the dominant political order, 

artists manage to create new ideological dimensions for their artworks.  

  Finally, the study reveals the intricate relations between the institutional censorship and 

the hegemonic discourses. While the Party’s authoritative opinion has a decisive effect on the 

formulation of hegemonic discourse, it is incorrect to regard hegemonic discourse as only 

reflecting the government’s opinion. Instead, in pursuing its own artistic or aesthetic values, 

hegemonic discourse sometimes conflicts with, or even destabilizes, the values of the ruling 

regime. Also, instead of passively carrying out the Party’s ideological scheme, hegemonic 

discourse also enhances its ideological control with its own artistic initiatives. Xie’s moral 

redemption in lieu of a political redemption can be seen as the best example in this regard. 

Meanwhile, hegemonic discourse, in addition to being determined by political imperatives, also 

has to cope with the changes of other social forces, such as the market and public tastes. 

Therefore, it represents a dynamic and mutable discourse that is constantly being construed, 

breached and revised.     

The representation of the Cultural Revolutions today seems to have reached an interesting 

point of balance between the censorship and the artist in China. Apparently, under the synergy of 

institutional regulation and cultural hegemony, the government has managed to keep the 

representation of the Cultural Revolution under its control. Its punishment provides such strong 

deterrence that no domestic filmmakers dare to openly challenge its authority. Neither the under-

voiced criticism of the CCP’s violation of neither human rights nor the ironical denigration 

directed against the CCP constitute an immediate threat to its legitimacy of governance. 

Meanwhile, through skillful evasion and cautious artistic representation, artists manage to find a 

productive space as well as ways to articulate their views about the Cultural Revolution and their 

criticism of the government. The contention  and compromise between the censors and artists 

generate in  Chinese cinematic representations of the Cultural Revolution a number of 
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contradictory characteristics: while the world of the Cultural Revolution  could be a dystopia  

inhabited by a few evil individuals, a time of material scarcity posing  as a foil for  the 

contemporary social abundance, it could also serve as a reservoir for spiritual purity and moral 

excellence and a space for the people’s fantasy of freedom and uninhibited love.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE LEITMOTIF FILM AS A CULTURAL HEGEMONY:  

ITS INFLUENCE ON AND RESISTANCE FROM THE 

COMMERCIAL FILMS     

 

The CCP’s ideological control is manifested not only in its careful monitoring on and 

rigorous prohibition of the films that entertain dissident thoughts but also in its endeavor to 

harness the Chinese film industry by creating a dominating ideology. Utilizing the advantage of 

state funds, favorable administrative policies, a media monopoly, and an impact on the market, 

the CCP embarked on its campaign of “the leitmotif film” (zhuxuanlü dianying) in the late 1980s 

to cope with what the Party deemed  ideological and moral crises including the public’s 

frustration with Communism as well as mercantilism in an emerging consumer society.  

This chapter discusses the leitmotif film with the intention of disclosing its hegemonic 

effect on the Chinese film industry, in particular its impact on and conflict with commercial 

films. I will first delineate the evolution of the leitmotif film in the context of the transformation 

of Chinese society and politics. Then I will demonstrate the impact of the CCP’s new ideological 

agenda on the theme and artistic representation of the leitmotif film by analyzing The Founding 

of a Republic (Jianguo daye 2009; hereafter as A Republic), a “national epic” (shishi pian) 

dedicated to the sixtieth anniversary of the founding of the PRC. By comparing this film with 

The Founding Ceremony (Kaiguo dadian, 1989; hereafter as The Ceremony), I intend to reveal 

the characteristics of A Republic in terms of its theme, characterization as well as its commercial 

marketing resulting from the Party’s new ideological scheme since the 1990s.  After that, I will 

turn to The Message (Fengshen 2009), a commercial “red classic” (hongse jingdian pian) jointly 

funded by the state and private investors.  My analysis of this film in contrast with A Republic 

will unveil the impact of the leitmotif film on commercial films, particularly in such aspects as 

thematic consideration, characterization, and effective marketing strategies. I will argue that A 

Republic exemplifies the leitmotif film as a form of soft ideological control. Its ideological 

framework and aesthetic pattern not only define the scope of content and expression of 
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commercial films, such as The Message, but also enable commercial filmmakers  to infer the 

degree of the tolerance of the censorial authority. Meanwhile, the chapter also discusses the 

resistance of commercial films against the Party’s hegemonic campaign. The Message’s 

appropriation of and resistance to some elements of the leitmotif film create an intrinsic tension 

that serves as the source of its creativity and contributes to the emergence of a new film genre.  

 

The Evolution of the Leitmotif Film  

 

The concept of the leitmotif film was first proposed at The SARFT’s National 

Symposium on Feature Film Production in 1987. Initially, the CFB proposed the production of 

the leitmotif film mainly to reverse the over-commercialization of the Chinese cinema. Believing 

that many Chinese films had lower ideological and artistic values as the result of directors’ 

reckless pursuit of films’ high box office, Teng Jinxian, then director of the CFB, observed:  

When the proposal of promoting leitmotif was made, Chinese cinema, as well as 

the entire field of art and literature, was dominated by bourgeois-liberalization 

and commercialization. “Box office first” is considered an untouchable and 

insurmountable rule. . . . Some film theorists hold the opinion of “film for pure 

entertainment.” They suggested that we make films for entertainment without 

educational or even aesthetic functions. To challenge that, we solemnly and 

earnestly pledge to “promote mainstream values” in order to reflect our great 

reform and call forth the filmmaker’s commitments to our time and society.  (qtd. 

in Rao 449)    

    Following the symposium, the SARFT took a number of measures to boost the 

production of the leitmotif film. Starting from 1988, the SARFT and the Ministry of Finance 

(MOF) began to allocate special funds to sponsor the production of feature films of important 

historical and political themes. In 1989, the SARFT intensified the production of leitmotif films 

to offset the ideological repercussion of the Tiananmen incident and make “gift-presenting films” 

(xianli pian) for the nation’s fortieth anniversary. From 1987 to 1991, six leitmotif films were 

made under the state-sponsorship, including The Founding Ceremony (Kaiguo dadian, 1989), the 

Kunlun Column (Weiwei kunlun, 1988), Decisive Battles (Da juezhan, 1991), Baise Uprising 

(Baise qiyi, 1989), etc., with a total investment of 10.05 million Yuan (approximately 1.59 
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million US dollars). To increase their popularity, the state media gave extensive coverage on the 

production of those films. The state-owned enterprises and institutions received the task of 

buying film tickets and organizing their employees to watch these films. The government’s 

support not only established the dominating position of the leitmotif film in the Chinese film 

industry, but also secured the box office gains of the leitmotif film for the time being.  

In 1994, President Jiang Zeming established leitmotif art as the official paradigm of 

China’s progressive art. He openly endorsed the leitmotif art in “The Speech at the National 

Conference of Publicity Directors.” he defined the leitmotif art in this way:  

To promote the leitmotif . . . is to promote all the ideologies and spirits that 

facilitate patriotism, collectivism and socialism, that are conductive to reform and 

construction of modernity, that prompt ethnic solidarity, social progress, people’s 

well-being, and that praise the pursuit of happy life through working 

conscientiously. (italics mine) 

Jiang’s speech expands the connotations of leitmotif art to include “all the ideologies and spirits” 

that are conducive to the wellbeing of the entire society. The expansion indicates the transition of 

the Party’s ideological policy of being pragmatic. Significantly, the speech changes the order of 

the focuses of the Party’s propaganda by placing patriotism and collectivism in front of 

socialism. The change of order suggests that socialism gradually falls into the background of the 

CCP’s ideological scenario. Despite its socialist name, the Party’s ideological campaign actually 

emphasizes the nationalist (or patriotic as the CCP would like to term it38) contents.   

After nationalism replaced socialism to become the first priority of the Party’s 

propagation, the leitmotif film entered a new stage. The focus of the leitmotif film shifted from 

disseminating socialist ideology to evoking the people’s love for and loyalty to the nation, whose 

interests the Party embodies. The Party’s ideological shift contributed to the diversification of the 

themes of the leitmotif film. Compared with socialism, which has clearly-defined tenets, 

nationalism represented a more inclusive and tolerant ideological pattern. Driven by the 

pragmatic nature of its nationalist agenda, the CCP tried to include all the nationalist elements to 

make leitmotif film more compelling to its audience. Concerning contemporary Chinese social 

life, any film glorifying Chinese people’s contributions to the state’s political stability, economic 

                                                 
38 For the relations and difference between Chinese patriotism and nationalism, see Zhao “A State-led Nationalism” 
290-291. 
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and cultural development would be seen as possessing the leitmotif ideology. In the meantime, 

the CCP also worked hard to reinvent Chinese history to serve its leitmotif campaign. By 

repackaging the historic wars of Chinese empires resisting invasions from other ethnic groups, 

the leitmotif film attempted to portray the generals and officials of Chinese dynasties, such as 

Yue Fei, Wen Tianxiang and Qi Jiguang, as nationalist heroes and bestow their devotions to their 

emperors and native land with modern nationalist spirit.39 Since the 1990s, the leitmotif film 

gradually evolved into a loosely-defined genre covering a spectrum of interconnected themes 

with disputable boundaries.40    

However, shortly after its initial success, the production of the leitmotif film encountered 

problems. With the decline of socialism and rise of consumerism, filmgoers became increasingly 

disappointed with the government’s political didactics and interested in entertainment films. 

Therefore, almost all the leitmotif films in the early 1990s suffered severe box office losses. 

While the CCP still ordered the state-owned enterprises to purchase the movie tickets for their 

employees, the wholesale model became a huge burden to the state-owned enterprises. Besides, 

most state employees were so tired of the stereotyped socialist indoctrination that they would 

rather not go.41 The bleak box office prospects of leitmotif films and the audience’s growing 

boredom with them generated concern among the CCP’s cultural departments. 

In the meantime, the transition of the state-sponsored mode also compelled the leitmotif 

film to take its market performance into consideration. After the specialized funding program for 

the leitmotif film ended in 1994, the CFB and the MOF jointly launched another project known 

as “9550 Program,” aiming at producing fifty “exquisite” (jingpin) leitmotif films in five years 

starting from 1995. Unlike the previous program that had been funded directly by the state, the 

new leitmotif film project was subsidized by the state film and TV industry. As the SARFT 

controls both the state film and TV industries, it required that three percent of the commercial 

revenues of China’s National TV be used to subsidize the production of leitmotif films. In this 

way, the leitmotif film was indirectly linked with the market. Although the filmmakers of the 

                                                 
39 The CCP’s attempt to rediscover these national heroes in the interest of nationalist propaganda is largely 
congruent with the efforts made by intellectuals in late Qing dynasty in the late 19th century, such as Liang Qichao 
and Ma Xulun,who appropriated history to cultivate the concept of the nation-state. See Shen.   
40 For example, R.Cai summarizes the four types of leitmotif films as “revolutionary historic themes based on 
political figures and historical events,” “patriotic themes based on China’s ancient or modern history,” “stories based 
on the excellent communist officials or people working on public good,” and “stories reflecting traditional moral and 
ethics and other mainstream ideology in contemporary society” (3-5). 
41 See, Y. Cai.  
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leitmotif films are not held accountable for the leitmotif film’s poor box office, they nevertheless 

felt the pressure of market competition because the leitmotif film’s market performance is 

connected with the existence of state film industry.  

Moreover, imported Hollywood films also dimmed the market prospect of the leitmotif 

film. Since 1994, the imported Hollywood films took the largest share in the Chinese film market 

for three consecutive years.42 With their heart-gripping stories, exotic scenes and dazzling special 

effects, imported Hollywood blockbusters aggravated the slump of the domestic Chinese films, 

particularly that of the leitmotif film.  Besides, Hollywood films upset the authority as a 

potentially subversive source against the Party’s ideological governance. Fearing that the values 

of cultural capitalism and imperialism from Hollywood blockbusters would erode its ideological 

foundation, the government felt the urgency to upgrade the leitmotif film as a counterforce. 

Facing grave challenges, the state-owned film industry endeavored to reverse this 

unfavorable situation through a number of measures.  The CFB transformed the leitmotif film by 

stressing its entertaining and commercial values. In 1996, at the National Conference of Film 

Work, the CFB put forward the standard of “unity of three values” (san xing tongyi), namely, 

that an artwork should possess ideological, artistic and entertainment values. In 2002, the 

standard was adopted by the committee of the CFB’s three film awards (The Gold Rooster, The 

Hundred Flower and The Cloud Pillar) as the guiding principle. 43 Besides, the CFB also made 

box office as an important measurement of the overall achievement of the leitmotif film. In 2003, 

the committee of The Cloud Pillar Awards enlisted box-office performance as one of the 

conditions for a film’s nomination.44 The government’s readjustment of its art standards 

indicated that while the leitmotif film then was still a vehicle for the state’s ideological 

propagation, it already started to cater to the requirements of the market.  

To guarantee the leitmotif film’s market success, the Party has since continued to provide 

the leitmotif film with favorable policies. Using its control of the majority of national theater 

chains, the government arranges for major leitmotif films to be shown at prime time. With its 

monopoly of TV, radio and newspapers, the CCP enables a leitmotif film to have full coverage 

during its production and distribution. In addition to aggressively promoting the leitmotif film, 

                                                 
42 See Rosen. 
43 See Y. Li. 
44 

As stipulated in the regulation of Chinese Cloud Pillar Award, a film is qualified to be nominated only “when the 

film’s market income equals with its cost, or have revenue of more than five million Yuan or have overall revenue 
of three million Yuan with more than twenty-two million TV viewers” (Z. Li 20).  
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the government endeavors to safeguard its ideological campaign by limiting the impact of 

Hollywood films. According to Chinese regulations on the film industry, foreign film companies 

have no right to promote their films independently on Chinese TV and newspaper.  Also, as the 

CFB has the exclusive right of selecting imported films to be released in the Chinese market, the 

bureau can postpone the release date of imported films to ensure that a leitmotif film can have a 

full monopoly on the market.  The government’s favorable policies and protective measures 

ensure that the leitmotif film will have maximum exposure within the Chinese audience, despite 

the film’s inferior quality.   

To make the leitmotif film attractive to the audience, state filmmakers also invigorated 

the leitmotif film with new plots, narratives and characterizations.  Compared with those in the 

1980s, leitmotif films in the 1990s to a certain extent abandoned the conspicuous indoctrination 

model and started to convey the Party’s ideological scenario by ways that were more palatable to 

the audience. For example, a leitmotif film in the 1990s would alternate the “grand narrative,” 

which embodies the Party’s authoritative interpretation of important historical events, with the 

protagonist’s personal perspective of the history. The juxtaposition of an authoritative and a 

personal account of history aimed at weaving patriotism into the tapestry of personal experience 

and dissolving the audience’s resistance to the Party’s didactics.  Also, most leitmotif films 

portray their characters with more convincing personalities. The protagonists were no longer 

shown as paragons of socialist ideals, but were depicted realistically as people with human 

emotions as well as flaws, such as anger, hesitation, and fears. The new themes and art 

representations elevated the quality of the leitmotif films and hence, to a certain extent, enhanced 

its competitiveness in the marketplace.  

Finally, while Hollywood blockbusters challenged the economic and ideological 

domination of the leitmotif film, they also served as a source of inspiration for the latter’s 

ideological and commercial transformation. The value of Hollywood film was sanctioned by 

China’s top leaders. After watching Titanic, Jiang Zemin was so impressed by it that he 

recommended it to his comrades, saying: "Let us not assume that we can't learn from capitalism. 

. . . I invite my comrades of the Politburo to see the movie—not to propagate capitalism but to 

better understand our opposition, to better enable us to succeed” (qtd. in Lu 20). Jiang’s 

comment not only implies his recognition of commercializing the leitmotif film, but also 
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suggests the CCP’s permission for its filmmakers to promote ideological work in reference of 

Hollywood films.      

Encouraged by the approval from the CCP, leitmotif filmmakers endeavored to make 

their works more engaging by creatively learning from Hollywood’s experience. Now, many 

leitmotif filmmakers benefit from learning the skills of Hollywood writers, including setting the 

suspense, portraying the characters and empathizing the audience.  Also, regarding Hollywood 

blockbusters as a path towards success, more leitmotif films are made with bigger budgets, 

beautiful scenes, and breathtaking special effects.   While leitmotif films still carry an 

unmistakable ideology and emphasize patriotism, they also entertain the audience with ingenious 

plots and skillful cinematography.   

Ultimately, the leitmotif film constitutes an important form of cultural hegemony the 

CCP has established as a way to sustain its ideological control. Supported by the Party’s huge 

economic, media and personnel resources, the leitmotif film directly conveys the Party’s political 

and ideological plans. Over the last three decades, the leitmotif film has transformed in its 

ideological contents and aesthetics. Along with changes of its central ideological guideline from 

socialism to nationalism, this cinematic mode also adjusted its artistic style to cater to the 

changed audience expectations. In addition, the leitmotif film continues to enhance its influence 

and market performance through integrating more commercial elements.  However, despite these 

changes, the leitmotif film’s basic function remains unchanged. The ultimate goal of leitmotif 

films is not box office success but to legitimate and sustain the governance of the Party. Box 

office success, instead, can be taken as guarantee for its political success and the yardstick for the 

audience’s acceptance of the government’s ideology. As hegemonic performance, the leitmotif 

film plays a decisive role in the entire enterprise of Chinese cinema. Its changes in themes and 

aesthetic forms also bring forth changes in the outlook of other types of Chinese films.   

 

The Founding of a Republic: Retelling the PRC’s History in a New Ideological/Market 

Environment  

 

The new historical drama, or national epic (shishi pian), is committed to re-historicizing  

important political and military events, such as the founding of the PRC, the founding of the 

Party or major battles in anti-Japanese or Chinese Civil wars.  As a genre directly representing 
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the Party’s decision of major political event and portraying the Party leaders, the new historical 

drama carries out most explicitly the CCP’s ideological intentions.  Given its significance, the 

new historical drama is exclusively sponsored by the state, and often assembles the best cast and 

technological expertise of the state film industry for its production and market promotion.  While 

national epic films usually draw on similar themes, they are by no means mechanic remakes of 

the old stories. Instead, they give new interpretations of history in response to the Party’s 

readjustment of its policies. Study of the CCP’s national epic thus may help us better grasp the 

changes of the Party’s ideological agenda and its impact on the Chinese film industry.    

Dedicated to the sixtieth anniversary of the founding of the PRC, A Republic is a 

docudrama recounting major historical and political events from 1945 to 1949, an important time 

period from the end of China’s Anti-Japanese War to the founding of the PRC. In chronological 

order, the film records the negotiations, collaborations and struggles between the CCP and The 

Nationalist Party (Guomindang or the KMT), the two most powerful parties then in China. It also 

reflects the endeavors of other small parties and political organizations to achieve the nation’s 

peace and democracy. The film offers a panoramic look of the history of the founding of the 

PRC and emphasizes the CCP’s contribution to the nation’s peace and prosperity.  

A Republic is not the first state-sponsored film about the founding of the PRC. Twenty 

years ago, Changchun Film Studio, the state studio specializing in films of Communist themes, 

produced The Ceremony as the gift to the nation’s fortieth anniversary. Drawing on the same 

historical event, A Republic resembles The Ceremony in terms of its content and representation.  

However, it is wrong to regard A Republic as merely retelling the same story with technical 

renovations. A cross-reading of A Republic in comparison with The Ceremony reveals the 

dramatic changes of the Party’s political view and propaganda strategy as a consequence of 

changed ideological and market conditions in Chinese society twenty years later.       

To begin with, A Republic was produced in an ideological environment quite different 

from that of The Ceremony. The Ceremony was produced at the moment when the CCP was 

faced with an unprecedented crisis due to a series of incidents at home and abroad. Following the 

collapse of the socialist regime in Eastern Bloc countries, Chinese people began losing their 

confidence in Communism. In 1989, the Chinese public was shocked by the CCP’s violent 

suppression of student protesters and became skeptical of the Party’s legitimacy of governance. 
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The Ceremony, together with other films, therefore, was produced as part of the CCP’s effort to 

restore people’s confidence in socialism and improve its image among the Chinese people.    

By contrast, A Republic was made in entirely different economic, social and ideological 

conditions. After twenty years of economic development, China has registered dramatic 

economic growth.  The growth of nation’s strength has led to the improvement of its 

international status and increased the Chinese people’s national pride. As a consequence of its 

decade-long campaign of patriotic education, the CCP has successfully reconfigured socialism 

by synthesizing it with nationalist ideology and rhetoric. In the meantime, the CCP has used 

every opportunity to foster Chinese people’s nationalistic sentiment. By hosting the 2008 Beijing 

Olympic Games and mobilizing the Chinese public to participate in the rescue work following 

the Wenchuan earthquake in 2009, the CCP managed to push domestic nationalist fervor to new 

heights.45 However, the government’s policies, while achieving economic success, also 

generated negative effects. Issues like social injustice, the increasing gap of incomes, the 

privileges and corruptions of government officials, and monopoly of state-own enterprise, have 

caused widespread complaints among the people. In light of this, A Republic can be interpreted 

both as a continuation of the Party’s nationalist campaign and a defense of its legitimate role as 

the agent of historical progress.   

As a film sustained by the Party’s nationalist ideology, A Republic reveals a new strategy 

in justifying the CCP’s decisive role in the construction of the nation-state. Unlike The 

Ceremony that attributes the founding of the PRC exclusively to the CCP, A Republic reenacts 

the CCP’s efforts to join forces with other small political parties in the nation-building project by 

organizing the first Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC).  While in The 

Ceremony, the CPPCC is depicted as an organization under the CCP’s leadership, it becomes the 

focus for A Republic. The film articulates the collaboration between the CCP and other political 

parties and gives more credit to the contributions of other political parties. The non-CCP leaders 

and intellectuals are no longer faceless figures subserviently following the CCP’s political 

instructions. Instead, they are characterized with their own ideals and visions. Important political 

leaders like Zhang Lan and Li Jishen, leaders of The China Democratic League and The 

Revolutionary Committee of the KMT, play major roles in their meditation between the CCP and 

the KMT. The film also extols the courage of patriotic intellectuals. For example, it passionately 

                                                 
45 See Lovell; Hui. 
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depicts the public lecture of Wen Yiduo, the patriotic scholar. In the lecture, Wen bravely 

denounces the KMT’s sabotage of the formation of a coalition government and its persecution of 

dissidents before he is murdered by special agents of the KMT. The film’s emphasis on the 

contributions of the political parties marks an important change in the CCP’s nationalist rhetoric: 

In the socialist propaganda, the CCP asserts itself as the dominating force building China into a 

socialist nation-state, whereas, in the nationalist discourse, the Party emphasizes its role as the 

main organizer and facilitator constructing a nationalist Republic by closely working with all the 

parties cherishing the same ideal. The film’s introduction of the Party’s new identity in China’s 

nation conveys the Party’s intention of recruiting more support from various forces in the nation.     

Dictated by the nationalist ideology, the film tactfully changes the strategy in defending 

the CCP’s governance legitimacy.  In The Ceremony, as Communism is represented as a 

progressive thought leading China out of poverty and oppression, the CCP, as its representative 

in China, naturally wins supports from the populace throughout the nation. As the CCP 

reformulates socialism in the framework of nationalism, its legitimacy as the ruling party is no 

longer self-evident.  A Republic has to justify the CCP’s rule by emphasizing its ability in 

leading the people against the reactionary KMT. As Han Sanping, the film’s director, comments: 

“Our narrative structure features the competition and comparison of the two forces. Political 

parties other than the CCP and the KMT must support the force that stands for the future 

development of history” (47). Based on this consideration, the film compares the CCP and the 

KMT in their policies and positions in a series of military, political and economic events. 

Through the favorable portrayals of the CCP’s advantages over the KMT, the film wants to claim 

that the CCP’s assumption of the state power is a historical inevitability.  

In addition, the film also enhances the Party’s governance legitimacy by visualizing the 

support from other political parties in China. However, rather than portray other political parties 

as whole-heartedly endorsing the CCP, the film stresses their changing attitudes from their initial 

distrust and misgiving to their final conviction. For example, Li Jishen, the left-wing KMT 

leader is an influential figure for the convocation of the CPPCC. At first in the film, he is seen as 

afraid to cooperate with the CCP because he was involved in the massacre of the CCP members 

twenty years before. However, Mao relieves his apprehension with great leniency by suggesting: 

“Let the bygones be bygones. The KMT and the CCP pursue the same objective while taking 

different paths.” The representation of political parties’ conversion to supporting the CCP is 
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instrumental to the film’s nationalist theme, in that such a configuration reaffirms the Party’s 

persistence and sacrifice in the nation’s interest.     

Meanwhile, the remarks of the main characters also carry the film’s nationalist theme.  At 

its beginning, the film features the scene of the Chongqing negotiation where Mao and Chiang 

Kai-shek take questions from correspondents. When asked whether he has anything in common 

with Chiang, Mao answers: “We all wear the Yat-sen suit because we are all the disciples of Dr. 

Sun. Both the KMT and the CCP have inherited Dr. Sun’s Democratic Revolution legacy. We 

share the same root.” Behind Mao and Chiang, the camera meaningfully frames the large portrait 

of Dr. Sun Yat-sen, the forerunner of China’s democratic revolution. In another sequence, when 

Zhang Lan, the Chairman of China Democratic League, the most influential political force next 

to the KMT and the CCP, is asked the question as to “whether CCP is a party of native 

revolutionaries or mere agents working for overseas Communist intelligence bureaus,” he 

replies: “The CCP catered for the will of people, so they achieved what they achieved today.”   

The two scenes can be seen as proving the Party’s ideological reorientation and the 

pragmatic nature of its nationalism.  According to the orthodox interpretation of socialism, the 

nation-building project of a democratic revolution works only as the initial stage of socialist 

revolution. Therefore, although the founding of the PRC realizes Sun’s nationalist ambition, 

Sun’s contribution to the founding of the PRC was usually omitted in leitmotif films in the 

1980s. Instead of asserting the socialist nature of the PRC, A Republic acknowledges the PRC’s 

ideological indebtedness to Dr. Sun’s thought of building China into a modern nation-state. In so 

doing, the film subtly enhances the nationalist nature of the CCP’s new ideological scheme while 

tuning down its socialist essence.  Zhang Lan’s equivocal answer implies the dilemma faced by 

the Party. Although it uses nationalism as its major ideological tool, the CCP is reluctant to give 

up the socialist framework it alleges. The ambiguous answer glosses over the fundamental 

incompatibility between socialism and nationalism with a sweeping conclusion that “the Party 

caters for the will of the Chinese people.”      

With its innovative plot and conversations of the characters, A Republic stands for a clear 

rupture with conventional national epic films in its interpretation of history.  However, the break 

is hardly initiated with the filmmaker’s political intuition, but based on the CCP’s changed views 

on the CPPCC as revealed in the Party’s documents. In “The Speech at the 60th Anniversary of 
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the Founding of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference,” President Hu Jintao 

reviews the history of the CPPCC. He says:   

At the end of the 40s in the last century, China entered the crucial historical 

moment of determining its own history. Leading the nation’s people, the CCP was 

undertaking the last battle for national independence, liberation of the people and 

founding of the new republic. Our Party deeply felt that, to win the victory for 

Chinese people’s revolutionary cause, we must expand the political alliance and 

unite all the forces that can be united. Under the correct leadership of comrade 

Mao Zedong, the CCP and other democratic parties and non-party personages, 

people’s group and people from different ethnic groups and social sectors built an 

extensive united front, which gave important support to the victory of the new 

democratic revolution.  

The Party’s changed attitude toward the CPPCC becomes more evident if one compares 

Hu’s speech with that made by Jiang Zemin on the 50th anniversary of the CPPCC. In describing 

the origin of the CPPCC, Jiang observes:   

Modern China is a society of semi-colonialism and semi-feudalism.  As the 

proletarians are relatively weak, the CCP created and persisted in the united front 

between Proletarian and farmers, petite bourgeoisies and national capitalists, 

which becomes an important guarantee to the victory of revolution.  (“The Speech 

at the 50th Anniversary”)  

It is not insignificant that, different from Jiang’s speech, Hu’s talk does not use the 

orthodox ideological jargon “proletarian” and deliberately avoids distinguishing the difference 

between socialism and nationalism.  Meanwhile, Hu stresses the importance of the CPPCC in the 

Civil War by highlighting the history of China in the late 1940s. More importantly, Hu redefines 

the CCP’s role as “building the united front” together with other political parties and patriotic 

people. Hu’s speech not only explains the Party’s changing ideological policy, but affirms the 

role CPPCC plays in the course of establishing the Republic. Consequently, the new changes 

reflected in Hu’s speech become the political justification of film’s groundbreaking story.     

Together with its changes in plot and narrative, the Party’s nationalist ideology also 

determines the film’s new characterization. With regard to the portrayal of the CCP leaders, the 

film gives up the strategy of deification that is often used in conventional leitmotif films. During 
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the Cultural Revolution, deification of Communist leaders, in particular Mao Zedong, was an 

effective way of Communist indoctrination. With artworks praising Mao’s greatness and cult-

like rituals governing Chinese people’s daily life,46 Mao was portrayed as the incarnation of 

Communist thoughts and omnipotent socialist leader. The people’s zealous worship of the 

charismatic leader also ensured their conviction in the Communism. With the conclusion of the 

Cultural Revolution, the zeal of Mao also receded. In response to the Party’s new nationalist 

agenda, the leitmotif film tries to portray the Communist leaders in a different way.  For 

example, in The Ceremony, although Mao is depicted as a politician with unworldly visions, the 

film also bestows him with a range of human emotions, such as an affectionate father and 

trustworthy friend. After watching the film, Wang Yuanjian, a veteran CCP’s writer and art 

theorist, summarized the film’s different strategy of characterization: 

The film abandons the stereotype of making leitmotif film into one-man act and 

elevating the revolutionary leaders above the herd. . . . The film treats the historic 

heroes on equal footings with common people as members of the history. It 

demonstrates the meaning and significance of people’s activity in the course of 

history. We want to rehumanize history, and situate the characters in the historical 

process.  (397) 

 A Republic continues the new characterization of treating the revolutionary figures as 

ordinary people so as to make the characters serve the film’s nationalist agenda. Compared with 

the portrayal of Mao in The Ceremony, the depictions of Mao and his Communist comrades in A 

Republic are even more realistic. The film deliberately plays down the impact of their behaviors 

and remarks on the future of the nation and gives more humanistic portrayal of these Communist 

leaders. In order to make the characters more vivid, the film deliberately reflects the weak points 

in their personalities, including anxiety, anger and frustration. For example, in a sequence, at the 

news that  Feng Yuxiang, the KMT’s vice chairman and a key figure in the CPPCC, was 

murdered by the KMT on his way back to China, Mao is so upset that he kicks over the basin in 

which he washes his feet. Zhou Enlai, a veteran CCP revolutionary known for his composure and 

gracefulness, is in such a rage that he yells at his subordinate. This realistic portrayal is helpful to 

the film’s nationalist theme. To fulfill the Party’s intention of attracting more people in support 

of its nationalist scheme, the film has to make Communist leaders look more approachable to 

                                                 
46 Discussion on the political deification of Mao, see Leese.   
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other politicians. Only after removing the divine halos on the Communist leaders can the film 

align these characters with other well-known patriotic figures in the nationalist hall of fame. The 

film, therefore, no longer serves as a tribute exclusively to Communist forefathers, but pays 

homage to all the nationalists for their contributions to the country.  

Based on the same consideration, the film is also careful not to demonize the KMT and 

its members. In earlier leitmotif films, the KMT, as the chief opponent of the CCP, is deemed as 

responsible for China’s poverty and backwardness. Therefore, the early leitmotif films usually 

represented the KMT as totally corrupted and portrayed its members as evil and incompetent. 

Compared with those films, A Republic’s representation of the KMT and the portrayal of the 

KMT members are more objective. Among other aspects, the film tries to distinguish the 

progressive elements from the undesirable elements in the KMT and extols the KMT officials 

who strive for the nation’s unity and prosperity. For instance, there is a sequence in the film that 

the KMT, faced with the domestic economic crisis caused by speculation, is forced to launch an 

anti-corruption campaign to crack down the opportunists in the market. Heading the campaign, 

Chiang Ching-kuo, the son of Chiang Kai-shek, goes to Shanghai to investigate the corrupted 

officials, only to find Kong Lingkan, his cousin, to be the arch criminal behind the scene. 

Although Ching-kuo insists on punishing his cousin, Chiang Kai-shek, fearing that the Kong 

family’s great influence will affect his governance, terminates Ching-kuo’s investigation. The 

film’s recognition of the positive forces within the KMT works in the interest of the CCP’s 

nationalist objective of uniting all the social forces that can be united. Meanwhile, by 

highlighting Ching-kuo’s aborted effort in rescuing the country, the film indicates that the KMT 

owes its failure to acts against the national interest and factional struggles.   

As an important project of the state’s patriotic campaign on its sixtieth anniversary, the 

film received special attention from the CCP’s cultural departments. In an interview, Huang 

Jianxin, the film’s co-director, admitted that the film was “screened many times by experts from 

The Censorship Panel on Important Revolutionary and Historical Themes” (Shao 25).  Instead of 

working as an obstacle against the film’s release, the Panel scrutinized the details in order to 

improve the quality of the film. The experts on the panel, mainly historians on Chinese national 

and the Party’s history, meticulously established the accuracy of the film’s historical details. 

Huang gave an example: in the film, there is a scene reflecting Mao teaching his two daughters 

to learn Chinese characters. One of the committee members pointed out that Li Na, Mao’s 
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younger daughter is in Northeast China, therefore, could not have been in the scene. The film 

revised it accordingly.47  

Determined to make A Republic a political and market success, The CCP mobilized the 

state power to guarantee A Republic’s production and publicity. The Party ordered that the 

nation’s scenic spots be open for the film’s cinematography, including opening the front gate of 

Sun Yat-sen Tomb for the third time in the history. Upon the film’s completion, the Chinese 

Central Television (CCTV) gave it extensive media coverage. The film channel of the CCTV 

conducted several interviews covering every aspect of the film, and the news channel also put on 

a special report of the film, including its trailer and interviews of directors and stars.  The support 

and attention from the state ensured the film’s significant position in Chinese cinema in 2009.  

In addition to the Party’s administrative support, CCP’s state-capitalist model of film 

production also gave the film some advantages in market competition. The Chinese Film Group 

(Zhong ying jituan), the production company for the film, is the most powerful state-owned film 

company directly affiliated with the SARFT.  With seven cinema chains under its control and 

holding shares of more than 400 domestic theaters, the film provided the kind of high-density 

screening that any Chinese film covets. In the first two weeks of the showing of A Republic, the 

film group demanded Xingmei, one of its major cinema lines, to give the film 80 percent of total 

screening time. 48 The strategy not only guaranteed high exposure of the film within the film 

group’s own system but also influenced other non-governmental cinema chains. Eager to take 

advantage of the government’s influence on society, the owners of private movie theaters also 

agreed to schedule the film during prime time. It is estimated that the film dominated fifty 

percents of the nation’s 4100 screens during its premier on September 17th 2009.49  

Moreover, the Chinese Film Group’s status as a state cultural enterprise also facilitated 

the film’s promotion and distribution.   The film’s identity as a national epic and its unique 

theme became the best platform for enterprises to publicize their brand names. Therefore, many 

state and private enterprises voluntarily helped the film with its marketing. Tsinghua Tongfang, 

one of the largest domestic computer manufacturers became the film’s most important partner. It 

helped to publicize the film by purchasing primary commercial time on the CCTV. Also, 

Tongfang played the film’s trailer in its more than 4000 outlets nationwide. Volkswagen also 
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played the trailers in its 200 and plus Audi dealers and service centers in China. Moreover, the 

film group increased the film’s popularity by selling naming rights of its premier and other 

derivatives, including food, apparatus and souvenirs.50 The film’s market strategy generated huge 

profit. With a limited budget of 10 million Yuan for the film’s market promotion, the film 

generated 49 million Yuan with a variety of marketing campaigns. Taking advantage of the 

voluntary support from other enterprises and its marketing initiative, the film’s greatly enhanced 

its influence among the audience. 

The volunteer participation of celebrities in the Chinese-speaking community accounted 

for the film’s great influence in another way. The film engaged more than 170 film stars, 

directors and comedians from mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and even Hollywood, such 

as Jet Li, Jackie Chan, Zhang Ziyi and Andy Lau. Even Chen Kaige, the famous dissident film 

director, played Feng Yuxiang in the film. Had all these stars been paid at their usual market rate, 

their combined salaries would have exceeded 350 million Yuan, an amount ten times more than 

the film’s actual budget. Surprisingly, however, all of them worked on the film for free. 51 When 

interviewed, most film stars explained their voluntary participation as demonstrating their pride 

in and affection for the nation. However, their volunteering can also interpreted as deriving from 

pragmatic considerations. Given the powerful  influence of the Chinese Film Group in China’s 

film industry and its connection with the censorship department, the participation of these stars 

in the making of the film indicates not only their allegiance to the state’s ideological agenda but 

also their  intention to cooperate with the state film industry. It is conceivable that by cooperating 

with the state’s ideological campaign, the filmmakers, particularly those from Hong Kong, 

Taiwan and Hollywood, could look forward to having some favorable treatment from the 

government.52  In that sense, the film’s nationalistic theme has become the litmus test in 

                                                 
50 Ditto. 
51 In fact, the film provides some additional conditions to the volunteered actors. For example, Han Sanping, the 
CEO of the Chinese Film Group and also the film’s co-director, promised that he will pay the actors accordingly if 
the film’s box office tops 180 million Yuan. See “Jianguo daye shouying” Meanwhile, some actors proposed some 
additional conditions about their salaries. For example, Jet Li suggested that for every ticket sold, one fen, or a 
hundredth of Yuan, will be donated to the “One Fund,” a charity group under his name. See “Jet Li”    
52 For example, on a televised interview of A Republic, Zhang Guoli, one of the influential stars in Chinese films and 
TV series, gave a half-mocking explanation of how he is invited by Han Sanping to play Chiang Kai-shek in the 
film. Initially, he declined the invitation from Han because of his schedule. However, Han persuaded him with an 
irrefutable excuse. “It is our mother’s (nation’s) birthday, should not we sons give her a gift?” Zhang’s acceptance 
of Han’s invitation can be explained either as reflecting his patriotism or giving in the face of the extortion of state 
cultural hegemony. See Guan.    
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detecting a filmmaker’s attitude toward the government and a catalyst for the filmmaker’s 

conversion to the government ideology.        

The all-star cast not only increased the film’s publicity, but also fundamentally 

reformulated the aesthetic features of the Party’s national epics by enhancing its entertainment 

values. With the film’s patriotic theme remaining largely intact, the star-studded cast has made 

the film’s ideological content appear secondary. The film, instead, has become a venue where the 

audience takes delight in finding their favorite stars. Except for some famous politicians like 

Mao Zedong, Zhou Enlai, and Chiang Kai-shek, whose images and characteristics are familiar to 

the audience, most historical figures appeared on the screen for the first time. Therefore, neither 

actors nor viewers had a clear reference of what these historical figures look like. The film’s 

unfamiliar scenario determined that the actors could only stick to their own screen images 

familiar to the audience. For example, Chen Kun, who played Chiang Ching-kuo, in this film 

continues his usual performing style of being detached, suave and quiet; whereas Jiang Wen, 

playing Mao Renfeng, the leader of the KMT special agents, reveals his iconic style of 

coarseness with a disguise of civility. Besides, some characters are fictionalized just for the 

participation of certain actors. For example, the film creates a photographer, a member of the 

People’s Congress and a cook respectively, for Guo Degang, Feng Gong and Fan Wei, three of 

the most popular Chinese comedians. The characters make the film look like a parade of China’s 

big-name actors. The participation of the stars gives the Party’s campaign of patriotic education a 

different tone. The solemnity typical of the national epics is replaced by a sense of a pop cultural 

revelry.  

Overall, supported by the Party’s strong economic, political and ideological forces, the 

film has been able to constitute a typical hegemonic discourse exerting huge influence on the 

entire Chinese film industry. The film succeeds in communicating the changes of the Party’s 

ideological guideline from socialism to nationalism.  Also, the censorship’s approval of the 

film’s reconfiguration of history and its depictions of the CCP members, the KMT members and 

people from other social branches has set a significant precedent for other films in their future 

negotiation with state censorship. More importantly, the government’s sanctioning of the film’s 

commercial operation has removed the barrier that used to separate the Party’s propaganda 

endeavors from commercial films. In doing so, the government has informed the Chinese film 
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industry that the history of the Chinese nation and even that of the CCP can be used for 

economic profit. 

 

The Message: the Party History as a Commercial Fantasy  

 

Released almost at the same time with the monumental A Republic, The Message is a 

commercial film jointly funded by Huayi Brothers, the largest private film company in China, 

and the Tianjin Film Studio. The Message tells a spy story taking place during China’s Anti-

Japanese War. In 1940, after Chiang Kai-shek retreats to Chongqing, the pro-Japanese faction of 

Nationalists headed by Wang Jingwei colludes with the Japanese and establishes the People’s 

Government in Nanjing. Enraged by Wang’s betrayal of the nation, both Chongqing and Yan’an 

dispatch a large number of spies to Nanjing. Infiltrating into Wang’s Government, the spies pry 

information and commit assassinations. After several important Japanese and pro-Japanese KMT 

officials are murdered, Takata, the head of Japanese special agents, decides to expose the moles 

inside the government. Giving out  false intelligence that a Japanese admiral will come to 

Nanjing, Takata manages to narrow his suspicion to five people who had access to the 

intelligence:  Jin Shenghuo, the head of information department; Wu Zhiguo, the head of security 

troop; Li Ningyu, the information expert; Gu Xiaomeng, the secretary; and Bai Xiaonian, the 

secretary of the nationalist commander. Locking up the five suspects in Qiu Zhuang, a Gothic-

styled private villa, Takata does his best to unveil “the old phantom,” the code for a CCP 

undercover agent. As the deadline is approaching, with the help of Wu Zhiguo, another CCP 

special agent coded as “the Magnum,” Gu Xiaomeng, “the old phantom,” manages to pass the 

information to CCP intelligence agency at the cost of her life. 

The film takes advantage of “the spy film fever” that has emerged in Chinese popular 

culture. Since 2006, Mai Jia, a writer and PLA veteran, wrote his “spy trilogy” named 

respectively as Cover-up (Qianfu), The Decipherer (Ansuan) and The Message (Fengsheng). The 

three novels were all published in major literature journals such as People’s Literature, and were 

warmly embraced by readers. In response to the public’s enthusiasm, the first two novels were 

adapted into long TV-series shown during prime time on various provincial stations of the 

Chinese national TV network. Both TV-series generated record ratings. The Message further 

stimulated the audience’s interest in spy movies. The film generated remarkable box office 
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revenue of 220 million Yuan (or $34.92 million) and, for quite a while after its release, became 

the central topic of Chinese film reviews in news media and on the Internet. 

Although The Message, like A Republic, is a historical drama glorifying the CCP’s 

heroes, it cannot be categorized as a leitmotif film. It was made primarily for commercial gain 

rather than ideological indoctrination, a fundamental difference from the leitmotif film. 

However, The Message also reveals thematic and artistic characteristics that indicate both its 

indebtedness and resistance to A Republic.  

 First and foremost, The Message appropriates the Party’s nationalist scheme through 

strategically incorporating some of its elements into the narrative. The film justifies its thematic 

innovation by taking advantage of the Party’s changed ideological agenda as manifested in A 

Republic. To a large extent, The Message can be seen as inspired by socialist spy films. As early 

as in the 1950s and 1960s, the Party’s film industry produced a number of spy films like Secret 

Post in Canton (Yangcheng anshao, 1957), Intrepid Hero (Yingxiong hudan, 1958), and The 

Eternal Wave (Yongbu xiaoshi de dianbo, 1958), based on PLA spy activities during the Anti-

Japanese and the Civil Wars. Compared with these films, The Message marks a breakthrough 

because it is the first film that is set in the reign of Wang Jingwei’s puppet government. As noted 

in my earlier discussion, the KMT is usually described as a monolithically reactionary and 

counterrevolutionary party in socialist films. When it comes to Anti-Japanese films, the KMT is 

always cast in a negative image of being passive in resisting the Japanese while aggressive in 

breaching the Chinese United Front by massacring CCP members.53 The CCP’s spy work in 

Wang’s government in Nanjing, therefore, became a thorny topic in socialist cinema. 

Historically, as Wang collaborated with the Japanese, the KMT’s government in Chun Qing 

denounced him as a traitor of the nation and ordered to have him and his colleagues eliminated. 

The realistic depiction of the division of different factions in the KMT would allow favorable 

portrayals of the progressive force in the KMT, which could run the risk of contradicting with 

the CCP’s persistent condemnation of the KMT in Chinese history. 

As its nationalistic ideology has been gaining momentum in the new millennium, the 

Party now requires artists to further accentuate the solidarity of patriotic forces, including those 

                                                 
53 Since the 1980s, with the Party’s changing diplomatic policies of expanding the United Front, Chinese cinema 
started to represent the KMT’s major battles against Japanese, producing films like The Blood Battles at 

Taierzhuang (Xue zhan Taier Zhuang, 1986). A more detailed discussion on the changing of diplomatic policies of 
the CCP toward the KMT and its influence on the Party’s representation of the KMT, see Coble; Yinan He. 
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in the KMT. To this end, A Republic plays an exemplary role as it carefully distinguishes the 

progressive force from the undesirable force in the KMT. A Republic’s favorable portrayal of the 

progressive force in the KMT inspires The Message’s thematic breakthrough.  In light of the new 

nationalist scenario, The Message’s positive portrayal of a KMT member sympathizing with the 

CCP members can be interpreted as asserting that the CCP is supported by all the patriotic forces 

as the defender of national interests.  Apparently, it is the Party’s ideological transition to 

nationalism that has enabled the filmmakers to explore a previously forbidden and yet highly 

intriguing history. 

The film’s thematic consideration, however, is commercially motivated, for it is not so 

much intended to reaffirm the Party’s historical position as to utilize the populace’s eagerness to 

rediscover Chinese history for its box office profits. For a long time, the Chinese public was 

unsatisfied with the Party’s suppression of historical truth in the interest of ideological control.  

In the wake of the Party’s ideological adaptation to nationalism, there has been a resurgence of 

interest in Chinese history, particularly that of the twentieth century. While The Message tells a 

fictional story, it nevertheless reopens a historical period that has been repressed in the CCP’s 

historical narratives. Its courage in exploring the history forbidden by the CCP appeals to the 

audience who wants to be more informed of the past. Therefore, the film’s thematic 

breakthrough becomes a sort of guarantee for its box office success. 

Of course, while the film taps into an originally forbidden theme by taking advantage of 

the Party’s new view on the KMT, it dares not venture too far as to give the KMT too much 

credit to outshine the glory of the CCP members. The film’s caution is best manifested in its 

adaptation of the original novel.  In the novel, the mission of getting the secret message out of 

the prison is accomplished through the collaboration of Li and Gu, two spies respectively from 

Yan’an and Chongqing. After Gu discovers Li’s real identity, she agrees to help Li as she is both 

moved by Li’s dedication to the nation and threatened by Li of framing her as an accomplice. 

The film, however, minimizes the KMT’s roles in the mission. In the film, Gu and Li’s identities 

are swapped. Gu becomes the CCP’s spy, while Li is the Nationalist and the girlfriend of a 

CCP’s member. After winning Li’s sympathy, Gu manages to sew onto Li’s dress her last words 

to the Party. In addition, the film also makes Wu as another CCP’s spy. Instead of emphasizing 

the collaboration between the CCP and the KMT, the film stresses the concerted effort of Wu 

and Gu, two CCP members, in delivering the intelligence to their organization outside 
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Qiuzhuang. It is not until the end of the story that Wu tells Li the truth. While Li is portrayed 

favorably as an upright KMT member sympathetic with the CCP, she plays only a supportive 

role as the admirer, sympathizer, unknowing helper, and witness to the courage and self-sacrifice 

of the CCP members. The creative adaptation indicates the film’s compliance with the state’s 

mainstream ideology.  

In addition to its inspiration to The Message’s thematic breakthrough, the Party’s revised 

ideological scheme also facilitates the film’s effort in creating a new genre. Specifically, the 

realistic portrayals of the CCP and the KMT members in A Republic play a constructive role for 

The Message to invent a new sub-genre in Chinese spy film, namely espionage suspense.  

Classic socialist spy films were always baffled by the dilemma of balancing the film’s 

educational function and its authenticity. As the socialist cinema carried on the task of defending 

the moral and aesthetic values of socialism, any realistic depictions of the works of the CCP 

spies on the enemy’s camp would involve contents clashing with socialist values. Depictions like 

the scenes of ballroom, banquet and nightclubs, for example, often evoked criticism from the 

CCP’s ideological department as disseminating bourgeois values. Also, precise representations 

of the crafty and cruel enemies and the torture of the CCP spies would raise concerns of the 

possibility of demoralizing the audience.54 Fearing that realistic descriptions would invite 

criticism, many earlier spy films portrayed the protagonists and villains with certain stereotypes:  

The CCP spies were always characterized by their honesty, wisdom and moral excellence in 

contrast with their enemies’ spinelessness, stupidity and debauchery. The contrast was so 

conspicuous that audience could easily distinguish the protagonists from the villains.  In those 

films, although the actors’ ideologically charged acting might achieve the goal of propaganda, 

they could hardly convince the audience, let alone engage them in the story.       

The CFB’s approval of the realistic depiction of the main characters in A Republic, 

positive ones or otherwise, must have encouraged the two co-directors of The Message to create 

more daring images. The real CCP spies are drastically different from similar images in the 

classic socialist films. While Gu is a CCP spy, she is depicted as being born in a rich family of a 

                                                 
54 For example, the depiction of the protagonist Zeng Tai, the PLA undercover and A Lan, a female KMTarmy 
officer in Intrepid Hero caused many controversies. On the one hand, rather than maintain a positive image typical 
of socialist propagation, Zeng assumes the typical manner of the KMT soldiers. Also, instead of giving a stereotype 
depiction of her viciousness and cruelty, the film adopted the realistic style to feature Alan’s boredom with war and 
longing for love. In particular, the film featured a scene when Alan invited Zeng Tai to dance Rumba to test his 
identity. After the film was shown, it was criticized by Jiang Qing, accusing that “Zeng Tai looks even more real 
than a real bandit.”  
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pro-Japanese businessman. Therefore, she looks like a flirtatious and materialistic girl indulging 

in parties and alcohol.  Wu, the other CCP spy, is impulsive, foul-mouthed and licentious.  While 

the film portrays their loyal and righteous images at the end, Wu and Gu represent characters that 

are unprecedented on the Chinese screen. Such complex and yet convincing characters can only 

appear in the new type of spy thriller, which has been enabled largely by the new historical and 

artistic view of the leitmotif films such as A Republic as well as by the new attitude of the 

censorship. As A Republic exemplifies important change in the aesthetic of the leitmotif film that 

characters, even Communist leaders, must be portrayed realistically so as to allow the characters 

to serve the story, the principle not only enlightens, but also justifies the Message to portray the 

CCP spies who are loyal to their ideals yet apparently look dissolute or even evil. In other words, 

A Republic can be seen as implying the filmmakers that they are free from the old stereotypes of 

the CCP members and able to create realistic CCP spies in the enemy’s camp to grip the hearts of 

the audience. The censorship’s approval also confirms that the filmmakers’ judgment is correct.  

As a spy suspense, The Message has to keep the mystery of who the real CCP member(s) 

is (are) until the last minute. Therefore, the film not only abandons Communist stereotypes in 

classic socialist films, but ingeniously uses it as a false clue to misguide the audience. For 

example, while Li is a KMT member, she looks, as commented by Takate, “silent and 

thoughtful.” Her personality, including her loyalty to her Communist boyfriend, her prudence 

and fortitude in the face of humiliation, reveals traits of the CCP members that are too familiar to 

the Chinese audience to overlook. The audience’s impression of the socialist stereotypes, 

therefore, works as an effective smoke screen leading to the audience’s misjudgment.  
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Figure 2 The Message, Li (left) and Gu. 

 

 

 Although The Message largely resonates with A Republic in its theme and artistic 

configurations, it is not interested in disseminating the Party’s patriotic ideas. Its nature as a 

commercially driven history drama determines that it has to meet the audience’s expectation to 

achieve its market objective. Therefore, the film carefully deviates from the Party ideological 

plan by abandoning the leitmotif film’s didactics of collectivism and commitment to the Party. 

Unlike the leitmotif film that always foregrounds the dedication of individuals to the Party, The 

Message mainly champions the heroes’ awareness of nationalism as a spontaneous tendency. 

Gao Qunshu, the film’s co-director comments: “The Message actually tells the barrenness and 

narrowness of people’s heart. It shows the unique and shocking personality. It is also a film 

discussing limits, like limits of humanity and bestiality and of professions and aspirations” (Y. 

Xu).   In the film, Gao’s intention is carried out through Gu in her last words to Li:  

My dearest, I was so cold to you because the nation is on the verge of perdition. 

We have no choice but devote our tiny bit of effort to its rescue. My body is about 

to disappear, but my soul will be always with you. The enemy cannot understand 

that Phantom and Old Gun are not individuals, but a spirit, a conviction. 

In this context, nationalism is disengaged from the Party’s ideological plan and becomes 

a natural response of the protagonist in the time when a nation is in danger. The Party, instead, 

works only in the background. Xiaomeng’s identity as a Party member serves only as an 

expendable footnote to her allegiance to the nation. The film’s glorification of nationalism as the 
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belief of the character is carefully chosen strategy with which the film distinguishes itself from 

an offshoot of the leitmotif film.  While it works in the state’s nationalist framework, the film 

nevertheless unburdens itself from the Party’s collectivist indoctrination.  

Finally, rather than joining the Party for its ideological campaign, the film mainly uses 

nationalism as an opportunity for its market success. The film owes its market success directly to 

the ideological craze created by A Republic. Reflecting on the box office miracle of A Republic, 

Huang Jianxin, the film’s co-director, commented: “Films with political themes have a great 

commercial market” (Jia and Huang 70).  His comment is correct because politics not only serve 

as the most important theme in the Chinese society but is also directly connected with the 

Chinese people’s life and psychology. Prompted by the public’s interest and the state’s tacit 

consent, the film cleverly turns nationalism into a vehicle of its commercial campaign. Chen 

Guofu, the film’s co-director from Taiwan, suggests that he likes the film because it has “a very 

popular package concerning spy war, mental struggles, suspense and repeated twists and turns” 

(Ma).  

With its brilliant narrative structure and remarkable visual effect, the film exploits the 

theme of patriotism by turning it into a site for fantasy, exoticism and eroticism. Besides its 

breathtaking whodunit plot, the film enthralls the audience through mysterious espionage skills. 

Sewing, song tunes and lyrics are all used as clandestine ways of transmitting secret codes and 

enhance the mystifying effect of the film.  Moreover, it attracts the audience through its exotic 

images. The film’s environment, costumes and props catch the audience halfway between reality 

and imagination. Qiuzhuang, the venue where the interrogation of the five suspects takes place, 

is shot with such a feeling of despair and mystery that it looks like a gothic castle rather than a 

Chinese-style garden. The hybrid, self-contradictory images, together with the fabricated plot, 

creates a supernatural effect that provides the audience with visual stimulations.  

The film’s commercialization has its most direct and controversial manifestation in its 

erotic display of corporal punishments throughout the film. The interrogators use torture to crush 

the victims by targeting their physical and psychological weakness. In the film, it is implied, Bai 

is the gay lover of Commander Zhang, the highest officer in the puppet government. Therefore, 

he is put on a chair planted with sharp nails. Wu, a tough veteran soldier, is acupunctured on the 

head. The three female victims in the film receive as much physical pain as humiliation: The 

anonymous CCP assassin is bitten on the breast by a bulldog. Li is stripped naked by Takate to 
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measure different parts of her body. Gu is put on a rough hemp rope between her legs. While 

many of such punishments are conducted off the screen, these deliberately designed tortures of 

the body and mind heighten the visual stimulation and gratify the unconscious voyeurism of the 

audience. Moreover, the film highlights the scenes of cruel torture and nudity in its marketing 

through news coverage such as press conference and exclusive interviews with actress Li 

Bingbing.  Although criticized by some movie reviewers, the violent and graphic scenes are 

nevertheless approved by the CFB as constituting an indispensable part of a film intended to 

display the bravery and fortitude of the CCP underground workers.  

The analysis of The Message unveils the private film’s various interactions with the state 

hegemony. The film’s nationalistic and heroic themes reflect not only gestures of ideological 

complicity with the state, but also a clear awareness of the market potential generated by the 

leitmotif film. The film skillfully exploits the ideological transition for its commercial objective.  

Pursuing acutely the new artistic and aesthetic changes exemplified by the influential state-

sponsored leitmotif film A Republic, The Message manages to create its intriguing story that 

contributes to its success. In this sense, the film shrewdly takes the advantage of the state’s 

nationalist campaign as its free advertisement because the huge sensation caused by A Republic 

has created enormous market demand for film with nationalist themes.  Also, The Message’s 

concurrence with mainstream ideology also facilitates its negotiation with institutional 

censorship. Despite the film’s commercial exploitations of revolutionary themes, the censorship 

committee still regards the film as roughly fitting into the Party’s nationalist agenda. However, 

while the film is closely affiliated with the Party’s ideological scheme, it nevertheless resists the 

didactic style typical of leitmotif films. By keeping a deliberate stance away from the Party, the 

film eliminates the unfavorable impression that might have resulted from associating with 

leitmotif films. It is actually the dialectical tension, derived from the private film’s simultaneous 

cooperation with and resistance to the CCP’s hegemony that has helped to generate a new genre 

of commercial film.  

 

Summary:  

 

Our inquiry into the two films enlightens the changing nature of Chinese cultural 

hegemony and its influence on the Chinese cinema industry. As a leitmotif film sponsored by the 
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state, A Republic embodies the transition of the CCP’s ideological scheme of substituting 

socialism with nationalism. Accordingly, the new ideological agenda demands the changes in the 

film’s plot construction and characterization, as well as its overall aesthetic contour. As an 

important component of the government’s cultural production system, the CFB’s censorship not 

only facilitates the film’s production, but also participates in its creation. A Republic, therefore, 

provides an important hegemonic discourse that both clarifies the Party’s ideological intent and 

signals the degree of the Party’s tolerance of this theme. The Message can be regarded as taking 

advantage of the new hegemonic form for its own benefit. A Republic not only inspires the latter 

film’s plot and characterization, but also gives a free advertisement for its market.  

Moreover, A Republic also reveals the commercial nature of CCP’s hegemony.  

Leveraging its advantages as state-owned enterprise of cultural industry, A Republic received 

huge revenue by integrating the market and personnel resources. The film market operation also 

proves the Party’s tacit consent with commercializing leitmotif films.  Having exemplified a 

huge market potential as a red classic, The Message exploits the leitmotif as a vehicle for 

commercial gain. With its proficient filming skills, the patriotic story of the anti-Japanese war is 

turned into a commercial fantasy filled with mystery, exoticism and visual stimulation.     

Under the double impact of the Party’s new hegemony along with the institutional 

censorship, the relation between the leitmotif film and its commercial derivative can be described 

as both colluding and conflicting. The leitmotif film, in addition to sticking to its objective of 

ideological indoctrination, consciously incorporates profitable marketing elements in the hope of 

improving the film’s social impact and market performance. Meanwhile, private commercial 

filmmakers regard leitmotif films as having a huge potential for market gain and hopes for 

government sanction. Therefore, the private filmmakers will voluntarily work on films sharing 

the CCP’s ideologies to a certain extent.  As the result of government’s emphasis on the 

entertaining quality of the leitmotif film on the one hand and the commercial film’s exploitation 

of the leitmotif ideology for profit on the other, the two film categories become closer to each 

other. However, the commercial film’s collusion with the leitmotif film is more of an economic 

strategy than a true ideological commitment. Therefore, this collusion also reveals a tension 

within the leitmotif film through its resistance to the Party’s dominating hegemony. The 

collusion and resistance between the leitmotif film and commercial films make the Party’s 

hegemonic construction a process marked with contradictions and instabilities.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE WUXIA FILM:  

CONTESTATION OF THE CCP’S DIVERTIVE CENSORSHIP 

ON ENTERTAINMENT FILMS  

 

The previous two chapters discuss respectively how the CCP sought to reinforce its 

ideological control by rigorously repressing films that reveal dissident political views and 

building hegemony through state-sponsored films. This chapter is devoted to the study of the 

influence the CCP’s censorship on wuxian pian or martial arts films. In contrast to the decline of 

Chinese art-house films, the wuxia film has undergone the fastest development of all film genres 

over the past several decades in China. Not only does it enjoy great popularity within the 

domestic market, but it also accounts for the majority of exported Chinese films. Compared with 

films that engage sensitive issues or leitmotif films that are subjected to repeated scrutiny and 

revisions, the wuxia film seems to receive far less restriction from Chinese censors. During the 

three decades after the Cultural Revolution, the CFB rarely banned wuxia films.  

However, does the CFB’s lenience on wuxia film suggest that the wuxia film is free from 

governmental ideological influence? If not, what is the role the government censorship and 

hegemony play in this robust genre of Chinese cinema industry? How is the ideological control 

of the wuxia film related to the entire Chinese film administration as a whole? To answer these 

questions, this chapter will study The Shaolin Temple (Shaolinsi, 1982 ), The Swordsman in 

Double Flag Town (Shuangqizhen daoke, 1990; hereafter as Swordsman ) and Hero (Yingxiong, 

2000), three influential wuxia films produced during the past thirty years. By analyzing the plots, 

narrative patterns and artistic features of these films and examining the government’s role in the 

respective productions and releases, the chapter will clarify the evolution of the Chinese wuxia 

film genre by examining its interaction with government censorship and ideological 

management.  I want to argue that the government’s relatively relaxed regulation has served as 

an organic component of its entire censorship mechanism. Through its vigorous support and 

favorable and differentiative censorship of the wuxia film as opposed to other genres of films, 
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the government has largely succeeded  not only in achieving the goal of developing the Chinese 

film industry, but also in luring dissident filmmakers into the ideologically safe and profitable 

genre. Further, the hegemonic censorship exercises both the constitutive and divertive functions 

on the three films: while The Shaolin Temple and Hero manifest the impact of the Party’s 

nationalist agenda, the CFB’s approvals of Hero and Swordsman indicate the Party’s tacit 

toleration of allegorical criticism. In doing so, the government has manipulated the wuxia film 

genre by turning it into both a sidekick of its nationalist program and a sort of buffer zone 

wherein filmmakers can safely and conveniently vent their social dissatisfaction without posing 

any real danger to the government.  

 

The Shaolin Temple and the Rebirth of the Wuxia Film in Mainland China 

 

The Shaolin Temple (Shaolinsi,1982) is the first action film jointly produced by mainland 

China and Hong Kong. Inspired by the legend of “Thirteen Shaolin monks saving the crowned 

prince of Tang,” the film is set in the beginning of Tang Dynasty when China is amidst the chaos 

created by the warlords. Wang Renze, a rebel leader, exploits people cruelly. Shentui Zhang, a 

Kung Fu master, is killed by Wang because of his resistance against Wang’s harsh taxation. 

After Zhang’s death, his son Xiaohu seeks refuge in the Shaolin Temple, a Buddhist Monastery 

known as the origin of Chinese Kung Fu. Determined to revenge his father, Xiaohu reluctantly 

changes his name into Xueyuan and leads the life of a monk to learn Kung Fu from his master 

and other fellow monks. However, as the stoic life of a monk is totally against his nature, he 

violates the monastery’s rules, including eating dog meat and falling in love with Wuxia, his 

master’s daughter.  Later, Li Shimin, the crowned prince of the Tang Empire, is chased by 

Wang’s troops. Fleeing into the temple, he is saved by the Shaolin monks. Wang comes to the 

Shaolin Temple for Li. When the monks refused, Wang starts to slay the monks. With the help of 

twelve other monks, Xiaohu defeats the rebel army and kills Wang. After Li is crowned, he 

awards the temple and demands the abbot to abrogate some of the temple’s stoic rules. In the 

end, Xiaohu declines Wuxia’s love and becomes a Buddhist monk. 

The Shaolin Temple was made at the time when China reopened its door to Western 

countries Hong Kong and Taiwan. Motivated by its plan of attracting overseas investment and 

expertise for its own economic agenda, the CCP wanted to dispel the overseas merchants’ 
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misgivings toward Communism and ensure them that it would be safe and profitable to invest in 

mainland China. Meanwhile, the film’s production coincided with the CCP initial negotiation 

with Great Britain on recovering Hong Kong. In order to win the support of the people in Hong 

Kong, the CCP government needed to express its sincerity through favorably treatment of Hong 

Kong people working in the mainland. 

Under the overall economic and political circumstance, the film received great support 

from the CCP government. In the middle of filming, Lo Wei, the film’s director, was replaced by 

the company because the company was not satisfied with his work. Disrupted by this sudden 

change, the film fell behind schedule and the project ran out of funds. At this moment, the 

Chinese government stepped in to offer assistance. Under the direct instruction of Liao 

Chengzhi, then director of the Chinese National Office of Compatriot Affairs, the Shaolin 

Temple in Henan Province was opened to the film crew without charge or fee. Also, Liao 

demanded the Chinese Sports Committees at both national and provincial levels to dispatch their 

best Kung Fu athletes to perform as actors.  Among them was Jet Li,who was to become a 

superstar in China and Hollywood.55  Although these athletes were not professional actors, they 

worked conscientiously while receiving only one fiftieth of the payment as the Hong Kong 

actors. With the government support, the production company completed the filming and passed 

the CFB’s censorship smoothly. As the biggest success in Chinese film in the 1980s, the film had 

substantial box-office receipts. At a ticket price of 0.1 Yuan(or $0.015) , it generated box office 

receipts of 100 million Yuan (or $15.3 million). 

The film’s success had much to do with the Party’s changed ideological and economic 

policies. Although an important genre within Chinese entertainment films, the wuxia film 

disappeared after the founding of PRC due to the CCP’s emphasis on the political role of its film 

industry and the Party’s conviction that the wuxia film represented feudalistic ideology totally 

incompatible with socialist ideals. After the Cultural Revolution, the wuxia films reemerged as 

the result of the Party’s determination to developing China’s film industry and an ideological 

adjustment from socialism to nationalism. Before The Shaolin Temple, mainland filmmakers had 

already produced some wuxia films. For example, The Mysterious Buddha (Shenmi de dafo, 

1981) became an instant box office hit and received favorable comments from the audience. 

Seeing the huge market potential, the CCP regarded the wuxia film as a genre that could boost 

                                                 
55 See G. Wang.  
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the growth of the Chinese film industry. The Party’s permission on the production of wuxia films 

signaled the beginning of a gradual transition of Chinese film from socialist cinema to post-

socialist cinema, with the focus shifting from serving the Party’s ideological propaganda to 

entertaining the audience and generating revenues.  

The emergence of The Shaolin Temple, together with other wuxia films produced in the 

mainland, also marked the CCP’s readjustment of its hegemonic discourse. As wuxia films 

generally embrace traditional Chinese thoughts, including Confucianism, Legalism and 

Modiism, the state endorsement of the wuxia film reflects the Party’s revision of its dogmatic 

Communism and conscious integration of traditional Chinese thoughts. Meanwhile, the wuxia 

film’s central tenet of maintaining justice and helping the poor offers a more humanistic and 

pragmatic morality that might make up for the ideological void after the demise of the grand 

communist ideal.    

As one of the earliest films jointly produced by Hong Kong and mainland China, The 

Shaolin Temple tries to fit into the Party’s new political agenda while catering to the taste of the 

audience. Xiaohu is created as a xiake or “knight-errant” embracing Confucian values.  On the 

surface, the film tells a revenge story of Xiaohu for his father. However, Xiaohu’s father dies in 

resisting an evil governor, who is described as both a cruel and licentious thug and an ambitious 

rebel aiming at overturning the nation for his own desires. Xiaohu’s revenge, therefore, is more 

than seeking justice for his family, but endowed with a lofty goal of safeguarding the nation’s 

unity and protecting the moral integrity. Xiaohu, or the xiake, becomes the defender of both the 

family and the nation.  The Confucian notion of family and nation is not only an important 

source for the CCP’s new ideological scenario, but also an important value cherished by Chinese 

people since ancient time.  

Besides the deliberate thematic choice, the film also salutes the CCP governance through 

its depiction of authorities. In the film, the temple’s abbot is depicted as a fatherly figure, 

amicable and wise. Fully comprehending the essence of Buddhism, he is nevertheless not 

affected by dogmatic rules. There is a scene in the film when the monks breach the vegetarian 

rule of Buddhism and eat a grilled dog killed by Xiaohu. To leave their minds at peace, they 

justify their misdeed as “keeping the Buddha in my heart while letting the wine and meat past 

my intestine.” Hearing the news, the abbot dismisses them without administering any 

punishment. The abbot’s lenient and tolerant image is reminiscent of Deng Xiaoping, who is 
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often portrayed by the CCP as a veteran Communist, a wise patriarch, and a pragmatic reformer. 

The abbot’s pardon of the monks can be interpreted as an endorsement of pragmatism analogical 

to Deng’s political practice. Deng had a famous quote: “It doesn't matter whether it's a yellow cat 

or black cat. It's a good cat as long as it catches mice” (1: 323). In the same spirit, the monks’ 

violation of the Buddhist rule can be so justified: “As long as they can fulfill roles as xiake, the 

Buddhist rules are unimportant.”  

On the other hand, the film gives a blithe criticism of dogmatism. To set off the abbot’s 

wisdom, the film features Wu Lou, the deputy abbot. Forming a sharp contrast with the abbot, 

Wu Lou is a stoic dogmatist insisting on carrying out the Buddhist doctrine to the letter. 

Throughout the film, he is not only fooled repeatedly by the young monks, but challenged by the 

rules he abides by. In one scene, Xiaohu sees a dying bird and wants to feed it with worms. Wu 

Lou stops him with the excuse that worms are also animated beings. At this moment, Xiaohu 

sinks into a dilemma because “a monk must never let a live being die without helping it. 

However, if using another live being to save the dying, it will become another killing act.”  

Unable to find a way out, Xiaohu leaves the bird and worms to Wu Lou. However, Wu Lou 

cannot think of a better solution. As a result, he feeds the worm to the bird, suggesting that “a 

larger being has priority to survive.” Towards the end of the film, Wu Lou is forced to give up 

his Buddhist doctrine against killing and join the monks in self defense. Wu Lou’s failure in 

solving the dilemma of the bird and worm and his awakening to defend the temple form a 

lighthearted sarcasm on dogmatism. The flexible interpretation of the Buddhist sutra resonates 

with the zeitgeist of the CCP’s pragmatic reform in the wake of the decline of Communism.    

Besides its conscious complicity with the Party’s intention, the film remains cautious 

about not meddling with CFB censorship. In traditional wuxia films, xiakes usually help the poor 

with their martial prowess. In particular, they are often depicted as anarchists standing in 

opposition against the corrupted government. In other words, the existence of xiake is often 

necessitated by either a corrupted government or villains who operate because of a weak 

government.  However, depicting a corrupt or an incompetent government in the film may arouse 

the censors’ suspicion for alluding to the CCP’s regime. The Shaolin Temple forestalls the 

skepticism with its cleverly-designed plot. The film is set in early Tang Dynasty when China is 

split. In the voice-over at the beginning, the film establishes the legitimacy of the Tang by 

renouncing Wang Renze as a rebel leader. Li Shimin, on the contrary, is given the heavenly 
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mandate with his widely acclaimed wisdom and visions.  The film’s clear-cut stand in favor of 

Li, thus indicating its support of the Tang’s governance, justifies the existence of xiake as the 

result of resisting against Wang’s atrocity. Meanwhile, the film maintains the independence of 

xiake from the government.  As Li Shimin’s identity changes from the crowned prince to the 

emperor, the monks are depicted not as a pro-government force, but as one that facilitate the 

birth of a benevolent empire out of the monks’ sense of justice.  

Moreover, as the first jointly-produced wuxia film after the Cultural Revolution, the film 

carefully avoids using graphic scenes. The wuxia genre of Hong Kong in the 1970s was often 

featured with direct portrayals of violence, such as severed limbs and splashing blood. In 

addition, Hong Kong wuxia films often contain erotic scenes to attract audience.  In The Shaolin 

Temple, scenes of murder and love are depicted indirectly. Different from Hong Kong wuxia 

films that often rely on the visual stimulation, The Shaolin Temple attracts the audience with its 

emphasis on the athletic beauty of the Kung Fu and the comic elements. The different plot-

setting and aesthetics of the film, in addition to its consideration of the taste of the mainland 

Chinese audience, also reflects the director’s keen wariness of the CCP censorship.   

With its huge influence, The Shaolin Temple became the template for Chinese wuxia 

films in the following years. After its release, a “Shaolin fever” swept through the country. 

Within three years since the film’s release, it is estimated that more than twenty films about 

monks were made by directors from Hong Kong and mainland China.56 Meanwhile, the film’s 

Confucian/nationalist ideology also became the dominant theme of wuxia films. The film also 

influenced the wuxia films in their artistic styles. For almost two decades, the Chinese wuxia 

film was dominated by highly acrobatic scenes and lighthearted humor. It is worth pointing out 

that with the proliferation of wuxia films, the taste and quality of these films deteriorated. While 

The Shaolin Temple strikes a good balance of morality, politics and entertainment, its followers 

began to focus on pure entertainment.  

As the first important wuxia film after the Cultural Revolution, The Shaolin Temple owes 

its success directly to the CCP’s readjustment of cultural and economic policies. The 

government’s full-hearted support, besides conveying a message of justifying the people’s need 

for entertainment, is mainly sustained by the Party’s developmentalist project. With its huge 

market success, the film established the first standard interpretations of xiake as Confucian and 

                                                 
56 See Cao.  
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nationalist heroes, a prototype dominating Chinese wuxia films while creating a successful 

market model throughout the 1980s. 

 

The Swordsman of the Double Flag Town: a Whispered Protest under Ideological Rigor 

after the Tiananmen Incident 

 

Following the Tiananmen Incident in 1989, the CCP tightened its ideological control. 

Fearing the consequence of provoking the public’s protest that would endanger its governance, 

the CCP would not hesitate to ban any cultural product as long as it revealed sympathy with 

students and criticism of the Party’s governance. The Tiananmen Incident became another taboo 

topic like the Cultural Revolution in art and literature.  

In 1990, Ju Dou, an art-house film made by Zhang Yimou, was banned by the CFB. 

Unlike To Live (1994), which was banned because of its direct criticism of the CCP for its role in 

the Cultural Revolution, Ju Dou did not touch upon the sensitive topic of the CCP’s ideology. 

The film tells an incestuous story taking place in an old Chinese dye house. Ju Dou’s parents 

arranged a marriage with Jinshan, the impotent and abusive owner of the dye house, in 

exchanged for a dowry. Unable to bear the torture and the loneliness, she has an affair with 

Tianqing, Jinshan’s nephew, and gives birth to Tianbai, an illegitimate son. Hearing the news, 

Jinshan has a stroke and leaves him paralyzed from waist down. However, he plots to kill the 

illegitimate son but instead dies in an accident. After that, Tianqing and Ju Dou continue their 

adultery. Ten years later, Tianbai, now a teenager, knows his mother’s infidelity and kills 

Tianqing. Devastated, Ju Dou sets fire on the dye house. In fact, Zhang carefully set the story in 

the time of the KMT rule to avoid the censors’ ire. However, the film’s historical setting did not 

work. The CFB still banned the film.57  

 While the CFB did not give any explanation, Zhang believed that the film was banned 

because of its “somber tone” (qtd. in Lau “Ju Dou” 3). Meanwhile, critics from China and the 

Western countries have ascribed the banning of the film to the allusion to the Tiananmen 

Massacre. Dai Jinhua argued that both Jinshan’s accidental death and Tianbai’s attempt to 

murder Tianqing constitute the film’s patricide motif. As she sees it, “ Ju Dou, after all, provides 

                                                 
57 In fact, the ban of Ju Dou lasted only two years. The CFB lifted the ban after Zhang Yimou made The Story of 

Qiuju( Qiu Jiu da guansi,1992), a film reflecting the awakening legal awareness of the Chinese people and 
glorifying upright officials in the CCP government.   
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an allegorical text. In a certain way, it relates to heavy and painful emotions associated with the 

Tiananmen Square crackdown to the China of the nineties.” (“Cinema and Desire” 56) Some 

Western critics came to the same conclusion by analyzing the symbolic meanings contained in 

particular scenes. For example, in a scene when Ju Dou in the bath turns her wounded body to 

Tianqing who is the voyeur outside, Jenny Lau argues:  

Indeed, her tired, dirty and bruised body, together with the melancholy 

accompanying music, offers no ‘visual pleasure’ for Tianqing or the film 

audience. Ju Dou’s turning around represents a decisive move against the 

genrontocratic and patriarchal rule that operates against her. (“Ju Dou” 3)  

Gina Marchetti furthers Lau’s explanation by suggesting that Ju Dou “has been transformed from 

an object of erotic desire to a wounded being confronting Tianqing/the world and silently asking 

for (or perhaps demanding) justice.”  She notes that, “Given the events of 1989, Ju Dou’s acerbic 

treatment of decrepit old men oppressing the younger generation to the point of mutual 

annihilation seems to allegorize the Party’s treatment of the demonstrators” (3).  

Zhang’s reflection and analysis of the critics reveal important changes in the CFB’s 

censorship after the Tiananmen Massacre. If Zhang was correct that the film could be banned for 

its “somber tone,” it can be argued that the CFB did not ban the film on the grounds that that it 

openly criticized the Party. Instead, acting much in the same way as the film critics, the censors 

speculate that the film’s grim representation is an implied condemnation of the contemporary 

socio-political formation of China.  As the CFB bans films without allowing filmmakers to 

appeal, the censorship is actually a process based on the assumption of “guilty until proven 

innocent.”  Therefore, it seemed, after the Tiananmen Massacre, CFB’s censorship was tightened 

once again on examining both films’ content and the possible implications.  The practice 

reminded people of the political witch-hunt that took place during the Cultural Revolution. The 

banning of Ju Dou, together with the banning of other films about the Cultural Revolution 

discussed in Chapter Three, made it clear that the Fifth Generation directors became the target of 

the CFB’s censorship. As a group known for their pro-democratic inclination, the Fifth 

Generation directors were expected to run into more stringent censorship for the films they 

submitted.    

Swordsman, a low budget film made by He Ping, then a lesser known Fifth Generation 

director, was produced under censorship’s scrutiny. Swordsman tells a story of a surviving 
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adolescent.  Haige is the son of a famous swordsman. When he was young, he was arranged by 

his father to marry Haomei, daughter of one of his father’s associates. After his father dies, 

Haige arrives at the Double Flag Town to meet his bride. However, with the passage of time, the 

business of swordsmen has become an outdated career. Capable of nothing besides 

swordsmanship learned from his father, Haige is looked down upon by his fiancée and father-in-

law, now a tavern keeper. Later, Erye, the younger brother of Lethal Swordsman, a bandit known 

for his swift sword and ruthlessness, enters the tavern; he is so enamored with Haimei’s beauty 

that he attempts to rape her. Seeing Haomei being threatened, Haige rises to defend her and kills 

Erye in a sword fight. The entire town is frightened, fearing that the Lethal Swordsman will 

come for revenge. Haige turns to his friend Sand Eagle for help. However, Sand Eagle turns out 

to be a coward too frightened to show up. Haige has to face Lethal Swordsman alone. In the final 

showdown, Haige kills the Lethal Swordsman and leaves the town with Haomei.  

After the film was released, He explains his intention of making the film in an article: 

We want to show a pure and kind kid who has just entered this world. . . . He is 

not a hero who kills the rich to help the poor and protects the good through 

eliminating the wicked. Instead, he is a kid whose dream was shattered within his 

short stay in the Double Flag Town. He understands good and evil. He becomes 

mature too early and has to take the responsibility of deciding other people’s fate. 

. . . If we call him a hero, he becomes the hero only at time he leaves with 

Haomei. He is the hero of the future. (10) 

Even twenty years after the film was made, He Ping still refuses to categorize the film as a piece 

of wuxia genre, claiming that it is “a child’s film telling how a child should protect himself.” 58  

Despite his self-defense, the unusual ideological orientation of the film, its story and 

artistic style made it a likely target for the CFB’s censorship. First, the film’s unusual theme 

easily sets censors on guard. While Swordsman is not the first wuxia film using a child as the 

protagonist, its portrayal of the young hero is dramatically different from other wuxia films. In 

the wuxia films in the 1980s, like Shaolin Youngsters (Shaolin xiaozi 1984) or Little Heroes 

(Zigu yingxiong chu shaonian 1983), children usually play comic roles, stunning the audience 

with superb Kung Fu and amusing them with comical facial expressions and humorous 

dialogues. By contrast, Haige is portrayed in Swordsman as a boy at the threshold of adulthood. 

                                                 
58 See Y.Li.  
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Battered by hardship and betrayals, he gradually loses his innocence and reluctantly gets 

involved in the struggle of the adult world. While the grave theme of an underage boy defending 

his bride has never appeared in Chinese wuxia genre, it is reminiscent of Chinese literature both 

in early 20th century and the1980s.  In the writings ranging from old leftist writers  like Lu 

Xun,59 Lao She,60 and Zhang Tianyi,61 to young writers after the Cultural Revolution, such as Ah 

Cheng62 and Wang Xiaobo,63 children are always portrayed in ways that seen to embody 

innocence, hope and the future of the nation. Their drudgeries and miseries are often depicted as 

denouncing the social evils and darkness. The thematic resemblance of the film with this 

tradition of modern Chinese literature indicates that the film may carry a similar objective of 

enlightening Chinese people and criticizing social injustice.  

Besides its unusual theme, the film marks a major deviation from the ideological template 

of wuxia films established by The Shaolin Temple. Swordsman totally abandons the Confucian 

doctrines observed by xiake in conventional wuxia films. In the film, Haige is not a xiake 

protecting the weak and fighting for justice, but an individual struggling for his own survival and 

dignity. He is no longer admired as a hero defending the interest of the nation and its people. 

Instead, he is an outsider, someone whose value is not appreciated by the people. Moreover, the 

environment in which the film takes place is equally un-Confucian. The world Haige inhabits is 

not a Confucian utopia where people are righteous, educated and hospitable, but a dystopia fraud 

with apathy, snobbery, and deception. Sand Eagle, a well-known swordsman and Haige’s first 

acquaintance in his adventure, turns out to be a braggart, a cheat and coward. Full of big words, 

Sand Eagle cares about nothing but money and flinches in front of danger. Likewise, the 

townspeople are described as inanimate and primitive. They are xenophobic and unenlightened, 

despising Haige for his outlandish dress and lack of practical skills. When faced with looming 

danger, they display their skepticism and selfishness, considering only their own safety and 

questioning Haige’s integrity. While the film ends with Haige’s victory over the Lethal 

Swordsman, he is neither appreciated nor glorified by the townspeople. Haige’s departure from 

the town, therefore, is motivated by his total disillusionment with the townspeople. Throughout 

the film, one hardly finds any trace of the central Confucian tenets such as benevolence, 

                                                 
59 See for example, The Madman’s Diary 
60 See for example, Tale of the Cat City 
61 See for example, Dalin and Xiaolin 
62 See for example, King of Children 
63 See for example, The Green-hair Sea Monster 
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righteousness, and reciprocal love.  As Confucianism has been integrated as part of the state’s 

new hegemony, the film’s rejection of Confucian values implies its defiance to the Party’s 

ideological manipulation.  

Finally, the film’s unique narrative and artistic features enhance its suspicion as a 

political allegory. Although the film allegedly aims at telling a story of a child fighting for his 

life, the simple story is overwhelmed by its unique visual effect and deliberate camera angles. 

The film impresses the audience with spectacular scenes and highly ritualized cinematography 

that is iconic of most Fifth Generation directors. The boundless Gobi and the silent mountains 

provide the audience with a grave sense of history that is totally irrelevant to the plot. The film’s 

gloomy and depressing tone is unmistakably connected to the aesthetic style of the Fifth 

Generation directors, who like to invest deep cultural and political meaning in their depictions of 

nature. As Zhang Xudong argues: “The Fifth Generation directors find nature a symbolic base 

camp [sic] from which a cultural offense can be waged, with political safety and aesthetic 

effectivity for the purpose of seizing a restlessly changing life” (265). Swordsman, therefore, can 

be seen as playing with the same historical symbolism commonly found in other art-house films 

made by the Fifth Generation directors. The story outgrows its surface meaning to become 

suspicious of alluding to China’s social realities. 

Additionally, all characters in the film speak and act in ways that are more ritualistic than 

realistic. For example, in the finale, Lethal Swordsman kills three townsmen before fighting with 

Haige. It is interesting to note the different ways the three victims approach the killer. Haige’s 

father-in-law, an old-time swordsman crippled in a sword fight, limps to Lethal Swordsman and 

tries to combat him. But he is stopped by the murderer’s blade. As Lethal Swordsman walks on, 

a blacksmith attempts to intercede on behalf of Haige, suggesting that “it’s a dishonor for a 

famous swordsman to kill a kid.” But Lethal Swordsman slays him silently. Finally, a drunkard 

stumbles to the swordsman, raving that “I am not drunk, my toes are not turned red.” Again, he is 

killed by Lethal Swordsman. After that, Lethal Swordsman continues to Haige, leaving the three 

dead people lying in a straight line behind him. With a high-angle camera, the film shows three 

dead men in the front of the screen as Lethal Swordsman gradually approaches Haige, who is 

sitting under the two flagpoles and watching the sky. The entire shot sequence is done with such 

gravity and solemnity that its strong symbolic meaning needs no verbal explanation. The ruthless 

and ponderous Lethal Swordsman appears machine-like, indiscriminately killing all the people in 
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his way. The three victims are turned into archetypes symbolizing familial affection, rationality 

and hysteria, some of the most commonplace reactions of people in the face of death.   The entire 

killing process translates into a death ritual. By elaborating upon the three deaths, the film 

provides the audience with the ghastly feeling of a massacre. Haige’s final fight with Lethal 

Swordsman, therefore, is not only a scene to prove Haige’s courage but assumes symbolic 

meaning of a young individual resisting evil power devoid of human emotion. 

 

 

   

Figure 3: The Swordsman in Double Flag Town, Lethal Swordsman’s massacre. 

 

 

Considering the film’s unique plot and artistic features and contextualizing the film in the 

Chinese society in the 1990s, I interpret it as a profound allusion to the Chinese social reality 

following the Tiananmen Massacre. In this interpretation, Haige can be easily associated with the 

young generation of China cherishing democratic ideals, and his swordsmanship can be read as 

symbolizing the democratic thoughts that can potentially change the society. Haige inherited the 

skill from his father, or the older generation of renowned democratic revolutionaries. Also, his 

father promised him that he will marry Haomei, who can be seen as standing for the legitimate 

power of the state. However, as the older democratic leaders pass away, their democratic 

aspirations become obsolete. Many old-time democrats, like Haomei’s father, give up their belief 

and take up less ambitious but more profitable jobs. Haige, although equipped with democratic 
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thought, is nothing but a useless and unwelcome young man in the eyes of the town people, his 

father-in-law and even his bride-to-be. The view is so prevalent that even Haige doubts about 

himself. However, at the critical time when the state is threatened by the evil force, all the people 

in town betray their selfishness. It is up to Haige to defend the survival and dignity of the nation. 

Although frustrated by his friend who can only give lip service, the young hero manages to fulfill 

his task of defending his nation. In light of such an interpretation, we can view this film as an 

ingenious wuxia alleogry, which posits a fierce criticism of the corrupted sociopolitical power, 

one that is deteriorating but still tries to hold on to its rule over the nation today.  

However, the key to the question is not whether my political interpretation adequately 

uncovers the film’s hidden message, but why the CFB’s censors did not regard the film as 

containing political reference and ban the film accordingly. In fact, the film’s spiritual and 

artistic resemblance with Ju Dou was too obvious for the CFB to overlook. If Dai Jinhua were 

right that the CFB ban Ju Dou on the suspicion that its patricide theme is an allegorical challenge 

to the Party’s authoritarian governance, then the CFB would have also banned Swordsman 

because its exposure of the hypocrisy of society and people’s apathy also allude to the Party’s 

stifling ideological control after the Tiananmen Incident. Furthermore, if Zhang’s judgment was 

correct that the CFB banned Ju Dou for fear that its somber tone would provoke the public’s 

grievances about the Tiananmen Massacre, Swordsman’s equally grim and ritualistic 

representation could not have escaped the eyes of the alert censors.  As long as the CFB applied 

a uniformed censorship based on the speculative interpretation of the film’s intention to all the 

films submitted for censorship, Swordsman would have received the same fate as Ju Dou.   

Swordsman’s uneventful release, therefore, suggests that the CFB actually exercises a more 

lenient censorship on Swordsman than on Ju Dou.   

The CFB’s leniency with Swordsman perhaps should be attributed to two factors. First, 

its classification as an entertainment film helped it escape the scrutiny of the CFB censorship. 

Conventionally, the wuxia film is categorized as a genre of entertainment film. Such a 

conventional framework was perhaps largely responsible for motivating the CFB censors to 

perceive Swordsman as containing more entertainment value than ideological message. Even 

though its ideological connotations were obvious to the censors, the censors would rather not ban 

the film because excessive political scrutiny of entertainment film would suffocate the 

burgeoning genre that could bring revenue to the Chinese film industry. In the meantime, unlike 
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dealing with art-house films, banning an entertainment film would have negative consequence. 

While art-house films are usually known as holding dissident views, wuxia films are generally 

regarded as providing the audience with pleasure.  Therefore, banning a wuxia film would give 

the public an impression that the Party’s tightened ideological control is expanding into the 

entertainment industry and that would undermine the Party’s goal of developmentalism. 

Balancing the pros and cons, the censors would rather tolerate the political overtones carried by 

the film.   

Further, the film’s experimental stance is perhaps another protection of its political 

subtext. After the Cultural Revolution, the Chinese film industry began to consciously 

reinvigorate itself by adopting Western film theories and artistic expression. The trend, known as 

“the modernization of Chinese cinema,” is considered as a crucial step in Chinese cinema’s 

reform for better artistic value and market performance. Since the 1980s, many young 

filmmakers have produced a large number of films under the influence of Western film theories. 

These films, usually called “experimental films,” are often applications of avant-garde Western 

film theories and mimic of the Western film language. While the films are usually bold with their 

notions and representations, they generally lack lucid narration and discernable plot.  Therefore, 

an experimental film often turned out to be a commercial failure because the notorious obscurity 

of such a film turned the audience away. As the Chinese film industry is becoming more 

commercialized, state studios and private investors have become more reluctant to invest in 

experimental films. As a result, experimental films have been disappearing since the late 1980s. 

Among the last batch of experimental films funded by the state, Swordsman represented a novel 

attempt of combining Hollywood western with Chinese wuxia films. Its plot, narrative strategy 

and suspense arrangement are clearly indebted to High Noon, the Hollywood western classic. 

Like its experimental predecessors, the film also met with a cold response from the audience. In 

the eyes of censors, the experiment film was probably a dispensable genre. Its poor market 

performance hardly constitute substantial challenge to the Party’s ideological control.  Also, 

considering that the experiment would eventually enrich wuxia film and promote the 

development of commercial films, the censors perhaps found it unnecessary to stop it from 

releasing.  

Interestingly, film critics and scholars in China show little interest in deciphering the 

film’s political subtext. Presently, all the comments and analysis regarding this film are focused 
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on its innovation of the wuxia genre and imitation of Western films.64 Among the scholars, only 

Dai Jinhua has captured the film’s political implications to a certain extent: 

Rather than a direct transfer of American westerns, Swordsman is more of a 

typical pastiche of genres. Within this pastiche, the film reveals the cultural reality 

and symptom of Chinese ideology in 1991. . . . Rather than champion 

Nationalistic heroism, the film tells a myth or a fairytale of individualism. . . . A 

child, or a deity who protects the Double Flag Town for the sake of protecting 

himself and his family members.  The time of redemption is also the time of the 

assumption of a new deity. When we must worship, we must worship the heroes 

who help themselves while getting help from God, or ourselves—desperate and 

lonely individuals panicking at the bankruptcy of collectivism. (“Scene in the 

Fog” 317-318) 

From her writing, one can easily notice Dai’s deliberate effort to make the comment 

equivocal. While she acknowledges that the film reflects its conviction of individualism at the 

demise of collectivism, she shows no intention of further exploring the film’s allegorical 

meaning as much as she does with Ju Dou. Her reluctance probably results from the relations 

among the censors, filmmakers and critics. The CFCC includes a large number of scholars and 

professors from colleges. As one of the most eminent scholars on Chinese film studies, Dai has 

great influence within the academic circles. Her interpretation of the film, therefore, can 

potentially influence the outcome of the censorship. Although the above comment was made in 

1998, eight years after the production of Swordsman, the Tiananmen Massacre has always 

remained a sensitive issue. Therefore, her candid disclosure of film’s political allusion may cause 

trouble with the film director. As one of the first group of Chinese film scholars who apply 

western film and cultural theories to Chinese cinema, Dai is most likely sympathetic with the 

liberal filmmakers and unwilling to hunt the political dissents on behalf of the CFB. Therefore, 

the CFB’s deliberate negligence and critic’s sympathetic silence work together to secure the 

film’s successful pass of the censorship.  

Swordsman is an interesting wuxia film created in a particular ideological situation. 

Under the government’s heavy-handed control on ideology, filmmakers have to seek other ways 

of expressing their political views. Underneath its ostensibly simple exterior, the film’s unique 

                                                 
64 See for example, H.Li; Gao. 
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theme and symbolic representation suggests an intricate allusion to Chinese society. In hindsight, 

the film played the role of a scout. Its successful negotiation with the CFB can be seen as 

opening up a new possibility for Chinese filmmakers by demonstrating the CFB’s application of 

differentiative censorship to different genres. While Chinese directors could not criticize the 

government in their art-house films even with allusions, they could find in entertainment films an 

alternative outlet for their dissident views. Swordsman represents one of the earliest attempts of 

the Fifth Generation directors in reforming the wuxia genre with new ideologies. Through 

wrestling with censorship, Swordsman has enriched the Chinese wuxia genre by bestowing upon 

it new thoughts and aesthetics.  

 

Hero: Framing Tianxia with a Nationalist Façade  

 

In 2002, Zhang Yimou produced his big-budget wuxia film Hero (Yingxiong). The film is 

loosely based on the event of Jing Ke’s assassination of Emperor Qinshihuang recorded in 

Record of History (Shi ji). Qin, a strong kingdom in Chinese Warring States period, launches 

wars against other kingdoms in the hope of unifying China. Nameless (Wuming), an assassin 

whose family members were slaughtered by Qin’s troop, has practiced swordsmanship for 10 

years to see his revenge. In order to attack the king at close distance, he seeks help from three 

other assassins, Sky (Changkong), Broken Sword (Canjian) and Flying Snow (Feixue). He 

convinces Sky and Flying Snow to give their weapons to him so that he will use these weapons 

to prove that he defeated the three most dangerous enemy of the king. However, Broken Sword 

tries to stop Nameless from killing the king, but he is wounded by his lover Flying Snow, who 

insists that Nameless must go for his mission. Broken Sword meets Nameless before the latter 

makes the trip to Qin. He writes “all under heaven” (Tianxia) on the sand, hoping to inspire 

Nameless to give up the assassination. Nameless succeeds in approaching the king. However, in 

the course of his conversation with the king, he begins to understand Broken Sword’s meaning 

and abandons his plan. Finally, the king orders Nameless executed and gives him a state funeral. 

Although Hero was funded by private investors, the film received help from the CCP 

government. Zhang Yimou was permitted to deploy more than one thousand PLA soldiers to 

play the Qin troop in the film. Although the soldiers received little payment, their unified action 

and solemn manners greatly enhanced the film’s visual effect. Also, the local governments gave 
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the production company green light to film at scenic locations for free.  After the film was 

completed, CCTV put the film’s trailer on its news channel. Besides, Hero was the first 

entertainment film that had its premier in the Great Hall of the People, a venue reserved 

exclusively for conferences of the Party and the National Congress.65 Many leaders from the 

SARFT and the Party’s ideological department attended the premier.66  The CCP government 

also gave high acknowledgement to the film. In 2003, Hero was nominated as the best film of 

the government sponsored “Cloud Pillar Awards” (Huabiao jiang). Even though it did not win 

the best film award, it received an award for “special contribution” in recognition of its artistic 

accomplishment and outstanding market performance.  

The government’s support, in addition to its persistent commitment to promoting the 

national film industry, is also enabled by the CCP’s strategy in resisting the impact of the 

globalization on CCP’s ideological control.  Since the new millennium, as China’s film market 

became increasingly integrated into the global market, China’s film industry was also forced to 

confront international competitors, particularly Hollywood films. After joining the WTO, China 

had to honor its commitment to import an increasing number of Hollywood films on a yearly 

basis. In order to resist the challenge from Hollywood and defend the market share of Chinese 

films, the Chinese government supports the entire Chinese film industry, including the private 

sectors, through mobilizing administrative, market and media resources. To this end, the state 

plays the role of safeguarding the economic interest of the Chinese film industry.   

Besides the clear economic considerations, the state’s support for the film Hero is also 

driven by ideological intentions. As a film with a strong nationalist overtone and rich content of 

traditional Chinese culture, Hero works as an ideal vehicle for disseminating the Party’s political 

and cultural views among the Chinese people. Moreover, through supporting Hero, the CCP 

continued its effort to export national culture. As a film made with a huge budget and 

international-star cast, Hero was produced with the ambition of exploring international, 

particularly the American film market. As the first Chinese film nominated for the best foreign 

language film at the 2003 Oscar, Hero helped with the CCP government’s cultural program of 

promoting Chinese culture to the international community. 

                                                 
65 See X.Li.  
66 It is said that Jiang Zemin, the Chinese President, also participated in Hero’s premier in the Great Hall of People. 
See Lau “Hero”. There is also speculation that Hero is actually a state project patronized by Jiang Zemin in 
promulgating the CCP’s image to the world. See Ren. However, neither of the information is confirmed.    
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Besides its apparent pro-government stance, the film received government support 

partially because of Zhang’s revised attitude in the face of a rigorous government censorship. 

After the government’s banning of Ju Dou(1990) and To Live (1994), Zhang was on the CFB’s 

blacklist. In an interview, he explained the impact of censorship on his filmmaking:  

Of course, I still first consider whether or not a film will be approved—this is a 

question that’s always existed. When you make a film in China, you will 

definitely confront it. It’s about survival, and only next is artistic value. If you 

can’t survive, then where does this value come from? If you can’t shoot, then isn’t 

it a waste of time to talk about it? It’s useless. (Gateward 150)  

Fully aware of the power of censorship, Zhang revealed his intention to make peace with the 

government in his following films, including Not One Less (Yige dou buneng shao,1999), Happy 

Time (Xingfu shiguang, 2000), and My Father and Mother (Wode fuqin muqin, 2000). These 

films avoided the sensitive historical topics like Chinese politics and the Party’s history and 

depicted the lives of ordinary people. Also, at least ostensibly, these films no longer attempted to 

expose social vices and the miserable lives of people, but paid tribute to the various forms of 

meritocracy of common Chinese people, such as the innocence, kindheartedness and sense of 

commitment. The films passed CFB’s censorship smoothly as these contents are also advocated 

by the CCP. With the production of Hero, Zhang further assured the government of his revised 

agenda. As wuxia films are conventionally categorized as a part of entertainment film striving 

for box office success, Hero has sent a signal that Zhang has abandoned his rebellious position 

against the government and shifted his focus on making commercial films. Zhang’s changed 

attitude is good news for the CCP as his international fame would possibly help the government 

to promote its own political views.  

However, while enjoying the government’s support, Hero cannot be conveniently 

interpreted as a total endorsement of the government’s ideological agenda. After the film was 

released, there was widespread criticism accusing Zhang of selling out his own values in 

exchange for the government’s support, dismissing the film as disguised propaganda of 

nationalism.67 Among others, Evans Chan, a film critic and filmmaker, articulated the most 

direct condemnation. He asserted that the film “promotes a personality cult that claims oneness 

with the progression of the national destiny, and which inspires willful, bloody sacrifice” (18).  

                                                 
67 A summary of criticism of this nature, see Larson.  
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Moreover, he regards Hero as a film that “resonates with the awakened ambitions of the Empire 

within contemporary China” and “subliminally extols the current leadership, endowing it with a 

new messianic mission.” With regard to the goal of the film, Chan argues that the film is “a 

rallying cry for the populace to mute dissent, and to accept the ruthless flogging of the 

authoritarian, post-socialist capitalist machine that is spinning in full force” (21-22).    

What is missing in Chan’s criticism, as well as in those by other critics, is that they give a 

reductive reading of the concept of Tianxia and inadequately equates it with the CCP’s empire-

building propaganda. In “Zhang Yimou’s Hero: Reclaiming the Martial Art Films for ‘All under 

Heaven’,” Feng Lan insists that Tianxia should not be regarded as a nationalist interest. After 

reviewing the evolution of the concept of Tianxia in Chinese history, he concludes  that 

contemporary Chinese intellectuals have sought to recuperate the term as “an alternative to the 

modern discourse of nationalism, and thus a solution to the historical impasse caused by the 

contradictory conditions of the world today”(2). According to him, the rediscovered Tianxia 

paradigm by Chinese nativist intellectuals covers three dimensions of meanings:  

First is its geophysical dimension—namely, the entire earth inhabited by all 

human beings. The second dimension is psychological, consisting in all rational 

values fostered and shared by, as well as beneficial to all inhabitants of the earth. 

In its third and institutional dimension, Tianxia appears to be a utopian system of 

the world, which maintains a sort of transcendental authority over all ethnic and 

national entities by representing the interests of all inhabitants of the world and 

providing guidance under which they live in harmonious relationships. (12)  

Lan perceptively points out that the film represents the conflict between two versions of Tianxia, 

namely the Legalist and Confucian versions of Tianxia. While the former champions the concept 

of the empire and advocates unifying the world with force, the latter puts the interests of the 

people over the ruler and celebrates the redemptive power of moral authority over violent 

force.68    

For all its ideological complexity, Hero shows a preference of the Confucian version of 

Tianxia to the Legalist. While the film provides highly ritualized representation of the state 

violence represented by the formidable power of Qin’s troop and rain of arrows, the state 

violence is only used as the background for xiake’s spirit. In the film, there are four direct 

                                                 
68 See Lan 20-21. 
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confrontations between the state violence and the individuals. However, in each case, the state 

violence appears powerless in the face of the individuals with courage and determination: As the 

rain of arrows penetrates through the roofs and walls of a calligraphy academy, both the students 

and the instructor continue to write calmly disregarding the danger to their own lives. On the 

roof, Flying Snow and Nameless parry the arrows gracefully to prevent them from disturbing 

Broken Sword, who is writing calligraphy with utmost composure; when Broken Sword and 

Flying Snow break into the Qin palace, they make their ways easily through Qin troops; upon 

fulfilling his mission, Nameless walks away from the palace. Although he advances silently, all 

the soldiers are too intimidated to stop him from leaving. While Nameless is pinned on the 

palace door by the arrows, the audience is convinced that his death is more his choice than a 

result of being subdued by the violence, for he has already shown his capacity to neutralize these 

fearful weapons. His death shows his commitment to his conviction in Tianxia. From these 

scenes, one can conclude that the film, instead of justifying the empire’s violence, reveals its 

futility in the face of the xiake spirit. Therefore, while the film records the violence resulting 

from the Legalist concept of Tianxia, it remains committed to the Confucian concept of Tianxia, 

or a utopian world with meritocracy that is believed to hold the key to the future of mankind.   

If the film’s contains a pacifist theme, the criticism that the film glorifies the CCP’s 

governance through idealizing the tyrant Qinshihuang seems problematic.  In The Origin, a 

documentary made on the filming of Hero, Zhang Yimou emphasizes the relation between the 

king and the assassins as a “kind of mutual understanding and appreciation.”  Following the 

director’s logic, the film subtly reverses the power relationship among the state and individuals. 

While the film portrays the tremendous national power possessed by the king, xiakes exceed the 

king both in terms of power and visions. As a man with unmatched martial arts skill and broad 

vision, Broken Sword is a true believer in Tianxia. He spares the king not because of the latter’s 

possession of state power, but because he senses that the king has the moral supremacy, or at 

least can be enlightened to become the master of Tianxia. Regarding Nameless as having the 

same vision, Broken Sword is convinced that his writing of Tianxia could eventually inspire 

Nameless to give up his plan. In so doing, the king in the film is no longer a replica of Qin 

Shihuang in history, but becomes a candidate to carry forth the ideal of Tianxia endorsed by the 

xiake. Therefore, the film, instead of preaching the CCP’s nationalist project, impersonates 

Zhang’s sincere yet idealistic aspiration for a world guided by the Tianxia spirit.     
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The film’s scenes of Nameless attacking the emperor can be interpreted as the best 

demonstration of the intricate relations between the king and the assassin. In the first part of the 

scene, the king surrenders his sword to Nameless. In so doing, he relinquishes only his life, but 

also the state power in the hands of xiake. After the scene when Nameless flies to attack the king, 

the film cuts to a close-up of the king’s face revealing a mortified expression with eyes and 

mouth wide open. Then, the camera reveals Nameless actually hitting the king with the hilt of the 

sword. After that, Nameless says: “The attack must be done on behalf of the people under the 

heaven.” The scene can be regarded as carrying a double meaning. On the one hand, the attack 

with the hilt can be interpreted as the transfer of the xiake spirit to the king. The king’s 

mortifying face indicates that he has experienced a “symbolic death.” The stab with the hilt, 

while sparing his life, connects the state power tightly with the spirit of xiake. In this sense, the 

king becomes the surrogate agent of the xiake spirit. Meanwhile, the attack can also be 

interpreted as a warning to the king. Manifesting the xiake’s capacity and spirit to its full, 

Nameless shows the king clearly what is lying ahead of him: he can either be admired and 

supported by xike for  being a master of Tianxia or replaced if he dares to forsake his pledge and 

turn his back against the interest of Tianxia. In either of the two interpretations, the film can 

hardly be seen as justifying the Party’s authoritarian governance. Instead, Nameless’s attack 

seems to convey a symbolic admonition of the government that its governance legitimacy is 

conditioned by its own righteousness and that tyrannical governance will be overturned by 

xiakes living among Chinese people.    
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Figure 4: Hero, Nameless’s attack of the king. 

 

 

It should be noted that the film’s deliberately obscure and self-contradictory 

representations should be responsible for the critics’ misunderstanding. Although Tianxia works 

as the key term for the assassins and the king in justifying their acts, the film never provide 

enough explanations of its meaning. The term does not appear until the last moment of the film. 

And Broken Sword never elaborates upon the meaning to Nameless. Therefore, the connotation 

of Tianxia is no clearer than when it is earlier written on the sand by Broken Sword. Meanwhile, 

the film never reveals how Broken Sword comes to his conclusion that the king is the right 

candidate for the master of Tianxia.  Lacking neither a coherent definition of the term nor 

tangible proof to support Broken Sword’s judgment, there is no guarantee that the assassins and 

the king can hopefully reach an agreement on the term or that Broken Sword’s decision can be 

justified. Therefore, the significance of Nameless’s death becomes questionable because the 

audience cannot decide whether he dies for his true conviction or just for his desire to have a 

righteous king.  In contrast to its insufficient depiction of its humanitarian position and anti-war 

theme, the film provides a disproportional depiction of the magnitude of the state apparatus of 

Qin. Almost a third of the film is devoted to the meticulous pageant of the marching troops, the 

well-disciplined arrow squad and the grim Qin palace and the faceless government officials. The 
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delicate and spectacular visual effects leave the viewers with an impression that it is parading the 

state violence, an act which can be conveniently interpreted as glorifying China’s rise as a world 

power.   

The film’s hasty development of Tianxia and its exaggerated representation of state 

violence create a narrative imbalance which obscures the film’s central doctrine. However, the 

imbalance, rather than caused by Zhang’s carelessness, is made intentional as a strategy under 

the pressure of the CCP’s ideological control. The favorable portrayal of the national prowess 

and glorification of the king not only ensure the censors of the film’s agreement with the Party’s 

nationalist plan but also enable the film to receive the state’s favorable treatment during its 

production and release. Underneath its surface, however, the film expresses its own conviction in 

peace, freedom and the well-being of the people and protests against state violence. The double-

layered structure, therefore, not only facilitates the film’s negotiation with the censorship 

department, but also allows the artist to express himself with allusions. While the hidden 

message may be detected by censors, Zhang Yimou has reason to believe that the censors will 

disregard it generally because the cooperative attitude outweighs the potential harms from the 

hidden message.    

The film’s unusual narrative structure serves as another camouflage of its political views. 

The film somewhat imitates the multi-perspective narrative in Akira Kurosawa’s classic 

Rashomon(1950). It entails three stories told alternatively by Nameless and the King. However, 

the truth of each account is immediately denied by the story that follows. While Rashomon’s 

multi-perspective narrative is necessary to illuminate people’s selfish nature and reveals the 

director’s view on the relativistic nature of truth, Hero’s three-sectioned structure seems both 

illogical and unnecessary: After finishing his first story, Nameless is close enough to the king to 

murder him. His procrastination is uncharacteristic for an assassin who will never lose an 

opportunity to achieve his goal. Instead of enhancing the suspense of the story, the film’s 

repeated flip-flop between lie and truth weakens the credibility of the story and bewilder the 

audience. As a veteran director who is widely acclaimed for his story-telling skills, Zhang spent 

three years preparing for the story. He should have been well aware of the plot’s flaw and its 

impact on the story. Therefore, the film’s flawed narration can be seen as a finesse to cover its 

real intention.  If Swordsman’s terse and polysemic conversations successfully protect the 

director’s dissident views from being pinpointed by the censors, Hero skillfully hides its 
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disparity with the government behind a labyrinth of lies and mental puzzles. The repeated twists 

and turns in the plot, while undercutting its credibility, blunts the film’s ideological sensitivity.  

Meanwhile, of the three stories in the film, only Nameless’s last account seems to convey the 

truth. The three stories are nevertheless made with equal intensity, sincerity and beauty that the 

audience could hardly tell who is actually telling the truth. Lies, therefore, receive equal 

semantic and aesthetic value with truth in the film. The truth, rather than a self-sufficient 

concept, is entirely determined by the king and Nameless – the two most powerful figures in the 

film. In so doing, the film can be seen as carrying satirical information that history is subjected to 

the manipulation of the powerful people and that the common people could hardly have access to 

historical truth. 

Interestingly, the over-the-top visual effects also constitute a rhetorical criticism of the 

Party’s propaganda strategies. While the film is featured with numerous Computer Generated 

Images (CGI) and other dazzling special effects, it is widely criticized as more formalistic than 

substantive. For example, “The film,” Harrison complains, “has no real plot and no character 

development and its dialogue is made up of declarations of fortune-cookie clichés. This points to 

empty spectacle, to a Chinese version of the worst excesses of high-concept Hollywood cinema” 

(570-571). The astounding special effects may nevertheless contain its ideological message. In 

studying Zhang’s Happy Time (2000), Rey Chow proposes that the film suggests a different 

visual-ethic pattern she terms as “postvisuality.” The pattern, as she defines, “remains a capacity 

to produce an aesthetic rupture, that critical distance from within the bounds of what comes 

across successfully as a conventional and crowd pleasing story” (687).  Hero’s story and its 

aesthetic contour can be seen as continuing a similar strategy. The film’s excessive visual effects 

stands for a breakaway from conventional Chinese aesthetic rule that image should serve the 

ideological purpose. With the impossible anti-gravitational acting sequences, surrealistic scenery 

and randomly changing seasons, the film show the audience images that become totally 

autonomous objects independent of their referents. The aesthetic breakthrough is as much a self-

negation as an allegory of the Party’s new ideological agenda. By disavowing its own ideological 

root, the film satirically suggests that the Party’s new ideological scheme is no more substantial 

than those grandiose scenes devoid of content.    

In sum, Hero is much more complicated than a film pleasing the eyes of the audience. 

Instead, the film reflects the intensive yet intriguing interaction between the government and 
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filmmakers. The deterrence of censorship leaves Zhang Yimou with no choice but to apparently 

take back his political view and work on entertaining projects that appear harmless to the Party’s 

ideological agenda. At the same time, the film’s endorsement of the Party’s nationalist agenda 

aims to take advantage of its huge influence on the audience. However, the film’s ideological 

similarity with the government does not stand for an unconditional surrender to the government, 

but rather works to mask its different political views and criticism of the government.  The 

negotiation between the Party and Zhang seems to lead to a result acceptable to both parties. The 

Party, through its administrative and market influence, not only succeeds in keeping the dissident 

artists in the relatively safe zone of entertainment films, but even acquires the ostensible support 

from the filmmakers. As a tradeoff, the film receives the approval from the censorship and much 

needed support from the media. More importantly, given its economic significance and 

seemingly pro-government stance, the film acquires a certain degree of ideological autonomy 

with which Zhang can express his views different from the government and secretly criticize the 

government’s ideological position.   

With its impressive market performance and smooth negotiation with the censors, Hero 

plays an important role in reinventing the wuxia genre. Its ideological and aesthetics strategies 

began to attract followers. Many major blockbuster wuxia films released in mainland China like 

Heroes of Heaven and Earth (Tiandi yingxiong,2003), Battle of Wit(Mo gong, 2006), and 

Assassins and Bodyguards (Shiyue weicheng, 2009) all choose to set their stories in Chinese 

dynastic history. The characters in these films are generally depicted as heroes whose behaviors 

are dictated by their convictions in the abstract concept of Tianxia. Like Hero, these films’ 

historical fabrications and the championing of universal values all aim at exploiting the 

audience’s nationalistic sentiment for market gain on the one hand and staying clear of the state 

censorship on the other. As entertainment films take the major share of China’s film market, the 

entire Chinese film industry is dominated by a trend of “returning to the past.” In a blog article 

named “Thank you, Confucius,” Han Han, one of the leading Chinese writers and bloggers 

acutely states that “there is never a country’s cinema industry like China that is so keen on 

making films before the founding of PRC. . . . Returning to history is the biggest problem of 

Chinese cinema.”  Besides, while Hero succeeds in conveying its criticism of the government, its 

rich ideological content is not fully appreciated by other filmmakers. Eager to replicate Hero’s 

market success, these films unanimously emphasize their visual effects and the spectacular 
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scenes while making light of its ideological significance. In contrast to the more grandeur 

settings and breathtaking visual effects, their ideological content hardly transcends that of Hero.  

In a certain sense, Hero is partially responsible for the visual exuberance and ideological paucity 

of the wuxia film. The trend that the commercial wuxia film is in pursuit of better visual effects 

at the expense of ideological content is conducive to the Party’s ideological control while 

detrimental to the long-term development of Chinese film industry.    

 

Summary:  

 

The study of the three films unveils the basic principles of the Chinese government’s 

ideological control of wuxia films. For one thing, the rebirth of the wuxia film can be attributed 

in part to the government’s change of its economic and cultural policy. As the genre generates 

large market revenue, it serves the interest of the CCP’s overall policy of developmentalism and 

receives the support from the government. Meanwhile, the government’s emphasis on the wuxia 

film also has its political objective. Its support of the wuxia film works together with its strict 

control of the politically sensitive films, channeling the investment and encouraging film 

professionals to the entertainment area. As many dissident filmmakers pursue entertainment 

films, the CCP government is released of its ideological pressure.  On the other hand, the 

government’s encouragement on wuxia films allows filmmakers to secretly express their views. 

The symbolic criticism helps to dissolve the social tension. In this sense, by promoting the 

development of entertainment films, the CCP succeeds in diverting the public attention from 

political contradictions and reduces ideological confrontations.    

The government’s support and relaxed ideological control directly results in the 

prosperity and diversification of the wuxia film. With the huge capital influx and the 

participation of outstanding film professionals, the wuxia film becomes a film genre that has 

most pronounced growth in Chinese cinema. The huge market prospect galvanizes filmmakers to 

improve the quality of wuxia films. The government’s lenient censorship also makes the wuxia 

film a sanctuary for filmmakers’ freedom of speech.  The analysis of the three films indicates 

that the wuxia film undergoes the transition from merely aiming at entertaining to containing 

more sophisticated ideological content. Owing to the Party’s cultural policy the wuxia film, or 

entertainment films, gradually becomes a site where more intense ideological contestation takes 
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place.  Of course, while censorship is relatively relaxed, it still constitutes a tangible threat to 

filmmakers. The presence of censorship results in an effort by the filmmaker to design a delicate 

symbolic structure and adopt new aesthetic patterns.   The triple influence of market, 

filmmakers’ freedom of speech and the intervention of censorship makes the wuxia film an 

intriguingly rich genre in Chinese cinema.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION: CHINESE FILM CENSORSHIP  

TODAY AND TOMORROW 

 

Chinese film censorship after the Cultural Revolution metamorphosed due to the social 

changes in China and the entry of China into the World Trade Organization.  Over the last thirty 

years, it evolved from a sheer political system to a politico-economic one. The post-Cultural 

Revolution film censorship tried to accomplish the dual objectives of legitimizing the 

authoritarian governance of the CCP on the one hand and developing the Chinese film industry 

in an increasingly capital-dominated economy on the other. Therefore, Chinese film censorship 

after 1976 oscillates between the political and economic goals that are both connected and 

contradictory.  While the CCP’s institutional film censorship retains the organizational structure 

and political functions of censorship in socialist time, it also takes the responsibility of ensuring 

the economic gain of China’s film industry, an objective in line with the CCP’s general policy of 

developing the national economy. To this end, the censorial institution practices selective 

censorship focusing only on films that openly criticizes the Party’s leadership or history while it 

relaxes the control on commercial films, films produced primarily for entertainment.   

Meanwhile, the CCP tries to marshal China’s industry by forming its own hegemonic 

ideology featuring a sort of developmentalism and nationalism under the banner of socialism. 

However, the new ideological campaign has a fundamental defect because the capitalistic nature 

of the CCP’s economic program contradicts its communist claim. As the film industry is now 

opened to private and overseas investors, the CCP’s ideological campaign has to face the erosion 

of mercantilism and moral degradation caused by a complete commercialization of the Chinese 

film industry.    

In addition to the impact of the transformation of Chinese society, globalization also 

changed the nature of Chinese film censorship. The series of ideological, cultural and 

technological challenges resulting from globalization diminished the power of Chinese 

institutional censorship to supervise Chinese film production and punish the offenders. 

Therefore, the CCP, while sticking to its institutional censorship, shifted its emphasis on 
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ideological formations. Utilizing the nationalist sentiment within the Chinese public in the wake 

of globalization, the Party established its image as the defender of national interest. Through a 

series of cultural campaigns both at home and abroad, the Party hoped to secure its ideological 

control by increasing the people’s pride. As more and more Chinese people, including 

filmmakers, come to accept the nationalist sentiment that in one way or another resonates with 

the CCP’s nationalist agenda, the CCP, to a certain degree, resumed its authoritative position in 

Chinese cinema. Meanwhile, the Party enhances the competence of state film studios to resist the 

economic and cultural impacts from the importation of films from the Western world.  By 

streamlining the bureaucratic administration and integrating superior resources, the Party 

remodels China’s state studios into film groups. The newly built film groups were not only able 

to compete with Hollywood companies in the commercial market, but also empowered the 

Party’s production of cultural hegemony. By collaborating with private Chinese film companies 

and consciously learning from its international peers, state film groups exerted tremendous 

influence on Chinese cinema.   

Under the influence of the new censorship, the Chinese film reveals a number of changes 

in terms of its themes, style and artistic expression. First, the government’s repression and 

ideological management is largely responsible for the allusive and symbolic style of Chinese 

cinema. While the CFB’s relentless banning and severe punishment dispirits anyone who dares 

to openly challenge the Party’s ideological authority, the CCP’s hegemonic campaign 

championing nationalism and economic development causes the apathy of the audience toward 

films challenging the Party’s authority. However, the government’s repression and ideological 

guidance cannot totally dampen the interest of filmmakers on these sensitive themes. Driven by 

their social conscience and coveting the large potential market for these sensitive topics, liberal 

and commercial filmmakers are still working on projects to provide the audience with different 

historical accounts on these issues.  To circumvent the Party’s intervention, the filmmakers keep 

trying to explore new narrative and aesthetic patterns that break through the boundaries of the 

government’s normative discourse but can still be tolerated by the censors. Therefore, the Party’s 

political and hegemonic censorship gives rise to the highly symbolic and allusive style of 

contemporary Chinese cinema.   

Second, the Party’s ideological campaign results in intriguing interaction between the 

state ideology and the film industry. In order to achieve a better effect, the leitmotif film actively 
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reformulates its representations and aesthetics to promote the Party’s new core values of 

nationalism and developmentalism. With its huge social and market influence, the leitmotif film 

works as a hegemonic discourse guiding the themes and artistic representation of commercial 

films: the nationalistic passion ignited by the leitmotif films is directly responsible for the 

emergence of commercial films featuring stories of the Chinese Democratic Revolution and 

Anti-Japanese wars. Under the authority’s tolerance, commercial filmmakers are now able to 

attract the audience by exploring historical topics that used to be forbidden for their stories and 

adopting innovative artistic representations. Meanwhile, the state censorship tends to tolerate the 

ideological divergence and commercial exploitations in the commercial films. Therefore, the 

ideological relation between the leitmotif film and commercial films drawing on similar themes 

best interpreted as both cooperative and resistant.  While the private filmmakers’ sympathy with 

the Party’s position to a certain extent enhances the Party’s ideological campaign, the Party has 

to reluctantly accept the consequence caused by ideological dissonance and the vulgarization of 

commercial films.  

Finally, the CCP’s favorable policies and lenient censorship promotes the prosperity of 

entertainment films. The development of entertainment films not only benefits the Chinese film 

industry but also constitutes an effective diversion in the interest of the Party’s ideological 

censorship.  The government’s active promotion of entertainment films succeeds in attracting a 

large number of dissident filmmakers into this genre. For the sake of box office success, the 

originally idealistic filmmakers have to compromise with the public demand. Taking advantage 

of the fact that the audience has been heavily influenced by the government’s patriotic 

propaganda, many filmmakers voluntarily begin to infuse their entertainment films with 

nationalistic sentiment.  As many dissident filmmakers shift their course and cater to the market, 

the CCP succeeds in relieving the ideological confrontation by diverting the dissident filmmakers 

into commercial films. In addition, censorship leniency enables dissident filmmakers to express 

their criticism in the form of allegories. Their disguised criticisms are often winked at by 

censors, who fear that over-politicized censorship would affect an entertainment film’s market 

prospect. The fact that entertainment films often contain a subtext seems to be an outcome 

accepted by both the Party’s censorship and filmmakers. For filmmakers, political allusions serve 

their need for the freedom of expression. For the censors, the disguised criticism not only 

conforms to, at least superficially, the requirement of censorship, but also channels the public 
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discontentment to the symbolic field. While the public cannot vent their discontent upon the 

government, the public may find some satisfaction in relating to the symbolic criticism that 

exists in entertainment films.           

What should one expect of Chinese film censorship? Will it maintain the appearance it 

has today or will there be some changes? Apparently, Chinese film censorship appears to have 

become less tense in recent years. Since 2006, when Lou Ye’s Summer Palace was banned, there 

were hardly any open disputes among the CFB and filmmakers over political issues. However, 

some of the events taking place in the Chinese film industry enable us to obtain a glimpse into 

the future of Chinese film censorship. 

Vignette One: In 2009, Shiyue weicheng (The Assassins and Bodyguard), an acrobatic 

film made by Chen Desen (Teddy Chan), caused a sensation among Chinese film viewers. Based 

on the history of Chinese Democratic Revolution in 1911, the film fictionalizes the story of a 

group of nationalist heroes who devote themselves to protecting Sun Yat-sen, the leader of 

Chinese Revolutionary Party, from being murdered by the imperial assassins of the Qing 

Dynasty. Although an entertainment film produced in Hong Kong, the film adopts methods that 

are often used in the leitmotif film. Together with the film’s dazzling acrobatic scenes is its 

candid expression of nationalist commitments and admiration for a nationalist government.  At 

the climax of the film, it uses a parallel montage: the scene of Sun Yat-sen’s eloquent preaching 

of nationalist thoughts punctuated with his bodyguards’ bloody fights with the assassins. Due to 

its perspective that resonates with the CCP’s nationalist view, the film earned the credit of being 

“a film dedicated to the founding of PRC by Hong Kong filmmakers.”69 

Vignette Two: In 2011, two years after the production of A Republic, the China Film 

Group produced Beginning of a Great Revival (Jiandang weiye). As a film dedicated to the 

ninetieth anniversary of the founding of the CCP, it recounts the story of the birth of the CCP in 

the 1920s. Directed also by Han Sanping and Huang Jianxin, the film replicated the successful 

formula of A Republic’s success, including its nationalistic scenario, all-star cast and marketing 

strategies. In order to attract young viewers, the directors specifically chose celebrity actors who 

are viewed as idols among the young audience. The celebrity actors played the CCP leaders and, 

more interestingly, narrated the love stories of these legendary figures in the film. Likewise, the 

state provided generous help to the film’s marketing. In addition to giving exclusive media 

                                                 
69 See “The Bodyguards and Assassins” 
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coverage, the CFB reduced the number of screenings of Hollywood blockbusters including Kung 

Fu Panda 2 and The Pirates of the Caribbean: on Stranger Tides and postponed the release of 

Transformers: Dark of the Moon in order to maximize the film’s impact upon the market. With A 

Republic as a precedent, the China Film Group was confident that they would to have another 

box office success. In an internal notice the Chinese Film Group issued to its film chains, it 

predicted that Beginning of the Great Revival is estimated to have “30 million audience with a 

total box office revenue of 800 million yuan,”70 almost twice as much as that of A Republic.  

However, the market response was far less enthusiastic than Chinese Film Group estimated. The 

film only achieved 310 million yuan or three fourth of the amount generated by A Republic. 

Meanwhile, some negative reports regarding the film’s box office performance also emerged.  

For instance, in Shenzhen, there was news that half of the film’s first week revenue was 

contributed by group tickets purchased by state enterprises and institutions at the state’s expense.  

Also, Hong Kong Apple TV revealed that some theaters exaggerated the film’s box office result 

by recording some other films’ revenue into its ledger.71   

Vignette Three: in 2010, a film named Let the Bullet Fly (Rang zidan fei) became the 

biggest winner of the box office during that year. As another one of Jiang Wen’s controversial 

works, the film tells a black humor story of Zhang Mazi, a bandit who disguises himself as a 

county magistrate and eliminates the local tyrant Huang Silang.  Once released, the film wowed 

the Chinese film market and reaped an incredible box office of 670 million yuan. Overjoyed, 

Director Jiang revealed his ambition in an interview. Using a line in the film, he observed that 

“he wants to earn money while standing” (Kuai). Given the overall censorship situation, his 

comment can easily be understood as “achieving box office success without giving in to the 

Party’s political censorship.” At the same time, the film also looked suspiciously as an 

allegorical configuration of the Party’s history. Almost immediately after the film released, its 

whimsical plot and bizarre representation invited many political interpretations from the 

audience. In famous Chinese web-based forums like Tianya.cn or Douban.com, there were 

complete analyses of almost every aspect of the film, construing its story as a satirical allusion to 

the CCP’s uncanny ascendance to power in China. Interestingly, Jiang dismissed these analyses 

as misinterpretation. However, he commented: 

                                                 
70 See “The Beginning of a Great Revival” 
71 See “Slackened Market Performance” 
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The only thing we know is that the audience will have boundless imagination if 

you make them excited. I don’t think the interpretations now are excessive 

because they just focus on political interpretations, which reflect the audience’s 

mentality and the narrowness of their mind. (“Jiang Wen”) 

 Vignette Four: On February 2, 2012, Bona Film Group, one of the most powerful private 

film companies in China, announced on its official twitter that it is going to have a pilot 

experiment of a rating system in two of its theaters in Xi’an. According to the staff of the film 

theaters, the rating system “takes the reference of the rating systems in Europe, United States and 

Hong Kong with the view of protecting the minors and giving audience more convenience in 

their choices of films.”72 

 These recent events reveal some of the trends for Chinese film censorship in the future. 

First, the absence of confrontations between the CFB and filmmakers in recent years indicates 

the strength of the CCP’s censorship. As defending governance legitimacy and safeguarding 

cultural security remain the priority of the CCP’s censorship apparatus, it is unlikely that the 

CCP will relax its strict control on aspects of its core values. The banned films since the 1990s 

illustrated the CCP’s intolerance of any direct challenge to its governance. Given the overall 

commercial atmosphere of Chinese cinema, few investors will run the risk of losing their 

investment by making films of this nature. Therefore, the filmmakers’ silence in the face of the 

CCP’s overpowering ideological control is probably going to continue.  

 While the Party’s ideological repression shows no sign of relaxing, one still can see that 

the impact and the limitation of the CCP’s ideological management from the above examples. 

Vignette one indicates that the influence of the Party’s cultural hegemony is so powerful that it is 

not confined to the domestic filmmakers, but also felt by the filmmakers in Hong Kong. To Hong 

Kong filmmakers, the CCP’s hegemony arouses a mixed feeling of fear and admiration. Chen 

Kexin, the executive producer and screenplay writer of The Assassins and the Bodyguards, 

admitted that the film posited a “non-governmental rather than governmental leitmotif.” He 

observed that “I wrote the script not to flatter the CCP leaders, but totally spontaneously. In this 

sense, I am more ‘leitmotif’ than anybody. Although the Hong Kong people look indifferent, 

they have a very strong nationalistic sentiment, even stronger than mainland Chinese.”73 

                                                 
72 See “The Xi’an Bona Theater” 
73 See “Chen Kexin on The Bodyguards” 
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However, in another interview, he also confessed that the film “is one about good people and 

good deeds. It is a film comfortable to look at. Although it is not as dumb as 2012, it is toward 

that dumb direction, which Americans call ‘feel good movie.’”74 Chen’s observations further 

indicate the impact of the CCP’s cultural hegemony on the filmmakers in their work. Motivated 

by the nationalistic sentiment and attracted by the huge market in mainland China, the Hong 

Kong filmmakers identify, reluctantly or not, with the hegemonic ideology in their entertainment 

films.    

By contrast, while the CCP’s nationalist hegemony finds warm response in entertainment 

films, the state-sponsored leitmotif film meets resistance from the market. Vignette Two 

indicates that, although A Republic achieved unprecedented success, the lukewarm market 

reaction to Beginning of the Great Revival suggests the dismal future of leitmotif films. While 

the all-star cast and the renewed representation of Party history might appeal to the market for 

the time being, these artistic and marketing skills could neither bridge the gap between the 

Party’s hegemonic agenda and post-socialist reality nor reconcile the contradiction between the 

Party’s authoritarian governance and the people’s longing for democracy.  As the Chinese 

audience becomes more informed, it will become even harder for state-sponsored filmmakers to 

produce leitmotif films that can please the audience.  

Vignette Three shows the other trend of censorship toward greater tolerance of 

entertainment films. Compared with in Heat, The Swordsman and Hero, Let the Bullet Fly has 

conspicuous and audacious political allusions. Its thinly disguised jeering of the CCP’s authority, 

numerous profanities, suggestive graphic scenes and nudity can possibly upset the CFB censors. 

However, its entertaining façade constitutes the best camouflage for its dissident intentions. If 

Hero and The Swordsmen only carry allegory in their stories, Let the Bullet Fly deliberately turns 

the political allusion into a selling point for the film. Besides enjoying its black humor, the 

audience may also regard decoding the film’s political overtone as another reason to come to the 

movie theater.  Jiang’s dismissal of the film’s political intention is an interesting paradox of both 

self-defense and a gesture to save the face of the CFB. Considering the huge box office it 

generated, the CFB would like to turn a deaf ear to the obvious overtones in the film. In this 

regard, the approval of Let the Bullet Fly discloses the CFB’s attitude to the political allusions in 
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entertainment films. As long as an entertainment film does not openly launch its opposition to 

the government, the CFB will be non-committal regarding the political subtext.  

Vignette Four suggests an interesting possibility in the development of institutional 

censorship. While the CCP’s institutional censorship is proven to handicap the operation of the 

film market, it is hard for the Party to openly adopt a rating system. The Party’s reluctance has its 

ideological and cultural reasons. For one thing, the adoption of rating system will mean that the 

CFB relinquishes its power of ideological repression since none of the film rating systems 

currently adopted in the world can prevent a film from reaching an adult audience. Given the 

Party’s insistence on its ideological control, the rating system seems to be infeasible. Also, the 

adoption of rating system clashes with the Party’s post-socialist ideological scheme. As the CCP 

adheres to its communist principles, it feels reluctant to forsake all of its socialist view on art. 

Besides, as the Party incorporates Confucian thoughts into its nationalist scenario, the graphic 

material and candid expressions tolerated by the rating system contradict traditional Chinese 

values advocating moderation and moral appropriateness.   

Despite that, Bona’s Group’s proposal of a self-imposed rating system is an adjustment 

within the industry to cater to the need of the audience. With the rating system, the film company 

can hopefully better segment the market and produce films catering to different market segments.  

While a rating system hardly fits into the CCP’s new ideological scenario, the Party may 

acquiesce as long as the rating system will benefit the development of the Chinese film industry. 

Therefore, the self-generated rating system will probably become a supplementary system 

running parallel with the Party’s censorship. If Bona Group’s experiment succeeds, it will 

become another piece of evidence of the mixed and hybrid nature of China’s post-socialism film 

censorship.   
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